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Abstract
Quasi-Delay-Insensitive circuits are more robust and amenable to reuse and verification
than other circuit styles. However, their employment within VLSI synthesis systems has
often been limited, as such systems often require non-standard cells or introduce delay
assumptions that break the restrictions of the QDI model.
This thesis presents a new combinational logic synthesis technique in which QDI/SI
Boolean functions can be synthesised using a small set of standard cells. The procedure
allows for implementations of functions employing arbitrary DI-codes to be generated
representing a significant advance in the application of CAD techniques to QDI circuit
design.
An investigation of the QDI implementations of circuits within the Balsa system is
undertaken and the major sources of overheads identified. Using the new combinational
logic synthesis techniques, the Balsa system has been adapted to allow the synthesis of
QDI circuits with arbitrary DI-encodings and channel structure. A system has been
developed to analyse the data requirements of Balsa handshake circuits, and assign
encodings to individual channels within designs. The use of all of the techniques
introduced in this thesis are evaluated over a range of implementations of two major Balsa
designs.
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Chapter 1:
1.1

Introduction

Introduction

As the number of transistors on Integrated Circuits grows VLSI systems are becoming
increasingly complex. In all but the highest performance systems, designers are turning to
circuit synthesis techniques to reduce the time required to create large systems and the
complexity of such systems. In an effort to improve designer’s productivity, digital design
companies are calling for an increase in the reuse of existing designs [52]. However,
traditional circuit styles contain global variables, such as clocks, and design and
technology based assumptions that make hardware reuse complex. The assumptions made
within designs must be verified, often requiring exhaustive simulation, within each new
design. The use of synthesis abstracts the designer away from silicon implementations of
circuits, often making verification more complex as the circuit structure is dictated by the
synthesis method.
The use of asynchronous circuits can alleviate some of the difficulties associated with
reuse of hardware components. Global variables are eliminated from circuit interfaces,
allowing components to be composed more easily. However, such circuits often contain
complex internal delay assumptions, which require verification when ported between
technologies. Delay violations in these circuits are often more complex to locate and
correct than in synchronous circuits, as they cannot be removed by reducing the system
performance to the worst case component.
Unbounded-delay-model asynchronous circuits are a class of asynchronous circuit whose
behaviour allows for arbitrary delays within circuit components. These circuits are ideally
suited to reuse as they do not make any technology based assumptions and so can be
ported between technologies with ease. They exhibit several advantageous features such
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as deadlocking in the case of most faults [71] that allows errors to be located and detected
easily.
However, using such robust delay models also has its disadvantages: circuits are often
larger, slower and consume more power than traditional circuit implementations. Each
signal event needs to be acknowledged in some way so it can be determined that it
occurred. Data has to be encoded so that its validity can be determined from within the
data itself rather than from an external signal.
This thesis presents an investigation into the synthesis of Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI)
circuits, a type of unbounded-delay model circuit, using the Balsa synthesis system [6].
The Balsa system is an asynchronous logic synthesis system developed at the University
of Manchester. It adopts a technology-independent approach to synthesis that allows a
range of different circuit styles to be produced from a single implementation. Using this
feature, a range of different QDI circuits are analysed by synthesising different
implementations of two example circuits. The two circuits, instruction set compatible
implementations of commercial 32-bit microprocessors, represent the largest and most
comprehensive designs generated in Balsa to date, and thus present a reasonable indicator
of the performance of the Balsa synthesis system when synthesising large systems.
An initial investigation into the synthesis of circuits using existing QDI implementations
reveals that the majority of the area and power consumption of the circuits is used in the
communication and detection of encoded data. The cost of such communication can be
reduced by employing more complex DI-codes, that allow more datapath symbols to be
represented with fewer transitions than the existing dual-rail codes. However, initial
implementations, using a 1-of-4 encoding, show that although performance benefits are
gained, a “blanket” application of a single code throughout a design can be inefficient.
Extra logic is often necessary to handle data dependencies that necessitate the extraction
of information from within code groups.
A system to allow the creation of QDI circuits with arbitrary encoding and channel
construction is described and a method of synthesising arbitrary QDI logic circuits to
facilitate this is defined. This method allows a range of circuits, that were previously
unsynthesisable using realistic VLSI technologies, to be constructed with a small basis of
standard cells. A system to analyse the behaviour of Balsa circuits and assign encodings
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to sections of the circuit in order to reduce the complexity and power consumption of
circuits is also presented.
The remainder of this chapter serves as an introduction to the basics of asynchronous
circuit design. The terminology defined here is used throughout the thesis. A more indepth study of unbounded-delay model circuits is given in chapter 2.

1.2

Asynchronous Circuits

The term “asynchronous”, when applied to circuits, is an umbrella term used to cover a
range of different circuit styles with vastly differing properties. One thing all
asynchronous circuits have in common is a rejection of “lock-step” synchronous
operation, dictated by a global clock, in favour of a more flexible system controlled by
various protocols specifying the interaction between circuit components. By eliminating
the synchronous model of circuit behaviour, asynchronous circuits have many perceived
benefits:
• Modularity – Reuse is a major advantage of asynchronous circuits, and is the major
reason for research into the circuit structures described in this thesis. Asynchronous
circuits provide inherent modularity as their interfaces are free from global
constraints such as operating frequency. This allows components to be easily
composed as long as their interface requirements (signalling protocol, data
encoding etc.) are met. In his pioneering work on asynchronous circuits in the late
1950s and early 1960s, David Muller [79] [80] (and 2.2.1) cited modularity as the
main aim for his research in order to expand large systems without decreasing their
overall performance.
• Average Case Performance – In synchronous systems, the performance of the
circuit is controlled by the clock speed. The clock period is set to be larger the
maximum delay through the logic in between all registration points of the system.
Hence, synchronous systems adopt “worst-case” performance as logic stages with
low propagation delay spend much of their time idle, once the logic operation has
completed, until the end of the clock period. In most asynchronous circuits,
handshaking between registration stages is used to control the flow of data. This
allows stages with low propagation delay to complete their operation without
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having to wait for the slower logic stages to complete, leading in some cases to
overall “average-case” performance.
• Power Management – In synchronous systems, the clock signal is propagated to all
registration stages within a design. In large systems this requires substantial
amounts of buffering using complex clock tree configurations to reduce clock skew
between circuit areas. Unless methods such as clock gating, which have other
drawbacks, are used, the clock will force transitions on latches even within stages
where no useful work is being done. In asynchronous systems, each stage is
controlled by demand and so idle stages do no work. This can lead to lower power
designs, particularly in circuits where computation is not required 100% of the time
such as reactive systems that can “sleep” in between events. As is described in
chapter 3, the unbounded-delay model circuits described in this thesis have higher
power consumption compared to other asynchronous circuits (although no
comparison with synchronous circuits was made). However, because of their
asynchronous behaviour, it is speculated they would be able to take advantage of
idle time in low usage systems, such as those described above, to reduce overall
energy consumption. Such circuits are also very amenable to techniques such as
voltage scaling [74], which can reduce the power consumption of circuits.
• Increased Electro-Magnetic Compatibility – In synchronous circuits, the bulk of
switching activity tends to occur at, or around, the ends of the clock period,
concentrating most of the electro-magnetic radiation to these points in time. In
asynchronous circuits, sub circuits operate at different speeds and switching activity
is both operation and data dependent. Therefore, electromagnetic emission is more
evenly spread over the operation time and not fixed to a particular frequency,
reducing the interference effects which cause large amounts of energy to be
generated at spectral peaks.
There are several disadvantages to asynchronous circuit design:
• Increased Circuit Cost – Extra circuitry is required within asynchronous designs to
allow individual parts of the circuit to control the speed of their own operation. As
this circuitry is integral to the operation of asynchronous circuits it is required
extensively throughout designs, and can often add a heavy penalty to the
performance of asynchronous circuits, in area, speed and power consumption.
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• Complexity – Issues that can be avoided in synchronous circuits by reducing the
clock speed, such as data-validity and logical hazards, have to be dealt with
explicitly. Resolving these problems requires either employing a complex design
style that eliminates hazards or inserting delays that will remove such hazards, this
can be difficult and can require exhaustive simulation to validate.
• Lack of Tools – A large proportion of VLSI designs are wholly or partly
synthesised, and even those that are constructed manually rely heavily on the use of
commercial CAD software verification and simulation. Although there are a
number of different CAD tools available [2] that can aid the construction of
asynchronous circuits, most of these have been developed within research groups
and are far from commercial products. Other commercial tools such as static timing
analysers, are designed to be used with synchronous RTL-style designs and struggle
when applied to complex asynchronous designs with many sequential elements and
feedback loops.
• Testing – Synchronous test techniques such as Scan-paths are difficult within
asynchronous designs, due to the lack of global timing reference. The large numbers
of sequential elements and feedback loops within asynchronous circuits mean
complex testing strategies are required. Philips [15] have solved this problem by
adding a synchronous mode to sequential elements in designs, allowing
asynchronous circuits to operate synchronously. However this greatly increases the
cost of devices.

1.3

Asynchronous Circuit Design

In synchronous circuits, data flow throughout the system is controlled by the clock. In
most cases, the clock period is carefully defined so that at the rising edge of the clock
signal, the data present at the input to each registration stage is valid, and will have been
so for some time (the setup constraint). As asynchronous circuits have no global timing
reference, other methods must be employed to control the flow of information throughout
the circuit. A number of models are commonly employed to simplify the specification of
circuits and create well-defined interfaces to permit interaction with other circuits and the
environment.
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1.3.1 Operation Modes
Operation modes define the behaviour of the circuit in terms of its relationship to the
environment. Most asynchronous circuits operate using one of the following modes or
their derivatives:
• Fundamental Mode – Devised in the 1950s, fundamental mode assumes that
circuits will return to a stable state a fixed time after receiving an input. After
changing the circuit inputs the environment must wait for the circuit to stabilise,
before any more inputs may be changed. Original Fundamental Mode circuits were
very restrictive as only one input could be changed at a time.
• Burst Mode – A more useful mode is the burst mode approach. Here, rather than
individual input changes, inputs and outputs occur in bursts. After receiving a burst
of input changes the circuit may make a burst of output changes. As with
fundamental mode circuits, the environment has to wait for the circuit to stabilise
before applying another input burst. Several tools exist to synthesise circuit
descriptions into burst-mode circuits, the most sophisticated being Minimalist
developed at Columbia University [42].
• Input-Output Mode – In input-output mode, each input change results in a
corresponding output change. After an input change, once the environment receives
the associated output change, it may change the inputs regardless of whether or not
the internal signals of the circuit have stabilised. The interfaces of input-output
mode circuits may become complex due to the causal relationships between input
and output transitions; techniques such as Petri-nets can be used to effectively
model such interfaces and are used as input descriptions to a range of synthesis
tools.

1.3.2 Delay Models
Delay Models categorise circuits by the assumptions made about the propagation delays
within circuit components. The delay model dictates the structure of a circuit and provides
the designer with a template which guides construction of the circuit and allows the
behaviour of the circuit to be verified once created. There are two main categories of delay
model:
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• Unbounded-Delay
• Bounded-Delay
Unbounded-delay models assume unbounded-delay in some or all circuit components and
are the focus of this thesis. There exist several different types of unbounded-delay model,
and they are discussed in detail in chapter 2.
Bounded-delay model circuits place bounds on the propagation delay of circuit
components. Component delays can be approximated using other circuit components,
such as delay elements. All synchronous circuits may be considered a type of boundeddelay circuit as it is assumed that the delays of all logic blocks in the design are less than
the clock period.
Bounded-delay assumptions are most often made on datapaths within asynchronous
circuits with many approaches such as Balsa and Brunvand’s (section 2.8.4), employing
unbounded-delay model assumptions for control components and bounded-delay
assumptions for datapath components. Such assumptions are called bundled-data
datapaths. Data validity is signalled by an external request signal that is delayed to ensure
the data is valid by the time the request is received. Once designs are implemented in
silicon, the datapath assumptions must be verified by simulation. If designs are created
using place and route tools, it may be necessary to insert additional delays into the
datapaths of designs to ensure correct behaviour. Locating timing violations can be very
difficult as unlike unbounded-delay models, which deadlock in the presence of (most)
faults, errors in data validity can be difficult to trace. This is especially true in synthesised
circuits, where the silicon implementation of the circuit is not specified by the designer.
A lot of these problems are avoided in unbounded-delay models as more manageable
delay assumptions are made. However, because of this, such circuits often suffer large
overheads. It is the aim of this thesis to evaluate different datapath techniques in an
attempt to reduce these overheads.

1.3.3 Handshaking
Handshaking is a communication mechanism implemented by a wide range of
asynchronous circuits. A handshake is the simplest form of an input-output mode
interface. Each handshake consists of two basic components: a request and an
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acknowledge. The initiator of the handshake sends a request to the target, which responds
with an acknowledge, figure 1.1. The medium upon which two components communicate,
by means of a handshake, is called a channel. The structure and sequence of events within
the channel is dictated by the channel’s type (data or control), the signalling protocols as
well as the delay models employed by the circuit.

Initiator

Target

Request

Initiator

Target

Request

Initiator
Request

Data

Data
Acknowledge

Control Channel

Acknowledge

Acknowledge

Sender

Target

Receiver

Push Channel

Receiver

Sender

Pull Channel

Figure 1.1: Handshaking

There are two different types of data channel that are determined by the direction of data
flow with regards to the initiator and target. In push channels, data flows from initiator to
target. The request is used to signal the validity of the arriving data, and the acknowledge
signals the successful receipt of data. In pull channels, data flows from the target to the
initiator. The request is a request for data to be sent and the acknowledge signals its
arrival.

Signalling Protocols
When mapped to physical circuit implementations, there are two choices for
implementing request and acknowledge events:
• Transition Signalling (a.k.a Two-Phase/Non-Return-To-Zero)
• Level Signalling (a.k.a Four-Phase/Return-To-Zero)
In transition signalling, each request or acknowledgement is signalled by a single event
on a wire. Figure 1.2 shows the signal transitions and data validity of two-phase push
(shown in red) and pull channels (shown in green). The dependencies between the request
and acknowledgement transitions, which manifest themselves as setup and hold-time
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constraints in physical implementations, are displayed on the diagram with arrows.
Although two-phase signalling requires fewer transitions than four-phase, implementing
circuits that are responsive to signal transitions rather than signal levels is complicated.
For these reasons, designers often opt to adopt a four-phase signalling approach in CMOS
VLSI, at the expense of extra transitions.

setup time

hold time

Req
Ack
Push
Pull
hold time

setup time

Figure 1.2: Two-Phase Signalling

Level signalling, as the name suggests, uses the logical level of request and acknowledge
wires to control the handshake. In order to do this, both wires must return to the zero logic
level at the end of the handshake. As each handshake consists of four-phases, there are
several choices that can be made about the validity of data within handshakes. Figures 1.3
and 1.4 show the three main data validity schemes of four-phase signalling: Early, Broad
and Late for push and pull channels. As is described in chapter 3, the use of a variety of
protocols can have a significant effect on the circuitry required to communicate data
between components.
The data-validity of the early scheme is similar to that of two-phase signalling as the data
is only valid for one of the four phases. In push channels, this is between the positive edge
of the request channel and the positive edge of the acknowledgement. In pull channels,
this is between the positive edge of the acknowledgement and the negative edge of the
request.
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Req
Ack
Early
Broad
Late
Reduced Broad
Figure 1.3: Four-Phase Signalling: Push Channels

Req
Ack
Early
Broad
Late
Reduced Broad
Figure 1.4: Four-Phase Signalling: Pull Channels

The late scheme also covers one phase of handshaking. In push channels, this is the final
stage of the current handshake, but in pull channels, the data becomes valid with the final
transition of the acknowledgement and remains valid in between handshakes.
The broad scheme extends the data validity to cover three phases of handshaking. In push
channels, these are the first three phases of the current handshake, but in pull channels, as
with the late protocol, the data must remain valid in between handshakes. Implementing
push channels with a broad validity scheme simplifies logic and reduces the chance of
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hold time violations on latches. However, implementing pull channels with a broad
validity scheme may require additional latching, as changes to the output data of stages
may only take place during the handshake on the output. To solve this problem, reduced
data validity schemes are often employed. In the Balsa synthesis system, the reduced
broad validity scheme is used to implement pull channels. In the pull-channel reducedbroad scheme, data is only valid while the acknowledge is high, allowing the data to
change in between handshakes without violating validity assumptions.

1.4

Asynchronous Circuit Components

Generally, asynchronous designs are constructed from the same components as
synchronous circuits and can be implemented using standard cells from VLSI libraries.
However, there exist three components that are essential to the design of asynchronous
circuits: the C-element, the S-element and the Mutex.

1.4.1 Synchronising Events
One of most common components within any asynchronous design is the Muller Celement. This component was originally defined by Muller [79], as a way of
synchronising two events. The operation of the Muller C-element is shown in figure 1.5.i.
The output will only transition once both of the inputs transition to the same value,
allowing the events on signals to become completely synchronised or rendezvous. Celements are used extensively within unbounded-delay model designs. In fact Martin [67]
proved that delay-insensitive designs can only employ C-elements and Inverters (see
section 2.2.4).
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Figure 1.5: i.Muller C-element ii. Generalised C-element
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There are two common types of transistor level C-element implementation: static and
pseudo-static. Figure 1.5.i shows the pseudo-static implementation that is used for all of
the circuits described in this thesis. The implementation employs a weak feedback
inverter to maintain the state of the output when the inputs are at different values.
Figure 1.5.ii shows a generalised C-element.By altering the number of transistors in the n
and p-stacks of the device, the behaviour of the C-element can be made to change.
Generalised C-elements are used extensively in the synthesis of speed independent
controllers [27], and pipeline templates (section 2.7.2).

1.4.2 Enclosure

Ar
Aa

S

Br
Ba

Ar

Ar

Br

C

Aa
Br

Aa

Ba

Ba

Figure 1.6: S-element

An important concept in the construction of asynchronous circuits, particularly the
handshake circuits described in 3.2, is that of enclosure. In enclosure, one handshake is
enclosed within another (see figure 1.6) allowing the first handshake to dictate
communication on the second handshake. This is essential in the construction of
handshake circuits as it allows operations (such as reading to and from variables) to be
controlled by control (sync) channels. The S-element (also know as the Q-element) is
employed within Balsa circuits to implement enclosure. The four ports form two fourphase channels, a and b. A handshake on channel b is enclosed between the rising edge
of a request on channel a, received on Ar, and the rising edge of the corresponding
acknowledgement, generated on Aa. The handshake upon b can be enclosed between any
pair of signal events in the handshake on a, and Martin [68] also describes a D-element,
where the handshake on b is enclosed between the falling edges of the request and
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acknowledgement of a. A gate-level implementation of the S-element is given in figure
1.6. Notice that a generalised C-element is used. This is so the Br output of the S-element
is reset to zero when Ar is low, to ensure the circuit resets correctly.

1.4.3 Arbitration
As asynchronous circuits contain no global clock that can be used to determine the order
in which events happen, the interaction between different circuit components must be
carefully managed. Arbitration must be used to prevent two components trying to access
the same resource. Bi-stable devices such as latches may become metastable if two
signals try to change the state of the device at (or approximately at) the same time. In order
to prevent metastability from causing requests for a resource to be granted erroneously,
arbiters employ a device called a mutual exclusion element or Mutex (figure 1.7). The
mutex consists of a pair of cross-coupled NAND gates to provide the mutual exclusion
and a metastability filter, to prevent both outputs becoming active and to enable the device
to escape the metastable state cleanly.

R1

Mutex

Metastability Filter

R2

R1

G2

R2

G1

G1

G2

Figure 1.7: Mutual Exclusion Unit

In the circuits demonstrated in this thesis, all of these components have been implemented
as individual standard cells. It is possible to implement them all using regular standard cell
components. However, this decreases the performance of circuits, and in the case of the
mutex, may result in erroneous behaviour.

1.5

Contributions made by this work

The work presented in this thesis advances the synthesis of QDI circuits in several areas:
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• A technology independent SI combinational logic synthesis system has been
developed allowing circuits to be implemented using a small set of standard cells.
Other systems rely on employing design-specific cells or complex technologymapping techniques.
• Arbitrary DI-encoded functions may be handled. For the first time any m-of-n SI
Boolean logic function may be synthesised.
• An investigation into different circuit styles generated by Balsa has determined the
major overheads of QDI handshake component implementations.
• A new back-end to the Balsa system has been developed to allow Return-To-Zero
QDI circuits to be generated with arbitrary channel encoding and structure.
• A system to analyse the datapath requirements of Balsa handshake circuits has been
created in order to assign suitable encodings to channels within designs.
• A small selection of circuits generated using the new systems have been evaluated
against existing QDI implementations using major Balsa generated examples.

1.6

Thesis Structure

Chapter 2 discusses delay-insensitive and other unbounded-delay model circuits. The
chapter describes the theory and specification of various types of unbounded-delay model
circuits, and all matters relating to the construction of such circuits, including: delayinsensitive encoding, completion detection techniques, logic implementation styles and
describes a range of existing synthesis tools.
Chapter 3 describes the Balsa synthesis system and handshake component
implementations by means of a series of examples. The ABS system used to generate
handshake component implementations is described and the existing implementations
presented.
Chapter 4 analyses the QDI implementations created by the Balsa system, through
simulations of the two example circuits. A new 1-of-4 encoded back-end is described and
evaluated against the other handshake component implementations.
Chapter 5 presents a new method for QDI/Speed-Independent (SI) combinational logic
synthesis. The technique is based on multi-level logic techniques developed for
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synchronous circuits and such techniques are introduced, together with an in-depth theory
for other SI logic synthesis techniques.
Chapter 6 presents a system for implementing QDI circuits with arbitrary channel
construction, within the Balsa system. A method of specifying encodings and channel
structures is defined and the implementations of the major circuit components are
presented.
Chapter 7 describes a system for analysing the handshake circuit graphs produced by the
Balsa compiler to determine data requirements of channels within designs. This allows
complex codes to be assigned to channels in an attempt to reduce the overall power
consumption of circuits.
Chapter 8 discusses in detail the structure of the two example circuits, and presents the
results of a range of different implementations of each. The size and power consumption
of various parts of each circuit are discussed as well as the effect of various options to the
code assignment tool of chapter 7.
Conclusions about implementing QDI circuits within Balsa designs are drawn in chapter
9, as well as a discussion of future work that is required to make QDI implementations
more flexible and more efficient.

1.7

Publications

The following papers, based on the work presented in this thesis, have been published or
submitted for publication:
• “Null Convention Logic: An Overview” (9th UK Asynchronous Forum)
• “1-of-4 DI-codes in Technology-Independent Synthesis” (10th UK Asynchronous
Forum)
• “Delay-Insensitive Implementations of Self-Timed Synthesised Circuits” (EPSRC
Post-Graduate Research Conference 2002)
• “Point-to-Point Interconnect using M-of-N Codes” [5] (9th International
Symposium on Asynchronous Circuits and Systems).
• “Efficient Synthesis of Speed-Independent Combinational-Logic Circuits” [106]
(10th Asia and South Pacific Design Automation Conference).
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• “Synthesis of Heterogeneously Encoded Systems” [107] (12th International
Symposium on Asynchronous Circuits and Systems).
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Chapter 2:

2.1

Unbounded-Delay Model
Circuits

Introduction

Unbounded-delay model circuits assume unbounded delays on circuit components. There
exist three main categories: Delay-Insensitive, Quasi-Delay-Insensitive and SpeedIndependent, which vary over the extent of the delay assumptions made. All unboundeddelay model circuits are descended from the Speed-Independent circuits described by
Muller in the 1950s [79]. Muller described systems built up from small blocks. Blocks
were interconnected by links which consisted of pairs of wires with opposing directions,
for sequencing and control, or tuples of wires for data processing. Communication on both
links took place with handshakes where each input was acknowledged with a subsequent
output. Data was transmitted in a “two-line” system, with a wire representing each binary
value. Both control links and data links employed a four-phase return-to-zero protocol.
The term “delay-insensitive” was defined to describe the design style employed on the
Macromodules project at Washington University in the 1970s [102]. Large systems could
be created, by “the electronically naive”, from a set of small macromodules that provide
the functionality. Individual modules contained their own timing assumptions, but they
were connected together by “cables” which removed any assumptions required between
modules. Data cables included two control wires. Wire I signalled the arrival of data.
Once the data propagates to all parts of the module where it was required, a signal was
transmitted on wire C to acknowledge the receipt of data and allow the sender to continue
with its operation.
The concept of Delay-Insensitivity has been subsequently refined with several
formalisms, sub-categories, large-scale circuits and synthesis systems.
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2.2

Circuit Models

2.2.1 Muller’s Speed-Independence
Muller and Bartkey [80] described a general theory for speed independent circuits.
Circuits were modelled as closed networks and the state of a circuit was defined by the
values of all the nodes in the circuit. A speed-independent circuit is a circuit whose final
state is the same for all possible allowed sequences of events; i.e. the behaviour is
independent of the varying speeds of elements that may result in different switching
sequences. In Muller’s model a gate may have arbitrary delay, (interconnects have zero
delay) and, at any one time, there may be a number of gates whose input conditions have
been met but have yet to fire (are excited). The state of the nodes in the circuit at any one
time is called the actual state, where as the state defined by the input conditions of the
gates at that time is called the implied state. The authors were able to reason about the
behaviour of the circuit by analysing the transitions from the actual state to the implied
state. They defined a class of circuit called semi-modular and proved that any semimodular circuit was speed-independent, with respect to an initial state. A circuit is semimodular if, for all states of the circuit, on transition to a consecutive state, an excited gate
may only transition in the way implied by the input-conditions in the state it became
excited. In other words, once excited a gate must fire and remain in that state. This
removes any hazards in the circuit associated with glitching and enforces monotonic
transitions. The notion is similar to Martin’s Stability requirement (see section 2.2.4).
Muller’s technique for defining speed-independence relies on examining the states of all
nodes in the circuit and hence is computationally intensive. Subsequently the technique
has been refined to use Signal Transition Graphs, leading to powerful synthesis
techniques such as those employed by Petrify [27].

2.2.2 Molnar’s Foam Rubber Wrapper
Subsequent to his work on Macromodules, Molnar formalised the concept of delayinsensitivity with the Foam Rubber Wrapper postulate [76]. Here, a component is
considered to be covered by a foam-rubber wrapper (figure 2.1) “penetrated by directed
signal paths” (inputs and outputs). The wrapper has the effect that the propagation time of
signals from the environment to the module and vice versa is unknown. So, the ordering
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Module
FRW

Figure 2.1: Foam Rubber Wrapper

of signals at the interface of the module may be different from the ordering of signals at
the interface of the environment. For a circuit to be delay-insensitive, the set of allowable
sequences of events (its trace set, section 2.2.3) must be the same at the module interface
as at the FRW interface i.e. the ordering of concurrent inputs or outputs must be
inconsequential. The FRW principle is central to the work of a number of people at the
Technical University of Eindhoven that was to follow over the next decade.

2.2.3 Trace theory and Delay-Insensitivity
During the 1980s and early 1990s much work was done on formalising and synthesising
delay-insensitive systems at the Technical University of Eindhoven under the guidance of
Professor Martin Rem [13, 36, 109, 95, 101, 112]. The work was based on the FRWpostulate and a formalisation for delay-insensitivity was given based on two important
principles: Transmission Interference and Computation Interference.
• Transmission Interference – concerns the transmission of transitions along a wire.
In a delay-insensitive model, the propagation delay along wires is unknown
therefore two successive events along a wire may interfere and therefore cause
information to be destroyed. In order for transmission interference to be avoided,
some form of acknowledgement must take place (e.g. a handshake).
• Computation Interference – concerns the composition of several components into a
DI systems. During the interaction of components, it must not be possible for one
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component to produce an output that another is not “ready” for. As computation
times of components can be arbitrary, components must be carefully synchronised
to prevent early arriving signals interfering with preceding computation.
In order to reason about the behaviour of circuits, trace theory [101] was used and a
formalisation was given in terms of the traces or allowable sequences of events.
A system is described by a trace-structure, T, a pair:
T = <aT,tT>
consisting of:
• An alphabet, aT, of inputs (iT) and outputs (oT) and possible internal symbols. Each
symbol in the alphabet corresponds to a node in the circuit.
• A set of traces, tT. A trace is an ordered sequence of symbols from a component’s
alphabet that describes a sequence of events. The set of all traces of a component
corresponds to the allowable behaviour of that component.
The trace set of a component is generated by a command similar to a regular expression.
An example of the trace structure and the command for a C-element is given below:
C = <{a,b,z},{ε,a,b,ab,ba,abz,baz,....}>
tC = (a,b;z)*
where a and b are the inputs and z the output. The comma represents concurrent
composition, the semi-colon sequential and the asterisk repetition.
Udding [109] classified delay-insensitive processes and defined four distinct types.
Structures must have disjoint input and output sets (iT ∩ oT = ∅). Their behaviour must
be free from transmission interference - they cannot send or receive successive events of
the same symbol:
∀s ∈ tT , a ∈ aT

( saa ∉ t )T

To fulfil the FRW-postulate, the ordering of consecutive inputs or outputs must be
arbitrary:
( ∀s ∈ tT , a ∈ oT , b ∈ oT

sab ∈ tT ⇒ sba ∈ tT ) ∧

( ∀s ∈ tT , a ∈ iT , b ∈ iT
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All DI structures must adhere to the above conditions. However, several different classes
of delay-insensitive process can be determined by their commitment to the disabling
condition. The most restrictive form of this condition states that no event can disable
another. If a component is in a state where the symbol a or b can occur, the occurrence of
one cannot prevent the other:
∀s ∈ tT , a ∈ aT , b ∈ aT

sa ∈ tT ∧ s b ∈ tT ⇒ sab ∈ tT

The class of component adopting this condition is the most restrictive class of delayinsensitive component, known as the synchronising class (or C1). Due to the lack of
disabling, no choice can be made on the basis of an event. Therefore all that these
components can do is synchronise with each other. The next class is called the datacommunication class (C2). Here, the condition is relaxed to allow for inputs to disable
each other and therefore allow decisions to be made based on input data.
∀s ∈ tT , ( a ∈ oT ∨ b ∈ oT )

sa ∈ tT ∧ s b ∈ tT ⇒ sab ∈ tT

The least restrictive disabling condition also allows the disabling of outputs. This class is
called the arbitration class (C3), as it allows for choices to be made between outputs:
∀s ∈ tT , ( ( a ∈ iT ∧ b ∈ oT ) ∨ ( a ∈ oT ∧ b ∈ iT ) )

sa ∈ tT ∧ s b ∈ tT ⇒ sab ∈ tT

The largest class of delay-insensitive circuits (C4) is defined by an extension of the
disabling condition. Here symbols of different types cannot disable each other, but the
order of events may affect further decisions. That is, if event a is received before an event
b of a different type, a further event c of the same type as a can be disabled:
∀s ∈ tT , t ∈ tT , ( ( a, c ∈ iT ∧ b ∈ oT ) ∨ ( a, c ∈ oT ∧ b ∈ iT ) )
sabtc ∈ tT ∧ s bat ∈ tT ⇒ sbatc ∈ tT
Udding proved that composing systems with components that do not fulfil the
requirements of C4 can lead to computation interference, and hence such systems are not
delay-insensitive.
In order to build systems from delay-insensitive components, a notion of delay-insensitive
composition was defined. For two components to be composed together, they must not
share inputs or outputs. The subset of their symbols that do interact must be of opposite
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types, to allow them to be connected. The behaviour of the components, with respect to
the symbols involved in the composition, must be the same. The set of symbols involved
in the composition must be independent with respect to the rest of the symbols in each
component. This means none of the input symbols of the set may be dependent on (the
successor of) a symbol from the alphabet not involved in the composition. This ensures
an absence of computation interference due to an input of the composition arriving when
the component is not ready. Udding proved that composing any DI components in this
manner results in a delay-insensitive system.
The notion of replacement is also an integral part of the model. A component can be
replaced by one that is “just as good”, i.e. fulfils its specification. This leads to rules for
the decomposition of systems into interconnected delay-insensitive components:
• The components form a closed system with the environment of the original process,
i.e. no unconnected inputs or outputs.
• No components share the same inputs or outputs.
• At the boundary of the original component, the behaviour is according to the original
specification.
• The components are composed correctly, their behaviour is free of transmission and
computation interference.
Several early synthesis systems were based on the work of Udding et al. (see section
2.8.3) as well as mechanisms for reasoning and verifying delay-insensitive systems.
Subsequent work led to the creation of a complete DI algebra [54] which has been used
recently for synthesis tools [41].

2.2.4 Quasi-Delay-Insensitivity
Another formalism of delay-insensitivity was devised by Alain Martin [67]. Rather than
describe systems in terms of processes, Martin’s model was based on interacting networks
of gate operators and the relationships between them. Behaviour is described by
Production Rules (PRs). A production rule describes the conditions necessary for the
transition of a node in a network. In a Boolean circuit, each gate output is described by
two production rules, one for the upgoing and one for the downgoing transition of the
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node. Inputs of the gate are represented as Boolean variables or their negation (using the
¬ operator). The PRs of a C-element with inputs a and b and output z are:

a ∧ b → z↑
¬a ∧ ¬b → z↓
where z↑represents the upgoing transition and z↓ the downgoing.
The two conditions that must be upheld in a delay-insensitive circuit are:
• Non-Interference – The two PR guards of a gate must be mutually-exclusive in
order for the gate to operate correctly. In some cases this is enforced by the
environment; in others by the PRs themselves.
• Stability – It must be impossible for a gate, once excited, not to fire. The production
rule whose condition has been met must not become falsified before the gate has
transitioned.
In order to uphold the stability of a circuit, Martin defined two theorems that must be
satisfied:
• Acknowledgement Theorem – Each non-final transition in a circuit has a successor
transition. The successor acknowledges the original transition so it can be
determined that it took place.
• Unique Successor Set Theorem – The set of nodes which transition as a result of a
transition on a node, x, is called its successor set. In a DI circuit, the successor set
of a node is unique and the same for all possible computations of the circuit. This is
necessary in order to fulfil the Acknowledgement theorem. As each transition needs
to be acknowledged explicitly, a transition on a node must be acknowledged by
every gate the node is input to. As this set is constant, the successor set must be
constant for all computations involving the node. This restriction is the same as the
restrictions of the Successor class of Udding’s model, as there is no free choice,
circuits can only synchronise with each other.
Martin proves that the only gates that can be used in a delay-insensitive circuit are Celements and inverters. If the guards of an OR gate are mutually-exclusive, the resulting
trace behaviour is:
((a↑; z↑; a↓; z↓)*; (b↑; z↑; b↓; z↓)*)*
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and all the input transitions are acknowledged. However, because of the lack of choice
one input will never be used, and therefore the gate becomes a simple wire.
The resulting class of Delay-insensitive circuits is excessively restrictive, so Martin
describes the “weakest compromise to delay-insensitivity” - the isochronic fork. An
isochronic fork is a fork where it is assumed that the propagation delay of each output in
the fork is equivalent, or the difference is less than a single gate delay. This allows for a
transition on one output to be acknowledged implicitly by the other output, allowing for
choice and disabling in circuits. Figure 2.2 shows the implementation of the S-element,
which was introduced in section 1.4.2. The behaviour is given by:

=

Ar

Br

C

<
Aa

Ba

Figure 2.2: Sequencing Element

(Ar↑;Br↑; Ba↑; Br↓; Ba↓; Aa↑; Ar↓; Aa↓)*
The equal and greater-than signs show the position of isochronic forks. When Ar goes
high the transition is acknowledged by a transition on Br. At this point it is assumed that
the transition has also arrived at the input of the C-element. When Ba goes high, there is
an assumption that the transition will arrive at the NOR-gate before the C-element has
transitioned, preventing an output being produced on the NOR-gate. This is called an
asymmetric isochronic fork assumption. Martin called the class of circuits employing
isochronic forks Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI).
The danger of the isochronic fork assumption has been demonstrated by Van Berkel [10],
on a 1.2µm CMOS technology. It was shown that long wire lengths could invalidate even
asymmetric isochronic fork assumptions. Given that wire diffusion delay scales
quadratically with reduction in feature size [116], the results are even more important to
today’s sub-100 nanometre technologies. Van Berkel showed firstly that differing
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switching thresholds of gates could have a big impact on isochronic forks due to gates
with low thresholds switching early; secondly that gates having different thresholds for
up and down-going transitions may break symmetric isochronic fork assumptions of forks
attached to identical gates. However, Van Berkel concluded that with careful regulation
of gate switching thresholds and locality of isochronic fork operators, QDI circuits could
still be reliable. However, a subsequent study by Mohammedi [75] has shown that the
effects of variance within the threshold voltages of C-elements is negligible for transitions
with realistic edge speed (< 3ns in 0.35µm technologies). Mohammedi also showed that
charge sharing effects can cause glitches within C-elements under particular input
sequences, which can, in some cases, cause a device to change state. Several techniques
were suggested to reduce the effect of charge sharing within generalised C-elements,
which were employed within the asynchronous standard cell library used for the Amulet
3i chip [43].
Van Berkel et al. suggested “stretching” quasi-delay insensitivity through the use of
extended isochronic forks. Here, two paths may travel through n gates before one
acknowledges the other. Such a circuit is called QnDI. While, with the same careful
verification of threshold voltages and wire lengths, these circuits can be made to operate
reliably, it is worth noting that QnDI are not speed independent as they rely on relative
gate delays in acknowledgement paths. The SI model requires arbitrary gate delays.
Theseus Logic who developed Null Convention Logic [39], developed more terminology
concerned with the delay assumptions in “QDI” circuits. Here assumptions known as
orphans are traded against the cycle time of the circuit [40]. Unacknowledged inputs are
assumed to have finished transitioning by the time the outputs of a logic function have
arrived at some form of registration and the return-to-zero phase of the circuit is
requested. This is very similar to the QnDI assumptions of Van Berkel. Such assumptions
are very useful, for instance, in implementing multi-level combinational logic in
pipelines, as they allow transient (unacknowledged) paths to be used, reducing the size
and complexity of the logic. This kind of assumption needs careful checking [60] and
requires particular attention when employed in synthesis.
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2.2.5 QDI versus SI
As described, the assumptions made in Delay-Insensitive circuits are so overwhelmingly
restrictive that practical circuits cannot be built. Therefore, the choice of which
unbounded-delay model to use would appear to be between Quasi-Delay-Insensitive and
Speed-Independent. However, these terms are not mutually-exclusive and in many cases
can both be used to define the same circuit. The zero-delay wire assumption of SI circuits
is equivalent to the isochronic fork delay assumption of QDI circuits. The delay of the
isochronic fork can be considered as extra delay within the gate driving the fork, figure
2.3. However, isochronic fork (or zero wire-delay) assumptions are not valid across large

λ
C

γ

C

γ+λ

λ
Figure 2.3: QDI and SI assumption equivalence

circuit areas and so components employing such assumptions must be composed in
another manner. In QDI circuits, components employing isochronic fork assumptions are
composed using delay-insensitive communication. In SI circuits, no composition method
is specified and components maybe composed using DI-communication or “interfaces
satisfying timing constraints” [28].
The Balsa circuits described in this thesis consist of Handshake Components that
communicate via channels, using delay-insensitive communication. Isochronic fork
assumptions are made only within handshake components. For this reason, it was decided
to use the term QDI when referring to these circuits, as this describes the methodology
without any ambiguity. It may be argued that without correctly analysing the assumptions
made in handshake components, forks may not be isochronic and hence the circuits
generated by the Balsa system are not QDI. However, this is an implementation issue and,
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with correct analysis, the circuits produced by the system described in this thesis have the
potential to become QDI circuits in the strictest sense.
In the remainder of this thesis, the term QDI will be used predominantly to describe the
delay model employed. However, in some areas, particularly in chapter 5, the bulk of the
existing theory is used to describe speed-independent circuits. The term speedindependent is used, to keep the work defined in line with existing work. In the manner in
which it is used in this thesis, any reference to SI may be replaced by a reference to QDI
with no loss of meaning.

2.3

Delay-Insensitive Codes

One of the main issues in constructing datapaths in digital circuits concerns data validity.
In synchronous circuits, data flows through combinational logic blocks and is stored in
latches. The clock signal controls when the data is to be stored and the clock period is
defined to be longer than the largest logic delay of all blocks in the circuit. Thus data will
be guaranteed to have propagated through the logic blocks and the results of all logical
operations will be correct by the end of the clock cycle. Bundled-data asynchronous
circuits use a similar scheme where each combinational logic block has its own data
validity signal and data is assumed to be valid when this signal arrives at a registration
point.
In DI circuits, each wire may have arbitrary propagation delay. Consequently, datavalidity cannot be signalled by a separate control wire, as the arrival time of a transition
on such a wire is unknown. Therefore data-validity has to be encoded within the data
itself, achieved by employing a delay-insensitive or unordered code. An unordered code
is a code in which no code word is contained within any other allowing for the receipt of
a valid code word to be detected immediately. Unordered codes are used for error
checking purposes as they allow the receiver of data to determine whether an error has
occurred in transmission, and, if so, the errors may be recoverable using techniques such
as nearest-neighbour decoding [48]. Error-correcting/detecting codes are used
extensively in a wide range of applications from CD players to deep-space transmission.
In DI systems, unordered codes are employed as they allow the receiver of data to
determine when the data becomes valid without the need for an external control signal.
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There are many different types of DI code, with widely varying characteristics (an
essential survey was done by Verhoeff in [111]).
A code’s length (n) is the number of wires required by the code, its size (M) is the number
of different code words or symbols it contains. Verhoeff characterises codes by four
factors:
• Rate – the number of symbols per wire. Given by:
log2M
R = -------------n
• Redundancy – the number of redundant wires when compared to a binary code. Given
by:
r = n – log2M
• Encoding/Decoding Complexity – circuitry required to extract data values from code
words
• Membership Test Complexity – the completion detection function for detecting the
arrival of a valid code word.
The latter two concepts are difficult to quantify as there are many possible circuit
implementations with differing characteristics. The complexity (in terms of transistor
counts) for DIMS implementations of several codes was reported by Bainbridge [5].
While Verhoeff’s factors offer good insight into the properties of various codes, there are
many other factors such as communicating energy or logical complexity that need to be
considered when choosing which codes to implement in a particular system.

2.3.1 One Hot Codes and 1-of-n Codes
The simplest of the DI codes is the one-hot code: n wires are used to communicate n
values. Each wire is assigned a value and the arrival of a transition upon a wire represents
the arrival of data of that value. The one-hot code has many advantageous features: low
communication energy - because code words are transmitted with a single transition; ease
of membership test - a logical OR of all wires; and logical simplicity. However, it is
highly inefficient, and so is rarely used except by synthesis systems for state machines
[101] [36], where only a small number of states need to be encoded, and reduction of
complexity is key.
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One-hot codes can be used effectively by taking a small code of length n and
concatenating many together to form larger datapaths, these are known as 1-of-n codes.
The simplest and most efficient of these are 1-of-2 (Double- or Dual-Rail) and 1-of-4
codes. Both of these codes have a rate of 0.5. Of these codes, dual-rail is the most
commonly employed and has been widely used in circuits and synthesis systems since
Muller’s circuits of the 1950s. As each code group encodes two values and corresponds
to a single binary bit, the wires of each code group can be thought of as the data value and
its complement. Codes such as this, where the binary data bits can be separated from
check bits (which are necessary to make the code unordered) are called Systematic.
Clearly, the cost of encoding and decoding such codes is reduced and implementing logic
is generally simple. In the case of Dual-Rail logic, implementing logic merely requires
generating the complement of each logic function.
The 1-of-4 code, however, has greater communication efficiency as it encodes two binary
bits in a single code group, meaning half the number of transmissions are required to
transmit data compared to dual-rail. For this reason, the 1-of-4 code has been successfully
employed in on-chip bus networks [4], specialised applications [66] and several complete
systems [91][77]. The 1-of-4 code and all other 1-of-N codes with n >2 are not systematic,
and hence pay a high cost in logic complexity. Where n > 4, the rate of 1-of-n codes
reduces rapidly, so such codes are rarely used.

2.3.2 m-of-n Codes
m-of-n codes are the superset of 1-of-n codes. Here m transitions upon a group of n wires
signifies the arrival of a data value. As with 1-of-n codes, small datapaths may be
concatenated together to form wider datapaths. The size of an m-of-n code is given by n
choose m:
n!
M = -------------------------m! ( n – m )!
The rate of m-of-n codes is often greater than 1-of-n. In fact, the most optimal m-of-n
code, the Sperner code, where m = n/2, is the most optimal of all DI codes and where m
is small the communication efficiency is good. However, where n > 2, no m-of-n code is
systematic, and so the cost of encoding/decoding and implementing combinatorial logic
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becomes great. Membership test where m > 1 is complex, becoming infeasible for large
codes [3] unless novel circuit implementations are employed (see section 2.6).
m-of-n* codes suggested by Bainbridge [5] are a way of reducing the encoding, decoding
and membership test complexity of m-of-n codes, while still retaining area and
communication efficiency. m-of-n* codes are simply incomplete m-of-n codes. They only
adopt certain values. Bainbridge suggested a method for selecting which values from an
m-of-n code should be selected, to minimise the completion detection logic. He also
showed that encode and decode logic could be minimised by selecting careful orderings,
although no standardised approach was given for this. m-of-n* codes are constructed by
concatenating smaller 1-of-n and m-of-n* codes together. One code group becomes a
control group, which adopts unordered values in order to increase the number of symbols
in the whole code. The unordered values of the control group are detected by the increase
(or decrease) in the number of transitions in the other (body) groups, keeping the number
of transitions constant.
For example, the 3-of-6* code of table 2.1 is created from a dual-rail control group and a
2-of-4 body group. Concatenating these two codes together yields 12 symbols. However,
an extra 4 symbols can be gained by allowing the control group to adopt the ordered “11”
value transforming the body group into a 1-of-4 code. The advantage of this approach is
that completion detection circuitry of complex codes can be constructed from the simpler
circuitry of constituent codes. The ordering of the binary values given in the table was
given by treating the body group as two 1-of-4 code groups superimposed (ORed)
together. Each 1-of-4 group corresponds to two bits of the binary value of the code. The
control group is used to determine which 1-of-4 code group corresponds to which two bits
of binary value. A “01” in the control group means that the position of the rightmost “1”
determines the most significant pair of bits in the binary value. A “10” means that the
rightmost “1” determines the least significant pair and a “11” means that the two 1-of-4
groups are equal and both pairs are determined by the resulting 1-of-4 code. For example,
the value “101100” maps to “1011” as the control group is “10” meaning the rightmost
“1” represents the least significant pair “11” and the leftmost “1” represents the most
significant “10”. Using these techniques, Bainbridge was able to reduce the membership
test complexity of the 3-of-6* codes by around 75%, decoding complexity by 25% and
the encoding complexity by 50% compared to a regular 3-of-6 code. Although the
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Control
0
0
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0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

Table 2.1: 3-of-6* Code
ordering technique is specific to this code, it demonstrates that the choice of code values
and their mapping to binary values can reduce significantly the logic complexity of the
resulting circuits needed to implement them.

2.3.3 Systematic Codes
As previously described, systematic codes are codes in which the check-bits required to
make the code unordered can be distinguished from the bits containing the binary value
of the data. Systematic codes are useful as they reduce the encoding and decoding
complexity. The most optimal systematic code, the Berger code C(I,k), consists of I databits and k check-bits where I = 2k- 1. The check-bits record the number of zero’s in the
data-word. Detecting the arrival of data in a systematic code requires complex circuit
techniques. Akella et al. [3] demonstrated that so called enumeration-based completion
detection methods were infeasible for large codes, and that QDI comparison-based
methods could not be used for systematic codes more efficient than dual-rail i.e. where
I=k. However, Piestrak [85] subsequently developed a method for QDI completion
detection for all systematic codes (see section 2.6.3). Systematic codes have great
potential for DI communication between single rail bundled-data or synchronous systems
because of the elimination of encoding costs. However for QDI systems, performing logic
can be difficult, particularly for more optimal codes. The separation of data and check bits
means validity information is no longer encoded into the data. Techniques such as those
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of section 2.5.3, where a separate validity signal is generated, are required to signal datavalidity, resulting in assumptions similar to bundled-data.When implementing QDI logic
with dual-rail, the systematic nature of the code is rarely used.

2.3.4 Signalling Protocols
In the previous section, no mention was made of signalling protocol, all of the codes
mentioned can be employed using either two-phase or four-phase signalling. Most QDI
systems employ four-phase signalling, despite the increase in communication energy and
latency because of the difficulty of implementing two-phase logic based on transitions
rather than logic levels. One novel approach employing two-phase signalling is Level
Encoded Dual Rail Signalling (LEDR) [31].
In LEDR, data is transmitted by a dual-rail code, however operation takes place in two
phases, odd and even. In the even phase, both rails in the code are equal. Whereas in the
odd phase, they are both different (table 2.2 shows the encoding). The encoding of values
Code
C1

C0

0
1
1
0

1
0
1
0

Phase

Value

Odd
Odd
Even
Even

0
1
1
0

Table 2.2: LEDR Encoding
means that only one transition is required to transmit data and change the phase of
operation. As the return-to-zero phase is removed, both the communication energy and
the latency of the circuit are reduced. Completion detection of LEDR is the same as all
two-phase datapaths, requiring an XOR of each code group. Logic, however, can be
performed upon logic levels as in each phase the levels can be determined. Performing
logic is still fairly complex. Static PLA structures described by Dean require separate sets
of terms for even and odd phases. Precharge logic structures (figure 2.4) are more efficient
using transistors to prevent evaluation until all inputs are in the correct phase. Such
structures are similar to the precharge logic of section 2.7.3.
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LCD
L data

RCD
Function

R data

Figure 2.4: LEDR EVAL Structures

2.4

QDI Design Styles

In the previous sections delay-insensitivity was formalised and the data-encodings and
protocols necessary to implement such circuits were introduced. In this section, different
design approaches to quasi-delay-insensitive circuits are discussed. Circuit structure is
discussed in three main topics: Combinational Logic, Completion Detection and Pipeline
Structure.

2.5

Combinational Logic

2.5.1 Indication
The conditions necessary for a function block to operate within a self-timed environment
were first described by Seitz [96]. The function-blocks were employed within a fourphase environment and were defined in terms of two operating regions:
• the evaluation-region – where inputs and outputs become valid
• the reset-region – where inputs and outputs become invalid
Seitz defined two conditions that are used to categorise function blocks (figure 2.5):
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Figure 2.5: Seitz’s Weak and Strong Conditions

• Strong Condition – All of the inputs to a function must become valid before the
function can produce an output. All of the outputs must become valid before any
input becomes invalid. All of the inputs must become invalid before any output
becomes invalid.
• Weak Condition – The outputs to a function may become valid as soon as the inputs
they are dependent on become valid. However, all the inputs must become valid
before the final output of a block becomes valid. The outputs may become invalid
as soon as the inputs become invalid, but the last output must not become invalid
before the last input.
Weak-conditioned function blocks are so-called as they represent the weakest-restrictions
possible to maintain separation between the two operation regions of function blocks and
prevent unacknowledged transitions from the previous input-set interfering with
successive input-sets, causing erroneous calculations.
Seitz proved that a “legal interconnection” of weak (strong) condition elements results in
a function block exhibiting weak (strong) conditions. A “legal interconnection” must be
closed with the environment, have no dangling inputs or outputs and have no internal
feedback paths. These requirements are akin to the composition requirements of section
2.2.3. Seitz also described a dual-rail ripple-carry adder (figure 2.6) which upholds the
weak-conditions if it is assumed to sit in an equipotential region. An equipotential region
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is an area where the value of a wire is identical at all points along the wire, in practice this
means that the propagation delay of wires is negligible in comparison to the delays of
gates. The sum outputs are synchronised with signal D, that detects the presence of active
input wires, to prevent them becoming invalid (returning-to-zero) before all of the inputs
become invalid. No synchronisation is necessary for the carry outputs as the sum outputs
maintain the weak conditions.
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Figure 2.6: Seitz’s Weak Condition Dual Rail Ripple Carry Adder
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The principles determined by Seitz’s conditions were formalised by Varshavsky [110]
into a property of CL blocks called Indicatability. Function blocks upholding strong
(weak) conditions are called strongly- (weakly-) indicating.
Varshavsky defines indication in terms of allowed-transitions: sets of signal transitions
between the valid values of circuit inputs (outputs) of the CL block. Values are described
in terms of vectors constructed from the set of binary variables that form the inputs
(outputs). In four-phase systems, allowed-transitions occur between a data value, d, from
the set, D, of all valid data values and a spacer, s, from the set, S, of all spacer values1. A
transition from d to s (s to d) is denoted d-s (s-d). Each allowed transition traverses a
(possible empty) set of intermediate values, T, where each intermediate value t is either
s < t < d (or d < t < s ). In CL circuits an allowed transition on the inputs, X, of the circuit
causes a subsequent allowed transition on the circuit outputs, Y. The output value of the
function for a given input value, x, is given by the function F(x).
In order for a CL block to be indicatible, the following conditions must be upheld:
• Transitions must be regular, no variables may change state more than once in an
allowed transition.
• Functions must be monotonic (unate) with respect to all nodes - either isotonic
(f(xi=1) > f(xi=0)) or antitonic (f(xi=0) > f(xi=1)). In particular RTZ CL circuits are
either isotonic or antitonic in all variables (positive or negative unate).
• Function inputs and outputs must be unordered. For each allowed transition:
∀t ∈ T

t∉D∧t∉S

• Input transitions must be translated onto the outputs of a function by an output
transition in one step. Each allowed input transition a-b causes an allowed output
transition k-l. In order for the transitions of a-b to be translated to the outputs:
∀t ∈ T

F ( t ) ≠ l . In strongly-indicating circuits the complete output transition k-

l takes place in a single step after the input vector has transitioned to b, in weaklyindicating systems the output transition can commence after the initial input
transition providing the final transition occurs in the final step of the allowed-input
transition and hence Seitz’s conditions are upheld.

1. In RTZ systems the set S contains one value: the all-zero vector.
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The notion of indication can also be extended to circuit components within CL blocks[81]
allowing for the indication of CL blocks to be correct by construction. The synthesis
method described in chapter 5 decomposes strongly-indicating circuits by extracting sets
of functions from a network that form strongly-indicating circuits themselves.

2.5.2 Delay-Insensitive Minterm Synthesis
Delay-Insensitive Minterm Synthesis (DIMS) [99] is a term given to techniques used by
Muller [79] and others [36] to create simple self-timed function blocks. DIMS function
blocks are strong condition QDI designs. Figure 2.7 shows a DIMS dual-rail ripple-carry
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Figure 2.7: DIMS Dual-Rail Ripple-Carry Full Adder

full adder. Functions are implemented by instantiating all of the minterms of a function
with C-elements to control the return-to-zero of the inputs. An OR network connects the
outputs of the circuit. As the minterms are unique, only one becomes active in any data
cycle. Therefore, the OR-gate network acknowledges all transitions, making the circuit
QDI. The fan-out of the inputs to the C-elements forms an isochronic fork assumption.
DIMS has the advantage of being easy to generate and provides a methodical approach
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for creating any QDI combinational logic circuit. Because of their two-level
implementation, DIMS circuits are relatively fast, compared to other strong condition
QDI implementations, and low power, as only one C-element transitions per data-cycle.
Unfortunately, DIMS designs are large compared to other design styles and their size
increases rapidly with function complexity. Because of restrictions in the gate fan-in of
CMOS gates when mapped to real libraries, large DIMS designs may cease to become
QDI. This is shown in figure 2.8, the bold lines show the active wires in a particular data
set (0 + 0 + 0). Where many input gates are decomposed, several may become active
during a cycle. As only one minterm becomes active the transitions on some of these gates
are unacknowledged, resulting in extended isochronic forks. Despite this problem, DIMS
functions have been used successfully in many designs and are currently employed by the
Balsa synthesis system [86] to implement dual-rail circuits.
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Figure 2.8: Decomposed DIMS Dual-Rail Full Adder

2.5.3 Reverse Path Completion
In conventional circuit design, two-level circuits can be minimised using well known
minimisation techniques [30]. Unfortunately when using such techniques it is difficult to
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maintain QDI constraints. However, such circuits can be implemented using QnDI
assumptions in two ways.
The first method employs the technique of Seitz’s Adder of figure 2.6, combining the
outputs with completion detection to uphold the conditions. Clearly, such a technique
requires an extra level of logic on the outputs of the circuit, and hence degrades
performance.
The second method improves the performance of the logic blocks by performing
completion detection in parallel with function evaluation. This can be achieved by adding
an extra output to the function block, and using the fact that all self-timed function blocks
operate within some form of asynchronous communication. The extra output is a
completion detection output, and instead of being transmitted to the receiver of data, it is
combined with the acknowledge from the receiver (figure 2.9). The function produces the
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B0
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Figure 2.9: Reverse Path Completion Dual Rail And

outputs to the receiver when the inputs are available, AND functions in the logic are
implemented with C-elements to control the return to zero of the outputs. On receipt of
valid inputs, the receiver acknowledges to start the return to zero phase. This signal is
combined with completion detection of the inputs to ensure that all of the inputs to the
function are valid. The inputs can then return-to-zero. This allows the weak conditions to
be upheld without adding an extra level of logic to the forward path.
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The main disadvantage of both of these methods is the assumptions required. If multilevel logic is used or the logic is decomposed into smaller gates, unacknowledged
transitions form QnDI extended isochronic forks, requiring careful validation. Despite
this, the reverse path completion technique has been used with success in the
implementation of “Case” statements in the Balsa synthesis system and incorporated into
a large scale design [86] without problem.

2.5.4 Null Convention Logic
Developed by Theseus Logic Inc., Null Convention Logic (NCL) [39] is a novel way of
implementing QDI combinational logic. NCL employs threshold logic operators to
reduce the size of function blocks.
Threshold logic is based on the notion of threshold or linearly separable functions. A
linearly separable function is a function, Z, that may be expressed in the form:

n



Z =  ∑ a i ⋅ x i ≥ t
i = 1

where, each ai is a weighting coefficient assigned to each input xi of Z, t is the threshold
of the function. In a Boolean environment, inputs xi and output Z can only adopt values 0
and 1, ai and t may adopt any positive integral value. In many Boolean implementations,
the function is assigned two thresholds, one for each transition of the output i.e.
n



 ∑ a i ⋅ x i ≥ t u → Z↑
i = 1

n



 ∑ a i ⋅ x i ≤ t l → Z↓
i = 1

The class of linearly separable functions can be implemented by a single threshold
operator. These are functions whose on-set can be separated from their off-set, hence
linearly separable. Figure 2.10 shows functions represented as a hypercube, an ndimensional cube, where each vertex represents an input configuration, and is labelled
with the function output at that point. Linear separability can be viewed as separating
those vertices labelled with a “1” from those with a “0” by means of an n-1 dimensional
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Figure 2.10: The hypercube representation of 3 input functions

hyperplane. The XOR figure of figure 2.10.c is clearly not separable and hence requires
two threshold operators to implement. The set of all linearly separable functions of up to
three inputs is shown in table 2.3. The set includes the Boolean functions AND, OR and
x1 x2

x1
x1 + x2

x1 x2 x3

x1 ( x2 + x3 )

x1 + x2 + x3

x1 + x2 x3

x1 x2 + x2 x3 + x1 x3

Table 2.3: 3-input Threshold Functions
several functions such as the MAJORITY function that require up to three Boolean
operators to implement.
Threshold logic was very popular and widely researched in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
because it was believed that the extra functionality of operators would decrease the size
of circuits and routing between gates would become less complicated [63]. However, its
popularity waned with the introduction of integrated circuits because of the complexity
involved in implementing threshold gates in MOS environments.
Function blocks in NCL circuits are implemented in threshold logic. In order to uphold
Seitz’s weak conditions, the lower threshold of all NCL operators is 0, preventing outputs
of gates becoming invalid before all of their inputs. Like the C-element, NCL operators
exhibit hysteresis to preserve the output of the gate when the sum of the input values lies
in the “gap” between thresholds. The use of threshold logic allows reductions to be made
in the gate count of function blocks, particularly function blocks that may be decomposed
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into sets of linearly separable functions, such as the dual-rail full adder of figure 2.11. The
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Figure 2.11: NCL Dual-Rail Ripple Carry Adder

numbers on the gates represent the value of the upper threshold. Where the weighting coefficient of an input is greater than 1, it is represented by two inputs joined together, as
shown in the diagram.
The application of threshold logic is severely limited by the implementation of CMOS
gates. In modern CMOS technologies the size of transistor stacks is limited due to the
build up of parasitic capacitance across them. All NCL gates contain stacks of PMOS
transistors in series to control the return-to-zero of the inputs [98]. This means that the
fan-in of NCL gates is limited to around 3 in most modern technologies. The three input
threshold functions are shown in table 2.3. Five of these functions are Boolean functions,
which leaves three new NCL operators.
Incorporating threshold logic into QDI designs is difficult because threshold gates that are
not C-elements are not delay-insensitive devices (see section 2.2.4). Therefore, NCL
designs are QnDI structures with unacknowledged paths called Orphans as described in
section 2.2.4. In order to implement NCL circuits, Orphans need to be detected and, if
they are considered critical by some metric, removed by forcing completion detection on
internal signals. However, as discussed previously, even this technique may be hazardous
and the logic may have to be regenerated. In the 1960s, much work was done in
synthesising circuits using threshold logic networks, by decomposing them into linearly
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separable functions. At present it is not known whether any application of such techniques
has been made to NCL logic or any other attempt to synthesise NCL threshold networks.

2.5.5 Martin’s Adder
Martin [70] proposed a method of generating combinational function blocks from
production rules. Upgoing PRs correspond to the pull-down transistor network, and
down-going PRs to the pull-up network. The production rules have to be structured to
eliminate transient signals and make the blocks adhere to Seitz’s conditions.
Martin demonstrated the technique with a dual-rail weak-conditioned full adder (figure
2.12).The weak-conditioning allowed Martin to distribute the return-to-zero of the inputs
over the circuit outputs, reducing the stack sizes of the circuit and reducing the return-tozero propagation time. The approach is limited by the size of transistor stacks in designs
and therefore is not practical for large designs involving many inputs. A similar technique
for constructing transistor level logic will be discussed in section 2.7.2.
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Figure 2.12: Martin’s Adder

While there exist many different techniques to implement QDI combinational logic
blocks, few of them are suitable for general purpose synthesis. This is due either to the
restrictiveness of the technique or the delay assumptions that are incurred when the
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technique is applied to the general case. Chapter 5 describes a technique that allows
arbitrary functions to be synthesised in a quasi-delay-insensitive manner.

2.6

Membership Test

Membership test or completion-detection is important in QDI circuits as it is used
extensively throughout circuits to acknowledge the receipt of data. For the 1-of-N or onehot codes, completion detection is simply an OR of the wires of the code-group but for
more complex codes, it can be substantially more expensive. In structures such as
pipelines, completion detection is a major factor in the cycle time of pipeline stages, and
hence, performance of circuits. Several novel approaches to completion detection have
been proposed to reduce the size of completion detectors and improve the performance of
circuits.

2.6.1 Single-Rail Completion Detectors
Several different completion-detection methods have been developed for single-rail
datapaths to allow for single-rail self-timing. These include Current Sensing Completion
Detection (CSCD) [32] where the low current characteristic of quiescent CMOS circuits
is exploited to detect when a datapath has finished transitioning and Activity Monitoring
Completion Detection (AMCD) [45] where internal signals are monitored for transitions
to determine whether a circuit is still switching. Both techniques, however, rely on timing
assumptions based on the propagation delay of a logic block, so an absence of activity can
be determined to be the completion of a function.

2.6.2 Comparison-based Decoders
Akella [3] defined two types of completion-detection circuits, enumeration-based and
comparison-based decoders. Enumeration-based decoders enumerate all possible codewords, to detect the arrival of data (e.g. using DIMS). Akella was mainly concerned with
systematic codes and showed that such enumeration based decoders were impractical for
large DI codes, such as 32-bit Berger codes. Comparison-based decoders are more
practical for such codes. Here, the set of all check-bits is calculated from the received
data-bits and compared with the check-bits received from the sender. When the two
match, valid data has been received (see figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13: Comparison-based Decoder

Akella proved that it was impossible to build a comparison-based decoder, using
traditional techniques, observing QDI restrictions for codes more efficient than a dual-rail
code (i.e. a I=n, k=n). However, he proposed a method for making such decoders by
placing delay assumptions on the logic calculating different check-bits in the encoder to
ensure a definite sequence in the calculation of check-bits and avoid any incorrect
matching.

2.6.3 Sorting Networks
A more general approach, covering a large number of different codes, is the Sorting
Network (SN) based approach of Piestrak [85]. Sorting Networks are switching networks
which “order”, by logic level, a set of inputs to a set of outputs. The SNs used by Piestrak
are based on Batcher’s Odd-Even Merging Networks [9]. Odd-Even Merge Networks
take two ordered lists and merge them into a single ordered set by splitting them into odd
and even merging networks for the odd and even indices of the two lists, their outputs are
then combined with a row of comparison elements. Figure 2.14 shows a comparison
element and a sorting network for 7 inputs. The inputs are split into two sets and ordered
with smaller odd-even merging networks, before being combined in a large merging
network.
Piestrak’s method for completion detection relies on the fact that a “1” on the ith input of
a SN signifies that i “1”s have been received by the network and hence can be used in the
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Figure 2.14: Comparison element and Sorting Network for 7 inputs

detection of m-of-n codes. In Piestrak’s completion detection, inputs are split into two
odd-even merge networks, the outputs of each are then combined to cover all possibilities
of receiving m active inputs in the two sorting networks. Figure 2.15 shows a 2-of-4 code
completion detector, which is split into two merging networks A and B. From these
networks there are three ways of detecting two active transitions: the 2nd output of each
network or the 1st outputs of both. Piestrak also used the SN approach to create QDI
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Figure 2.15: 2-of-4 Completion Detector
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completion-detectors for Berger Codes, the SN is used to “count” the number of zeros in
the code word. The SN method of completion detection allows completion-detection
circuits to be easily synthesised for any code. For m-of-n codes in particular, the circuits
are efficient as they are proportional to the numbers of wires in the code rather the number
of symbols.

2.7

Pipeline Structures

Pipeline-structures are important parts of any circuit methodology. They increase
performance of circuits by overlapping sequential operations, hence increasing
throughput.

2.7.1 Muller Pipeline
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Figure 2.16: Muller Pipeline Stages

Muller [79] described the circuit of figure 2.16.i, observing that it had a “repetitive”
behaviour. By replacing the “not” gates with speed-independent circuits the circuit may
be used as the “basic circuit of parallel interconnection” [78]. The implementation of
figure 2.16.ii is a pipeline-stage used to sequence control signals through pipelines.
Pipelines built up from such stages are called “Muller pipelines”. Pipelines can be
extended to transmit data by combining the acknowledgements of several pipelines
together, each of which is used to transmit a data line. The acknowledgments may be
combined by means of completion detection, as in figure 2.16.iii, so the principle can be
applied to any DI code. The C-elements of the circuit become latches because they
maintain their state until an acknowledgement from downstream is received stating data
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is no longer required. Combinational logic can be applied between the latch stages using
techniques described in section 2.5.

2.7.2 Pipeline Templates
The latency of each pipeline stage can be reduced by incorporating logic within
registration stages. This has led to the concept of pipeline templates which define the
registration control of a stage and allow for transistor-level designs to be incorporated
within them. A number of such templates are described below.

Weak Condition Half-Buffer (WCHB)
The weak-condition half-buffer (figure 2.17) [65] is the simplest template. Here, the
acknowledgement from the succeeding stage (the right acknowledgement or Rack) is used
to control the reset and evaluation of function stages as in the normal DI pipeline. To
achieve this, the WCHB has an extra transistor in both the pull-up and pull-down
networks. As in a normal pipeline stage, the logic has to be weak-conditioned to correctly
acknowledge the inputs. Therefore, although the WCHB has the fewest transitions of any
template, the sizes of the transistor structures needed to implement functions are large
making operations slow or infeasible.
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L data

Function

R data

Figure 2.17: Weak Condition Half Buffer
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2.7.3 Precharge Structures
To reduce the overhead caused by weak-conditioned logic, particularly by the reset phase
(pull-up network), precharge logic is often used. Precharge logic allows the evaluation or
reset of a function to be delayed until the inputs are valid thereby eliminating the need for
output transitions to acknowledge all inputs.

PC0
The PC0 pipeline stage (figure 2.18) was developed by Williams [114]. The precharge of
each function block is controlled by the acknowledge from the suceeding stage (Rack) and
a completion signal from a preceding stage (Lreq). The evaluation of the function is
delayed until all the outputs of the previous stage have become valid. The reset is similarly
controlled.

L ack

R req

L req

R ack
C

RCD
L data

Function

R data

Figure 2.18: PC0 Pipeline Stage

Precharge Half Buffer (PCHB)
The PC0 template [65] delays evaluation until all of the outputs from the previous stage
have been produced. Therefore, it does not take true advantage of non weak-conditioned
logic. Outputs can be produced early but must wait at the next stage until all outputs are
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produced. The advantages of precharge logic can be exploited by using a “normally
transparent” pipeline style which allows inputs to be evaluated as soon as they arrive. The
Precharge Half-Buffer (figure 2.19) [65] does this. The PCHB has two transistors added
to each network, one of which is controlled by Rack, as before, and another which is
controlled by a C-element combining completion detection of the left and right-hand sides
of the stage (Lcd and Rcd respectively). When the stage is requesting data, Lcd and Rcd
will both be 0, therefore the precharge is controlled by Rack, allowing outputs to be
produced as soon as requested by the right-hand side. However, the reset phase does not
begin until requested by the right-hand side and both the inputs and the outputs have been
sensed by the two completion detectors, therefore acknowledging the receipt of all inputs.
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Figure 2.19: Precharge Half-Buffer

Precharge Full-Buffer (PCFB)
The Precharge Full-Buffer (figure 2.20) [65] operates in the same way as the PCHB but
decouples the reset phase of each side allowing them to operate in parallel. Here, an extra
generalised C-element is inserted to control the left acknowledgement and to provide the
extra state required for the decoupling. The independence between handshakes makes the
PCFB faster than the PCHB, but as it is larger, it is usually only used when speed is
paramount and area may be sacrificed as a result.
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Figure 2.20: Precharge Full-Buffer

Reduced Stack Precharge Half Buffer (RSPCHB)
Both the PCHB and PCFB require two extra transistors in their pull-up and pull-down
networks. In today’s technologies, this significantly limits the size of functions that can
be incorporated within the template. Ozdag et al. [84] suggested the Reduced Stack
Precharge Half-Buffer (RSPCHB) (figure 2.21) to overcome this problem. In order to
save on input completion, the output completion is sent from the previous stage as in PC0.
The enable is controlled solely by Rack. The acknowledge to the previous stage (Lack)
also generates the completion detection for the succeeding stage. This delays the resetphase of the succeeding stage, and hence the precharge of the current, until preceding
stages have reset. While there is a saving in transistors over the PCHB and PCFB,
communication between stages is now QDI as there is an assumption that the data of the
previous stage must reset before the Rack signal is reasserted to prevent the functionblock re-evaluating the same data.
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Figure 2.21: Reduced Stack Precharge Half Buffer

Several methods for pipelining have been presented. Incorporating the templates
described, very high speed QDI pipelines have been built. However due to their design
and reliance on transistor level circuits, the application of such templates is limited to
small functions that are easily decomposed.

2.8

Synthesis Systems

Circuit synthesis allows abstraction of circuit detail and implementation from the design
of systems, making the design of complex systems easier. Delay Insensitive circuits are
obvious targets for synthesis, due to their inherent modularity and various techniques
exist.

2.8.1 Molnar
Molnar et al. [76] presented a method for synthesising Macromodules based on their
interface specifications. Interfaces were represented as STGs known as Interface State
Graphs (ISG). ISGs were compiled into Huffman asynchronous state machines. The logic
for the circuit was derived by annotating the graph with possible encodings. Circuits could
be implemented in two ways: asynchronously or internally clocked.
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In asynchronous circuits, once the logic was determined, hazards were detected by
building the state graph of all nodes in the implementation, and using trace theory to
detect for computation interference. In some cases, delays were inserted into designs to
force sequence on signal transitions and preserve correct functionality.
In clocked synthesis, inputs and outputs were controlled by “Q-flops” (figure 2.22). All
q-flops must acknowledge each clock transition before another is generated. This allows
the q-flops to resolve any metastability caused by input transitions coinciding with clock
transitions.
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Figure 2.22: Molnar’s “Q-module”

2.8.2 Van De Snepscheut
Van De Snepscheut [101] developed a synthesis system based on trace theory. Programs
were described by commands similar to the trace theory commands of section 2.2.3. The
composition of components was analysed for (an absence of) transmission and
computation interference. Components were expanded by a process called alternation,
handshaking, to synchronise two processes and prevent interference. Each command was
compiled into a state machine, which was implemented in an equipotential region. The
states within a state machine were encoded using one-hot codes, and required a flip-flop
for each state and all possible transitions from each state.
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2.8.3 Ebergen
Ebergen [36] describes a synthesis system also based on trace theory. Circuits were
described by DI grammars which generated DI commands. Five grammars were defined,
four of which were analogous to Uddings classifications (section 2.2.3). The fifth (GCL’),
was a grammar for producing combinational commands. Programs were decomposed
through grammars G4’ to G2’ and into GCL’ into commands made up from basic
components (figure 2.23). Ebergen described two sets (basis) of components. Both sets
included:
2FORK (fork with two outputs), 2CEL (two input C-element), 2XOR (two input XOR),
TOGGLE, 2SEQ (a “2by1” decision-wait), SINK, SOURCE. Basis B1 included a
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Figure 2.23: Ebergens DI Components

component called 2-NCEL. This component allowed transitions on an input not to be
acknowledged, and hence it is not a DI component. Decompositions into this basis created
QDI circuits with isochronic forks. Basis B0 included a component 2RCEL a 2-input Celement with two extra outputs, essentially feedthroughs of the inputs. This lets all inputs
be acknowledged while still allowing for alternatives to be taken in the circuit. Inputs that
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connect to more than one alternative are connected in an “interference free loop” to
provide acknowledgement that the transition has traversed all alternatives (figure 2.24).
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C

b

a1

C
C

C

c0

c1

((a0,b;c0;a0,b;c0) | (a1,b;c1;a1,b;c1))*

Figure 2.24: DI Alternatives

2.8.4 Brunvand
Brunvand [21] synthesised programs written in a subset of the Occam language into
“delay-insensitive” circuits. The circuits created actually involved bundled-data datapaths
with two-phase delay-insensitive control. Programs were compiled using a syntaxdirected translation technique into a set of modules corresponding to program constructs.
Delay-insensitive signalling between the modules maintains the circuit behaviour.
Modules where assumption-free behaviour is complicated, such as the Select component
where an output is chosen based on the value of a select input, were implemented using
Q-flops, to preserve their delay-insensitive interface.

2.8.5 Communicating Hardware Processes
Communicating Hardware Processes (CHP) is a partially automated synthesis method
developed at Caltech by Martin [68]. The CHP language is based on Hoare’s
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP). The synthesis procedure follows several
stages:
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Process Decomposition. Processes are decomposed into smaller components
interconnected by channels. This is to simplify the remaining compilation stages. The
method is repeated until each command is represented by a straightline program,
consisting of simple assignments and communication primitives.
Handshaking Expansion. Once the program is decomposed, a handshaking protocol is
applied. As in CSP, communication takes place on channels. In order for the circuit to be
synthesised, these channels must be expanded to implement four-phase return-to-zero
signalling. For example, a buffer may be described in CHP as:
[L;R]*

(where * represents repetition, and ; sequence) meaning communication on channel L
followed by communication on channel R. This is expanded with four-phase handshaking
to:
[[li];lo↑;[¬li];li↓;ro↑;[ri];ro↓;[¬ri]]*

where li and ri are inputs on channel L and R respectively, and lo and ro outputs. [x]
means wait until x.
Production Rule Expansion. From the handshaking expansion the production rules of the
design can be generated. For the example above the production rules would be:
¬ri ∧ li
¬li
¬lo
ri

→ lo↑
→ lo↓
→ ro↑
→ ro↓

As all variables are false initially, the third production rule could be executed violating
the sequencing of the original specification. This can be solved by adding state variables
to the handshaking expansion, or by reshuffling the handshakes in ways that do not break
the original specification. The example above can be reshuffled as:
[[¬ri][li];lo↑;ro↑;[ri];[¬li];li↓;ro↓]*

giving the PRs:
¬ri ∧ li
ri ∧ ¬li
¬ri ∧ li
ri ∧ ¬li

→
→
→
→
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Operator Reduction. Once a set of production rules have been determined, they are then
mapped into a set of operators. Processes involved include symmetrization, where PRs on
the same variable are made to look similar so they can be implemented by a simple
operator, and decomposition, where PRs are decomposed into several different PRs to
reduce the size of transistor structure. In this example, the two sets of production rules are
equivalent and map to a single C-element, giving the Muller pipeline stage of figure 2.16.
The pipeline templates of section 2.7, were all developed from reshufflings of dual-rail
buffers. Pipeline structures, employing these templates, can be synthesised using the
above methods and adopting the template reshuffling of choice.
The CHP synthesis method has produced many large scale circuits [73] [72] [74], with
several advantageous properties, including high performance [72] and low energy [74].
However the synthesis approach is complicated and not fully automated, requiring
extensive knowledge of handshake reshuffling to implement large systems.

2.8.6 TAST
The TIMA Asynchronous Synthesis Tool (TAST) is a synthesis system based on CHP
[35]. Here, designs are written in CHP, and compiled into petri-nets: Data-Flow Graphs
(DFG) and Control-Flow Graphs (CFG) which are then synthesised into QDI circuits. The
petri-nets must be Data Transfer Level compliant in order to be synchronised. DTL
imposes several restrictions:
• Shared Variables are not allowed
• Variables must be assigned before they are read
• Output values can only be dependent on input values.
• Sequential access to variables must exhibit dependency
• Channels cannot be accessed concurrently
These restrictions mean implicit state is removed from circuits and all outputs are
combinational functions of inputs. The transformations necessary to ensure designs fulfil
the restrictions must be done by hand. The circuit can then be compiled into a QDI
pipeline circuit, and the user is given a choice of various pipeline templates to use.
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2.8.7 Tangram/Balsa
Tangram is a complete asynchronous logic system developed by Philips [12]. It compiles
CSP-like descriptions into an intermediate format known as Handshake Circuits.
Handshake circuits are small modules interconnected by channels, and allow the
abstraction of circuit-implementation away from the top level design. In [11] and [13],
Van Berkel proved that handshake processes are delay-insensitive, using definitions
derived from Udding, and that compositions of handshake circuits are delay-insensitive,
using the composition rule of section 2.2.3. Each channel forms an independent alphabet
with respect to the operation of Handshake Components and therefore the composition of
Handshake components results in a Delay-Insensitive circuit.
The Balsa synthesis system is based upon the same compilation mechanism as Tangram
[6], and the handshake components of Balsa exhibit the same-properties. Therefore the
behaviour of Balsa circuits can also be shown to be Delay-Insensitive.
Both Tangram and Balsa have several different implementations of handshake
components. Delay-Insensitive implementations are restricted to dual-rail datapaths, with
logic blocks implemented in a DIMS manner.
Balsa code, Handshake circuits and their delay-insensitive implementation will be
discussed in chapter 3.

2.9

Summary

Delay-insensitive circuits have many advantageous features, their lack of delayassumptions making them modular, robust and particularly suited to today’s complex
synthesised systems-on-chip. However, they also suffer large drawbacks due to their
complexity, causing poor performance, increased area and testing difficulties. Many
techniques have been proposed to reason about and implement delay-insensitive systems.
To date, most existing designs employ simple Dual-Rail or 1-of-N codes, although many
complicated and efficient codes exist. The remainder of this thesis describes the
incorporation of more complex codes into the Balsa synthesis system. In order to do this
several new techniques are required to allow for the creation of arbitrary QDI circuits, as
well as the selection of efficient codes for implementations.
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Chapter 3:

3.1

The Balsa Synthesis
System

Introduction

The previous chapter introduced unbounded-delay model circuits and presented a range
of techniques for their design and synthesis. In this chapter the Balsa system is introduced,
which is used as the basis for the QDI synthesis techniques in this thesis. The Balsa
compilation process and Handshake Circuits are discussed by means of examples. All
existing Handshake Component implementations are introduced.

3.2

Balsa

Balsa is an asynchronous synthesis system developed at the University of Manchester
[6,7]. Like Tangram [11,12], Balsa compiles high-level descriptions of systems into
Handshake Circuits [13] consisting of interconnected components. Handshake circuit
components, or Handshake Components, are connected via channels, and communicate
via handshakes. The use of channels abstracts communication details from handshake
circuit descriptions and allows handshake circuits to be implemented using a variety of
protocols and signal encodings. Currently, descriptions in Balsa can be implemented
using four-phase broad/reduced-broad bundled-data and QDI dual-rail circuits.

3.2.1 The Balsa Language
The Balsa language is derived from Hoare’s Communicating Sequential Processes [49].
Systems are composed of several processes that communicate via a set of primitives.
Originally defined to describe concurrency within large programs, CSP is used as the
basis for many asynchronous circuit synthesis systems (sections 2.8.2, 2.8.3, 2.8.4, 2.8.5
and 2.8.6) because it efficiently describes the inherent concurrency of asynchronous
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systems and abstracts away the complexity of communication allowing for easier
comprehension of complex circuits. An example of a simple Balsa program is shown in
figure 3.1. The program describes a simple ALU, with two 16-bit input channels i and j

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

import [Balsa.types.basic]
public type word is 16 bits
procedure alu (input i : word; input j : word;
input op : bit; output o :word) is
local variable a, b, x : word
begin
loop
select op then
i -> a || j -> b ;
if op = 1 then
x := (a + b as word)
else
x := (a - b as word)
end ; --- if
o <- x
end -- select
end -- loop
end

Figure 3.1: Balsa alu program

and a single bit channel op which determines the operation of the procedure, add or
subtract. The result is produced on output channel o. The procedure works as follows:
Activity is initiated by the receipt of communication on channel op. The select command
performs passive input enclosure, where the all commands within the body are enclosed
within the handshake of the selected input. The data values are then communicated along
channels i and j and assigned to variables a and b respectively, using the communication
primitive (<-). This is performed concurrently. The par (||) operator is used to denote
concurrent combination the seq (;) sequential. The value of the op channel is determined
and the operation is chosen. Note that because the operation is enclosed within the
handshake of op, the data value can be determined without assignment to intermediate
values, unlike the channels i and j which must be assigned to variables a and b. The result
of the operation is assigned to intermediate variable x, and then communicated onto
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output channel o. The operation is concluded by the completion of the handshake on
channel op and the process is repeated (loop).
The Balsa language has many other features not described here, such as: the use of shared
procedures to facilitate resource sharing, parameterised procedures to allow for the
creation of arbitrary sized processes from a single procedure and arbitration, to allow for
asynchronous signals to be handled correctly. A complete reference is given in the Balsa
User Manual [37].

3.2.2 Balsa Handshake Circuits
The Balsa compiler compiles Balsa programs, such as the one in the previous section, into
an intermediate format, known as Breeze, which describes the handshake circuit defining
processes. The set of Handshake Components is small, around 40, as Balsa uses syntaxdirected compilation and language primitives translate directly into components. The
components are parameterised over number of inputs and width of datapaths as well as
encoder/decoder specifications to allow a wide range of circuits to be created. The
Handshake Circuit graph for the program of figure 3.1 is shown in figure 3.2.
Each handshake component is determined by a unique symbol. A full list of Balsa
handshake components and their symbols was given by Bardsley [7]. Handshake
components are connected by channels, represented by arcs in the graph. The arrowed
arcs represent data-channels with the arrow representing the direction of data. The plain
arcs are control (sync) channels. The ports of each handshake component are represented
by small circles. Filled circles represent active ports which initiate communication, and
clear circles represent passive ports which respond to an initiator. Unlike Tangram, in
which only active ported designs can be created, Balsa circuits can be synthesised with
passive ports, such as the op input in figure 3.2, using passive input enclosure. A more
complete explanation of the behaviour of handshake components and the Balsa and
Tangram compilation methods is given elsewhere [6, 7, 13]. However using the code of
figure 3.1 and the handshake component graph of figure 3.2, the link between the two can
be clearly illustrated.
1)

All Balsa and Tangram designs contain a passive activation port which encloses all
behaviour. Handshake components are designed so that, while the activation port is
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Figure 3.2: Handshake Circuit Graph of Balsa alu program
low, initial values propagate throughout the circuit and hence there is no need for a
specific reset signal.
2)

The loop component (#), once it receives a request on its passive port, continually
initiates handshakes on its active port.

3)

The Decision-Wait component (DW) is used to implement the passive input
selection of line 7. Here the 1 x 1 Decision-Wait is a simple C-element used to
rendezvous the request of the loop component with that of the passive op input.

4)

The False-Variable (FV) component is used to implement the read of the passive op
input, without the need for extra storage. When a request is received on the passive
input port, a request is sent on the active sync port, and the data is made available
to the passive output (read) port, the number of read ports is parameterisable so a
single false variable may be read from many places. The handshake on the sync port
encloses the handshake on the read ports and hence the data remains valid for the
duration of the handshake, so no latching is necessary.
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5)

The Sequence component (;) is also parameterisable on the number of active sync
ports. Here the component has 3 active ports, corresponding to the two seq operators
of lines 8 and 13 in figure 3.1, which divide the code up into 3 sequential parts. A
handshake on the passive sync port encloses the handshakes of all the active ports
which occur sequentially, in this case from left to right in the diagram.

6)

The Concur component (||) is also parameterisable on the number of active ports.
Like the Sequence component, the handshake on its passive port encloses the
handshake on its active ports, although in this case the active handshakes take place
concurrently. The concur component in this case corresponds directly to the par
operator of line 8.

7)

The Fetch (or transferrer) components (→) are used to implement assignment. The
handshake on the passive port controls the handshakes on both active data-ports.
Here, however, the acknowledgement of the input-port becomes the request of the
output-port and hence the assignment of input to output is controlled by the syncport. The two transferrer components correspond to the assignments of line 8. The
Variable components are labelled with the name of the variable. They have a single
passive write port, and a parameterisable number of passive read-ports. Concurrent
reads and writes are not permitted, and the Balsa compiler prohibits this.

8)

The Case component (@spec) is used to implement decoders. A similar
component, Encode, is used for encoders. Data is received on the passive input port,
and according to a specification parameter, a handshake is initiated upon one of the
active sync ports. Here the Case component is used to implement the body of the
“if” statement of line 9. If the value of op is a ‘0’, then the Fetch component
controlling the subtract binary function is activated, otherwise the Fetch component
controlling the addition is activated.

9)

The BinaryFunction (+,-,...) components implement datapath operations in Balsa.
Balsa datapaths are implemented as pull-datapaths controlled by sync-channels
through the use of transferrers. The request for data is transmitted to Binary
functions through the passive output port, which pulls the data through the active
inputs and performs the operation.
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10)

The CallMux (|) component is a datapath extension to the Call component, which is
used to allow two processes to share a common resource. In the CallMux
component, the data is received on one of the input ports, and transferred to the
outputs. In this case the inputs are mutually-exclusive, but when they are not, an
Arbiter component must be used.

11)

The data from the CallMux is written to variable x, whose acknowledgement
traverses back up the tree to the sequence component, which activates a transferrer
to output the data on channel o.

Delay-Insensitivity and Balsa Handshake Components
As mentioned in section 2.8.7, Van Berkel proved the Delay-Insensitivity of Handshake
Circuits using trace theory. This was based on a notion of receptiveness to eliminate
computation interference. Van Berkel also showed that non-receptive Handshake
Components, such as a VAR (equivalent to the Balsa Variable component) with nonoverlapping reads and writes, may be used when certain properties are upheld by their
environment. The Balsa handshake components set closely follows the Tangram HC set,
and all components are receptive, or only used by the compiler in an environment were
no computation interference is possible. Therefore Balsa can be used to synthesise
arbitrary Delay-Insensitive Handshake Circuits, given a correct specification in the Balsa
language. However, the implementation of Delay-Insensitive gate-level circuits is more
complex.

3.2.3 The Balsa “Back-end”
As Balsa handshake components can be parameterised, instantiating arbitrary component
implementations is non-trivial. The Balsa synthesis system contains a complete language
to aid the creation of handshake component descriptions, as well as containing several file
and netlist formats to allow implementation technologies and cell-libraries to be targeted
easily. What follows is a brief description of the Balsa back-end and netlister that is used
to make gate-level implementations from Handshake Circuit graphs, a more complete
description is given by Bardsley [7] and in the Balsa User Manual [37].
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The Balsa back-end (called balsa-netlist) synthesises HC graphs according to the
implementation-style (delay-model, data-encoding, signalling-protocol), the target
technology (cell-library, repository components) and netlist format (e.g. Verilog/EDIF).
Figure 3.3 describes the operation of balsa-netlist and the relationship between
technology and implementation. The operation of balsa-netlist consists of two parts:

Breeze (HC) Netlist

Component Expansion

Breeze−Part Expansion

Channel
ABS Description
Technology
Description
Common
Component
Descriptions

Component
Descriptions
Gate Fan−In

ABS
Expansion
Abstract Gates

Port
Expansion
Port Portions

Cell Library

Expansion

Connection & Name
Expansion

Implementation
Description
Channel
Description
Component
Descriptions

Channel Portions

Component Instances

Helper−Cells
Netlist Format

Real Gates

Gate−level Netlist

Figure 3.3: balsa-netlist HC synthesis

component generation and HC graph (Breeze part) generation. Both operations
synthesise components in an internal netlist format (.net) before the netlister creates a
CAD system specific netlist. The Breeze part generation involves expanding Balsachannels into signal definitions, according to the implementation style, and renaming HC
components with unique names describing their parameters. Handshake component
generation creates a netlist for each unique component in the design. These netlists are
generated from technology and implementation-specific descriptions written in a
language called ABS. Expanding the ABS descriptions results in a set of abstract gates,
which are then mapped to the real-gates of the target cell-library, by decomposing large
gates and mapping connections to pin-orderings. The ports of each handshake component
are expanded and a netlist is produced in the .net format.
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As they constitute a large proportion of the complexity of the HC synthesis process,
channel (and port) expansion and ABS expansion are described in more detail below.

Channel/Port Expansion
Balsa channels are composed of various signal vectors called portions. The size, direction
and number of portions are determined by the channel type and the implementation
technology. The portions of a channel correspond to the components required for
asynchronous communication. In a simple synchronisation (control) channel, there are
only two portions request and acknowledgement. Requests flow from the active port of
the channel to the passive port. For data-channels, the flow of data is defined by the sense
of the channel. As described in Chapter 1, there are two types of asynchronous
communication push and pull. The type of communication is determined by the initiator
and receiver of communication, and is associated with particular types of Balsa ports:
Push Channel - Active Output, Passive Input
Pull Channel - Passive Output, Active Input
The number of portions of data channels is determined by the implementation style, for a
bundled-data scheme, there are three portions - a single request wire, a single
acknowledge wire, and a data vector the width of the channel. For delay-insensitive
encodings the allocation of portions becomes more complicated. In DI systems, encoded
data signals its own validity, so the data forms the request or the acknowledgement
depending on the sense of the channel. When using m-of-n codes, it is often useful to
distinguish the wires of each control group, for example the ‘1’-valued wires from a
datapath of dual-rail code groups represents the binary value of the datapath, and the ‘0’valued wires its complement. For this reason, in DI-encoded datapaths, the wires in the
code groups are assigned to separate portions. For example, a 32-bit dual-rail pull channel
would have 3 portions, a single request wire, flowing from input to output, and two
acknowledgement portions (ack0 and ack1), each 32-bits wide and containing the ‘0’
and ‘1’ wires of all the code groups respectively. Figure 3.4 shows the implementation for
bundle-data, dual-rail and 1-of-4 codes. For 1-of-4 and other more complex codes, the
size and number of portions become more complicated. In a 1-of-4 code, datapaths of odd
binary widths cannot be handled, as each code group represents two binary bits. Therefore
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Figure 3.4: A 32-bit Balsa Pull Channel implementations
the most-significant bit in such a datapath must be implemented as a single dual-rail codegroup. The use of two different code groups has various ramifications for 1-of-4 designs,
as described in section 4.4. The complexity of implementing channels is exacerbated by
extending the system to handle arbitrary codes, this is discussed in section 6.4.
The port and channel expansion of balsa-netlist uses the information stored about
implementation styles, to expand out each channel/port according to its sense and replace
the channel declarations of Breeze with individual portion declarations.
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ABS Expansion
Handshake components are described using the ABS language, which uses complex gate
and vector operators to allow component implementations to be determined by their
parameters. An ABS description of a bundled-data FalseVariable component is given in

#readPortCount

width

write

FV

read[]
width

signal

Figure 3.5: Handshake Circuit Symbol for FalseVariable Component

figure 3.6 and the handshake symbol shown in figure 3.5. An ABS definition consists of
four parts:
1)

Parameters - This defines the parameters of the component and their type (the type
cardinal refers to the natural numbers).

2)

Ports - The port definition of the component, including type (sync, port or arrayedport), name, sense, width and, if arrayed, count. Note that the width of the write and
read ports is determined by the ‘width’ parameter and the number of read-ports by
‘readPortCount’.

3)

Symbol - This defines the symbol for HC graphs.

4)

Implementation - This contains the implementation for each of the implementation
styles. Note only one implementation has been included: bundled-data, with fourphase broad/reduced-broad signalling protocol.

The implementation section itself is divided into four sections:
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(primitive-part "FalseVariable"
(parameters
("width" (named-type "cardinal"))
("readPortCount" (named-type "cardinal"))
)
(ports
(port "write" passive input (numeric-type #f (param "width")))
(sync-port "signal" active)
(arrayed-port "read" passive output (numeric-type #f
(param "width")) 0 (param "readPortCount")
)
)
(symbol
(centre-string "FV")
)
(implementation
(style "four_b_rb"
(defines)
(nodes)
(gates
(s-element (req "write") (ack "write")
(req "signal") (ack "signal"))
)
)
(connections
(connect (data "write") (data (each "read")))
(connect (combine (req (each "read")))
(combine (ack (each "read")))
)
)
)
)
)

Figure 3.6: False Variable ABS Description
1)

Defines – The ABS language contains a complicated expression language, similar
to the Scheme [55] language in which the whole system is implemented. This is
used to create complex expressions based on parameter values and allows for
lambdas, a method for describing functions in Scheme, to be created that will
evaluate into gates using the macro gate operator.
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2)

Nodes – These are the node declarations of the component and are equivalent to
wire declarations in the output netlist. The nodes can be arrayed in two dimensions
but are decomposed into many 1-dimensional nodes in the output netlist.

3)

Gates – The ABS language contains many gate-operators, which are used to
instantiate multiple instances of a single gate. The gate operators are applied to
slices which are wire vectors determined by portions (Here the slices are req,
data and ack corresponding to the request, data and acknowledge portions of the

bundled-data channels respectively). Each input to a gate is a single wire, so gateoperators instantiate arrays of gates across vectors, where their input slices have a
cardinality of greater than 1. For tree-gates, such as AND, ORs and C-elements etc.,
the gate-operators can accept an arbitrary number of inputs, and will be decomposed
into trees when the abstract gates are mapped into the real cell-library gates. There
also exists a cell gate operator which allows complex cells or gates to be included.
balsa-netlist has a mechanism for declaring complex-cells which may be library
specific, such as adders. Such cells are implemented as “helper-cells” and described
in the netlist format rather than ABS. If such a cell exists in a cell-library, the .net
implementation is ignored and the library-cell used instead
4)

Connections – Implement the port-to-port connections using the connect gate
operator. It should be noted that for arrayed ports, there exist bundle operators to
access different ports in the array, in the second connect statement of figure 3.6
the each operator is used which returns each port in an array as a single slice. The
combine operator is used to combine all the slices as a single slice so the connect
operator sees only two slice arguments and does not fork the first slice to the
remaining slices as in the first connect statement (An example bundle-data
FalseVariable implementation is shown in figure 4.7).

The Balsa back-end contains a powerful mechanism for describing the construction of
handshake components and channels, in several different implementation-styles. Initially
only bundled-data implementations were implemented. Subsequently dual-rail and 1-of4 encoded QnDI implementations were created.
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3.3

Handshake Component Implementations

3.3.1 Bundled Data Implementations
Initially, Balsa datapath handshake components were implemented using a bundled-data
delay-model. A four-phase broad signalling protocol was used for push-channels, with a
reduced-broad signalling protocol on pull-channels preventing the need for data-sources,
such as variables, to retain valid data in-between handshakes. The bundled-data
implementation was used successfully on several large scale designs including the DMA
controller on the Amulet 3i Microprocessor [7].
Although no explicit delay-matching was implemented within the ABS code of the
bundled-data implementations, the areas with the most complex timing problems were
addressed. An asynchronous adder was used to implement arithmetic and inequality logic
functions. The full adder circuit shown in figure 3.7 forms a ripple-carry adder with two
“chains”, a carry chain, C, and a “complete” chain, Cv (in the circuit shown in figure 3.7
the inverse, nCV, is propagated). The carry chain uses a multiplexer to generate an early
carry-out, Co, without waiting for the carry-in, Ci, if the two inputs, A and B, are the same.
The “complete” chain approximates this by using the XOR of the inputs to drive its own
multiplexer. However, the output is delayed until the start signal arrives. The start signal
is a rendezvous of the input acknowledgements, signifying the input data is valid (nstart
is its inversion). If inputs A and B are different, the Co is determined by Ci, and again
nCVo imitates this by delaying the output until both start and nCVi are received. As each
nCo signal maybe generated early, the complete signal for the entire operation must
combine together all the nCo signals in-order to correctly determine when the operation
is complete.
Simpler arithmetic functions, not requiring multiple stages of gates or carry chains, were
implemented with a single row of gates. The assumption being that the gate delay would
be less than the delay of the C-element required to rendezvous the input acknowledges.
Decoders, used in the Balsa system to implement Case statements, are design dependent
and were synthesised using the Espresso two-level logic synthesis tool [17]. As the logic
optimiser can reduce the sizes of certain minterms considerably, the delay of the two-level
network is highly variable for different data sets. For this reason, the logic within Decode
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Figure 3.7: Bundled Data Asynchronous Full-Adder
functions was implemented in dual-rail so as to reduce, although not eliminate, the
variability of data dependent delays.
The bundled-data back-end has generated many circuits that worked correctly “first time”
without any timing assumption violations, including the DMA controller. However, there
have been several cases where timing assumptions were not automatically fulfilled,
requiring complex post-layout verification. Verification of this sort is very difficult to
perform upon Balsa synthesised circuits. The lack of cohesive naming of circuit nets and
the large amount of aliasing that occurs within circuits, means that many nets are removed
from extracted layout netlists. A major source of timing violations within the back-end is
due to the lack of buffering for signals with high fan-out. As Balsa is a syntax-directed
language, the multi-casting of many signals (such as Variable outputs) is not restricted
and hence it is easy to create “correct” code that will result in impractical circuit
implementations. Although an initial buffer insertion tool was created, no current facility
exists to reduce this problem.
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3.3.2 Dual Rail Implementations
In order to eliminate the problems caused by timing violations, QnDI implementations of
Balsa handshake circuits were created. Dual-rail encoded handshake component
implementations were created and used on the Buxton chip, a synthesised asynchronous
smartcard implementation, containing SPA - an ARM V5T instruction set compatible
microprocessor core designed and implemented in Balsa. The SPA is discussed in more
detail in chapter 4.
The dual-rail back-end is constructed using DIMS logic implementations although
primitives for several other logic styles were generated. These include NCL and balanced
DIMS, a security feature used in Buxton [86]. Storage is implemented using SR-latches,
which provide low cost storage implementations for dual-rail systems (figure 3.8). Other

Write0
Store0
Write Ack
Store1
Write1

Figure 3.8: dual-rail SR-latch Implementation

Return-To-Zero (RTZ) latch implementations are also available. RTZ and NRTZ (NonReturn-To-Zero) latch implementations are discussed in section 6.4.6. Encoders and
decoders were synthesised using Espresso and implemented with the Reverse Path
Completion method described in section 2.5.3. Decoder implementations are discussed in
detail in section 6.4.5.

3.4

Summary

This chapter described the Balsa system and handshake circuits. The Balsa language and
handshake component set was introduced. The ABS system used to generate component
implementations was described, and existing implementations described.
The next chapter shows the results of implementing two large example circuits, used
throughout this thesis, in each technology and highlights the problems of implementing
Balsa circuits using a QDI design methodology.
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Chapter 4:

4.1

Balsa Circuit
Implementations

Introduction

In the previous chapter the Balsa synthesis system was introduced. Handshake
components and the ABS system used to generate them were defined. In this chapter, the
HC implementations described in the previous chapter are evaluated using two example
circuits. The cost of implementing Quasi-Delay-Insensitive circuits within Balsa is
highlighted by analysing the size and energy consumption of various circuit components.
A new back-end implementation is introduced to reduce the cost of implementations by
employing a 1-of-4 encoding for datapath circuits within designs. The effects of the 1-of-4
encoding are illustrated using the example circuits.

4.2

Circuit Examples

In order to assess the costs of implementing QDI circuits within the Balsa system,
example circuits were constructed using the two implementation styles defined in the
previous chapter. The two circuits are complete commercially compatible 32-bit
processor cores, designed entirely within the Balsa language. The circuits represent the
largest designs attempted in Balsa and, as they are both general-purpose microprocessors,
give a reasonable indicator of the performance of Balsa on large systems.

4.2.1 SAMIPS: Synthesised Asynchronous MIPS
SAMIPS is an asynchronous implementation of the MIPS R3000 processor, written
entirely in Balsa. It was developed by the Distributed Systems Group at the University of
Birmingham. The MIPS R3000 processor consists of a 32-bit RISC CPU and a system
control co-processor (CP0). The CP0 is used for a exception-handling, memory
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management and address translation. The CP0 is not used in the simple tests run in this
thesis and so will not be considered further.
SAMIPS CPU consists of a five-stage pipeline shown in figure 4.1 and is implemented
using the Harvard architecture, with two memory ports. Each stage is described briefly;
more detail on the architecture of SAMIPS is available in various papers published by the
Distributed Systems Group [108, 119, 120].
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Figure 4.1: SAMIPS Pipeline Structure [120]

IF
The Instruction-Fetch stage, responsible for fetching instructions and updating the PC.
Each fetched instruction has an associated colour as SAMIPS employs a colouring
scheme, similar to the Amulet microprocessors [115], to resolve control hazards caused
by branch instructions and exceptions.

ID
The Instruction-Decode stage, contains the instruction decoder (marked Decode in figure
4.1) and the RegBank. The RegBank component contains 32 32-bit general purpose
registers and implements control forwarding to resolve data-hazards within the pipeline.
The RegBank stores a record of the status of each register in the register bank. If a required
register is to be written by an instruction further down the pipeline information is passed
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to the FW Unit in the EX stage, which determines the source of the data for the ALU
operation.

EX
The Execute stage contains the ALU, a shifter, the forwarding unit, and a functional unit
to determine whether branches are taken or not. The ALU contains a multiplier/divider.

MEM
The Memory stage interacts with memory. SAMIPS implementation is a Harvard
architecture and so contains separate ports for Instructions and Data. In the tests described
in this chapter the memory was modelled using behavioural Verilog with no timing
information and so memory access times are not taken into account.

WB
The Write-Back stage writes the data back to the Register Bank, and supplies data to the
forwarding unit in case of a data hazard.

4.2.2 SPA: Synthesised Portable Amulet
SPA [86] is an ARM V5T compatible core developed at Manchester University in 2002.
It was developed as part of the G3Card project [1], set up to exploit security features of
asynchronous circuits for Smartcard applications. The aim of SPA and the other
processors of the G3Card project [77] was to reduce the susceptibility of the circuit to
power analysis attacks by eliminating data-dependent changes in the power consumption
of the circuit. SPA was implemented entirely in Balsa and fabricated as part of the Buxton
chip, which was a complete smartcard system, including SPA, a Memory Protection Unit
(MPU), a UART interface and on-chip interconnect (CHAIN).
In order to make the operation data-independent, SPA was implemented in dual-rail, as
the number of transitions required to transmit all data words is the same. The logic was
implemented using “balanced” DIMS, where “dummy loads” are added to make the ORgate networks for all outputs equal. SPA also employed Return-To-Zero storage, to
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eliminate power consumption differences that arise between data overwriting identical
data and different data (see section 6.4.6).
SPA is a 3-stage pipelined, Harvard architecture design, figure 4.2. Each stage is
discussed briefly below, a more detailed description was given by Plana et al. [86].
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Figure 4.2: SPA Pipeline Structure [86]

Fetch
The Fetch unit fetches the instructions from memory and is responsible for the control
flow of the processor. The Program Counter resides in the Fetch unit and so branch data
is communicated between the Fetch and Execute units in order to change the location data
is fetched from.
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Decode
SPA contains two instruction decoders: one for regular ARMV5 instructions and another
for the compressed 16-bit Thumb instructions. The Thumb decoder allows for two 16-bit
instructions to be decoded from a single 32-bit word. Each decoder consists of two parts
shown in figure 4.2. The Classify stage determines the type of instruction. The Unravel
stage expands instructions to provide correct control and register information to the
Execute stage, multi-cycle instructions (such as load and store of multiple registers) are
unrolled and issued as single instructions to the Execute Unit.

Execute
The Execute unit consists of a memory access unit, a register bank and a functional
execution unit. The memory access unit provides an interface to the data memory, and is
responsible for reads and writes to memory locations. The register bank is responsible for,
amongst other things: register accesses, assigning control to the functional unit and
updating the status registers after instructions. The register bank contains 32 32-bit data
registers. The functional execution unit contains a shifter, an ALU, a Count-Leading
Zeros unit and a multiplier. In an effort to reduce the data-dependent operation of the
components of the execute unit, the operation of components was carefully constructed:
the shifter forces all operands presented to it to undergo some shift operation, operands
requiring no shifting undergo a 32-bit rotate right. All of the 5 operations in the ALU are
performed by the same circuitry, by manipulating the inversions of the inputs, rather than
having 5 separate functional units. The multiplier uses a shift-and-add operation with no
early termination to force all multiplications to complete in the same number of cycles.

4.3

Bundled Data vs. Dual-Rail Implementations

The results of circuit implementations of the two circuits are shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2.
For each circuit area (mm2), speed (MIPS) and energy (µJ) are given. The speed figures
are determined from the execution time of an example program. The energy figures are
the total energy consumed based on the average power consumption during the execution
of the same example program. Both designs were laid out using Silicon First Encounter
from Cadence, using ST HCMOS8D 0.18µm process. The cells were designed at the
University of Manchester, with the aid of the Virtuoso standard cell compiler. The results
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for SAMIPS were generated by executing a single loop of the Dhrystone program, which
executes 1418 instructions, not including branch shadows. The results for SPA were
generated by running test T1 from the Arm Test Suite, which contains 2139 instructions.
It should be noted that the bundled-data implementation of SPA did not correctly pass the
test T1 because of a complex timing violation that has yet to be resolved. This violation
was also present on the bundled-data SPA core on the Buxton chip. This means that the
sequence of operations run by the single-rail implementation is not the same as those run
by the dual-rail and other SPA implementations in chapter 7. Therefore the energy and
speed figures presented can only be taken as an estimate.

Implementation

Area(mm2)

Speed(MIPS)

Energy(µJ)

Bundled Data

0.9

15.8

0.69

Dual-Rail

2.1

6.8

2.63

Table 4.1: SAMIPS: Bundled-Data and Dual-Rail Implementations

Implementation

Area(mm2)

Speed(MIPS)

Energy(µJ)

Bundled Data

1.4

4.3

0.78

Dual-Rail

2.6

3.8

4.2

Table 4.2: SPA: Bundled-Data and Dual-Rail Implementations

The results show that:
• The Dual Rail implementation of SAMIPS is 2.3 times larger, 2.4 times slower, and
consumes 3.9 times more energy than the bundled-data implementation.
• The Dual Rail implementation of SPA is 1.9 times larger than the bundled data
implementation, 13% slower, and consumes 4.4 times more energy.
In order to determine why the dual-rail circuits are so expensive compared to single-rail
implementations, the area and energy consumption of the major parts of the circuits need
to be determined. Handshake components provide a convenient abstraction to achieve
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this. As the behaviour of each HC is fixed, each component can be categorised according
to its role in the circuit: components that implement datapath manipulations can be
differentiated from components implementing logic functions, etc. By dividing all of the
HC instances in a design into categories the number of transistors, capacitors and diodes
in each category can be determined, allowing the size (in transistors) and the energy
consumption of each category, over the whole of the execution time, to be calculated
accurately. Calculating the speed or actual silicon area of the components is much more
complex, requiring detailed analysis of individual signals and cells within the circuit
layout, and so was not undertaken. However, in most cases, indications of the speed (or
area) can be inferred from the energy consumption and transistor counts within blocks.
In order to highlight the issues involved in implementing bundled data and QDI circuits
within Balsa designs, handshake components were divided into 5 separate categories:
• Datapath – Handshake components that perform datapath manipulations only,
multiplexing, demultiplexing, bit extraction etc.
• Completion – Handshake Components that form push ⇒pull or push⇒sync channel
interfaces such as FalseVariables and Passivators. In QDI implementations these
components require completion detection.
• Logic – Handshake Components for performing Logic and Arithmetic operations
within Balsa circuits.
• Encode – Handshake Components for implementing design-specific data/control
interfaces - decoders and encoders.
• Storage – Variable Handshake Components used to implement permanent storage
within Balsa circuits.
The energy consumption (nJ) and transistor counts of each of these components for the
four circuits described above are shown in tables 4.3 and 4.4. The percentages that each
category assumes of the totals are visualised for each implementation in pie-charts shown
in figures 4.3 and 4.4. Finally, the differences between the two implementations can be
seen in bar graphs in figures 4.5 and 4.6.
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Datapath

Completion

Logic

Encode

Storage

BundledData

Transistors

75375

1031

48311

58292

51608

Energy(nJ)

136

14

196

102

169

Dual-Rail

Transistors

66900

88777

96572

73625

222476

Energy(nJ)

186

740

114

142

1231

Table 4.3: SAMIPS: Bundled-Data and Dual-Rail Categories

Datapath

Completion

Logic

Encode

Storage

BundledData

Transistors

114749

10405

24583

131133

37184

Energy(nJ)

184

101

114

128

105

Dual-Rail

Transistors

86095

163727

57208

157914

192014

Energy(nJ)

523

1840

172

330

862

Table 4.4: SPA: Bundled-Data and Dual-Rail Categories

Figure 4.3: SAMIPS: Category Pie Charts
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Figure 4.4: SPA: Category Pie Charts

Figure 4.5: SAMIPS: Bundled-Data and Dual-Rail Category Comparison
The results show that there are several areas where the energy consumption (and in some
cases transistor counts) of certain categories in the dual-rail performs favourably
compared to the bundled-data:
In the datapath category the broad signalling protocol of the single-rail designs makes
multiplexing expensive, accounting for the high transistor count and similar energy
consumption to the dual-rail implementation (in SAMIPS). Most of the transistors in this
category come from the CallMux component (90% in SPA, 98% in SAMIPS). The
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Figure 4.6: SPA: Bundled-Data and Dual-Rail Category Comparison
CallMux component, as described in section 3.2.2, multiplexes data from a set of push
channels to a common resource. To fulfil the broad signalling protocol, the input data
needs to be kept valid after the input request goes low until the output request goes low.
In order achieve this property, keeper-inverters are used on all data-wires within single
rail CallMux implementations. All QDI implementations, however, implement the early
signalling protocol, the arrival of active data forms a component (request or acknowledge)
of each handshake. In the CallMux component the input data forms the input request, and
multiplexing can be performed by ORing the input wires, resulting in a smaller, lower
energy implementation than the bundled-data scheme.
The cost of multiplexing within bundled-data designs also explains the differences in cost
of the encode category. As already described, the dual-rail implementations of decode
components require completion detection as the logic is synthesised by Espresso.
However, the Encode category includes the CaseFetch component: a data-dependent
multiplexer component. A value received on an “index” channel is used to select an input
channel upon which data is to be transferred to the output. The CaseFetch component,
although a pull-channel component (with reduced broad signalling), employs keeper
inverters on data channels to ease timing constraints. The energy consumption cost of
implementing the multiplexing within the bundled-data CaseFetch components is greater
than the cost of implementing completion detection within dual-rail Case components,
and so this reduces some of the overheads of implementing completion detection. (Due to
an oversight the dual-rail CaseFetch components contained no completion detection on
the inputs to synthesised logic).
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The energy consumption of logic components within the bundled-data designs was also
similar to the Dual-Rail designs, and actually greater in SAMIPS. The main cause of this
is the asynchronous adder shown in figure 3.7. The extra transitions required in the adder
to correctly signal output data validity, means that the energy consumption of this circuit
is much greater than the two stage dual-rail DIMS adder (figure 2.7). As the adder is used
for arithmetic and inequality functions within Bundled-Data designs this increases the
energy consumption costs for the whole Logic category.
In the three categories described above: datapath, encode and logic, the Dual-Rail designs
perform well compared to bundled-data designs. However, the costs of the completion
and storage categories in the dual-rail implementations reverses any advantages gained
within the other categories and defines the poor performance of all QDI Balsa circuit
implementations. The completion and storage categories account for 56% of the
transistors and 76% of the energy consumption of the dual-rail SAMIPS, compared to
21% and 26% of the bundled-data implementation. They account for 52% of the
transistors and 64% of the energy consumption of the dual-rail SPA, compared with 14%
and 26% of the bundled data implementation.
The completion category is insignificant within bundled data designs, occupying just
0.4% of the transistors and 2.0% of the energy consumption within SAMIPS designs and
3.0% and 13% of SPA designs. In bundled-data operations, no completion detection is
required and so components of the completion category only synchronise control signals
and so contain few standard cell components:
• FalseVariable – used to allow passive input enclosure (see section 3.2.1). It
contains a single C-element to enclose the handshake of the passive input, with a
sync channel used to signal its validity.
• NullAdapt – “adapts” a passive data-port to an active sync channel. It contains a
single S-element to enclose the handshake upon the sync-port within the handshake
of the input data-port.
• PassivatorPush – multi-casts a single passive input port to an array of active output
ports. It contains a single C-element to rendezvous the request signals of the input
push and output pull channels.
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• ContinuePush – acknowledges the receipt of data on a passive input port. It contains
a single wire loop to connect the input channel request wire to the acknowledge
wire.
In QDI circuits, completion detection is required in order to determine the arrival of data
upon a channel, and so, all completion components require completion across the full
width of the channel. In the NullAdapt and ContinuePush components, the data received
on the input channel is only used for activation of control signals and so only completion
detection is required. For PassivatorPush and FalseVariable components, however, data
needs to be communicated from the input to arrayed outputs, and so additional circuitry
is required.
The Passivator Push component is used to connect the active outputs of procedures to the
active inputs of other procedures. A single acknowledge signal, a, is generated by a Celement that synchronises the requests of all of the ports. In the bundled-data
implementation, a becomes the acknowledge signal for all ports. The broad signalling of
the input push channel means that the data on the input remains valid until a goes low.
The output pull channels implement reduced-broad signalling and also assume data
becomes invalid with the return-to-zero of a. As a is controlled by the component, the
assumption is made that all ports will receive the downward signal upon the acknowledge
at the same time and so no latching is required within the circuit.
In the QDI implementation however, the data of the input forms the input-request and the
output

acknowledgements.

To

prevent

computation-interference

caused

by

acknowledging a handshake out of turn, the input data must be withheld from the output
ports until all requests have been received. The data may be withheld using a rank of
AND-gates, in the same manner as read-ports of FalseVariable and Variable components,
discussed shortly. However, QDI circuits operate using the early protocol which means
data becomes invalid as soon as the request goes low. As all ports are independent of each
other, the requests of each port can return to zero at any time. If the data on the input starts
to return to zero before any output channels have removed their request, invalid data may
be communicated between the two channels, causing deadlock within the circuit. To
avoid this problem, the data must be latched by a rank of C-elements within the
component, increasing both the area and energy consumption of the component.
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The False Variable component is used to allow passive input ports to be read in several
places without the need for explicit latching. The “read ports” of the FalseVariable are
pull-channels allowing each port to be accessed several times within a single
communication on the input port. In bundled-data designs, pull channel read ports can be
implemented with wire-loops. As the data is already valid, a request is automatically
granted, and so it is fed directly to the acknowledgement. In QDI systems the data itself
forms the acknowledge for pull channels. So to maintain correct sequencing of the
handshakes between components, the data must be withheld from the read port channels,
until explicitly requested. This means that each read-port of a FalseVariable must contain
a bank of AND-gates, to withhold the input data from the channel until the request arrives.
Employing read ports not only increases the size of the implementation but also vastly
increases the energy consumption, as with each read all the AND gates in the read port
must transition twice. Figure 4.7 illustrates this point by showing the differences between
a bundled-data and dual-rail implementations of a 5-bit FalseVariable with 2 read-ports.
The Variable component implementations of Dual-Rail designs are similar to
FalseVariables, except they provide explicit latching within components rather than
enclosed handshaking. Table 4.5 shows a comparison of 32-bit bundled-data and dual-rail
Variable implementations with a single read port. The results were generated in the same
manner as the storage results of chapter 8. Both latches were tested for best and worst case
performance. As both latches are NRTZ implementations, the energy required to store the
same value is much less than the energy required to store a different value. The best-case
results were generated by storing the same value 1000 times. The worst case results were
generated by storing different values of consecutive iterations. The results show that the
bundled-data Variables are around 54% smaller and consume around 57% less energy (on

Area
(103µm2)

Speed(ns)

Energy(pJ)

Best Case

Worst Case

Best Case

Worst Case

Bundled-Data

3.1

2.87

2.87

2.62

6.14

Dual-Rail

6.6

2.46

2.59

8.65

11.6

Table 4.5: Bundled-Data and Dual-Rail 32-bit Variable Implementations
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Figure 4.7: Bundled-Data and Dual-Rail FalseVariable implementations
average) than the dual-rail implementations. The increase in energy consumption is
mainly because of the need to generate acknowledgements within dual-rail
implementations once the data has been written. However, tables 4.3 and 4.4 show a much
greater disparity in the energy consumed in the storage category of each implementation.
In SAMIPS, the storage components with the dual-rail designs contain 4.3 times as many
transistors and consume 7.3 times as much energy as much as the bundled-data. Storage
devices in SPA are 5.2 times larger and consume 8.2 times as much energy. These results
highlight the effect of read ports on QDI designs.
By analysing the energy consumption of the various categories of the two example
circuits it can be seen that the bulk of the area and energy consumption within QDI Balsa
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designs is due to extensive use of completion detection and read ports. This circuitry is
not required at all in bundled data implementations, and so QDI circuits perform very
badly in comparison. The energy consumption of read ports and completion detection
circuitry can be reduced by employing other DI encodings that can represent more code
symbols with fewer transitions. Such DI codes have often been eschewed as the larger
code group sizes mean that atomic logical operations contain more symbols and therefore
contain more minterms, resulting in disproportionately large implementations compared
with the equivalent dual-rail implementation. However, by sacrificing the area required
to implement such structures, the energy consumption of the read-ports and completion
detection can be reduced.
The above analysis considers only the area and energy consumption of circuits, the third
metric by which designs are measured is speed. As no simple method of analysing the
speed of circuit components is available, the speed of the various circuit categories has
been ignored. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show that the Dual-Rail circuits suffer a heavy speed
penalty when compared to bundled-data designs. Although most of this overhead can be
explained by the use of read-ports and completion detection and the adoption of stronglyindicating logic implementations, a large proportion of it is due to the time “wasted” in
the idle phase of communication. As all nodes in a QDI circuit must return to zero in the
idle-phase, the time spent in the idle phase equals that of the active phase. Whereas, in
bundled data designs, only control wires need return-to-zero. The extensive use of
enclosure within HC graphs means that the performance of QDI circuits suffers as the
enclosing handshake must wait for the enclosed handshake to return-to-zero before it can
begin its own return-to-zero phase. This can be rectified by allowing for overlap between
the enclosing and enclosed handshake, thereby reducing the penalty of the return-to-zero
phase without breaking the original specification. Proposals for alternative
implementations of Balsa components, utilising concurrent sequencers have been
outlined by Plana [87, 88], and work is under way to implement all control components
using an Early signalling protocol [46] to allow for this. The focus of this thesis is on the
datapath structure of QDI designs and so control based optimisations are beyond the remit
of this work.
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4.4

1-of-4 Implementations

In an effort to reduce the energy consumption overhead caused by read-ports and
completion detection, 1-of-4 implementations of handshake components were created. 1of-4 codes, as described in section 2.3.1, represent 4 symbols within a single one-hot code
group, and hence require half the number of transitions of a dual-rail circuit to
communicate data. 1-of-4 codes have been used advantageously to reduce energy
consumption and increase speed in a variety of applications [74, 77, 91]. However, as
Balsa descriptions are technology-independent, Balsa circuits that are unsympathetic to a
“blanket” implementation of the 1-of-4 code may easily be generated, leading to circuits
which may actually be more energy consuming than the dual-rail implementations they
are to replace.

4.4.1 1-of-4 Circuits
Datapath
1-of-4 codes represent two binary bits of data within each code group. Therefore, to
implement odd-width binary datapaths, the most significant bit is encoded within a dualrail code. Consequently, costly circuitry is required in some circumstances to manipulate
odd-width datapaths within designs. For example, figure 4.8 shows the circuitry required
to combine a 7-bit and a 6-bit datapath. Because the most-significant bit of the 7-bit
datapath is dual-rail encoded, all the groups of the other datapath must be split and
reformed to accommodate it. This costs not only additional area overhead, but also
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increased energy consumption due to the transitions within each gate.

Figure 4.8: Combining a 7-bit and a 6-bit 1-of-4 datapath
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Logic
As with the Dual-Rail back-end, logic and arithmetic functions were implemented by a
series of primitives. These primitives were implemented using the DIMS methodology.
Figure 4.9 shows a 1-of-4 full adder DIMS implementation. Table 4.6 shows the relative
performance of dual-rail and 1-of-4 DIMS full-adders. The results, as with the logical
results given in chapter 7, are for 4-bit wide full-adders. The tests were run by iterating
through all possible values 100 times. The speed is the average time to perform a single
calculation. As can be seen the speed and energy consumption of the two functions is
almost identical, but the 1-of-4 implementation is twice the size.

Area
(103µm2)

Speed(ns)
Best Case

Worst Case

Energy(pJ)
Best Case

Worst Case

Dual-Rail

22.4

10.8

11.0

95.5

96.6

1-of-4

44.2

10.6

10.7

87.7

89.2

Table 4.6: Dual-Rail and 1-of-4 32-bit DIMS Addition

Storage
The storage implementation for 1-of-4 codes, as with all complex codes, is considerably
more complex than the dual-rail. The dual-rail SR-latch implementations were highly
efficient as both rails of the code group could be stored within the same device. A 1-of-4
SR-latch implementation [8] is shown in figure 4.10. Table 4.7 shows the performance of
the 1-of-4 SR-latch implementations, using 32-bit Variable component implementations,
and the same experiments as table 4.5.

Area
(103µm2)
1-of-4

8.8

Speed(ns)
Best Case
2.41

Worst Case
2.97

Energy(pJ)
Best Case
5.43

Worst Case
10.99

Table 4.7: 1-of-4 32-bit Variable Implementations
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Figure 4.9: 1-of-4 DIMS Full-Adder
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Figure 4.10: 1-of-4 SR-latch Implementation
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The results show, that although the 1-of4 implementation is around 33% larger than the
equivalent dual-rail implementation, the 1-of-4 latch consumes 19% less energy on
average. Storage implementations are discussed in more detail in section 6.4.6.

4.4.2 1-of-4 vs. Dual-Rail
Tables 4.9 and 4.11 show the results of implementing SAMIPS and SPA using the 1-of4 handshake component implementations. Both implementations, as with all the complex
code implementations described in this thesis, were surrounded by a dual-rail “wrapper”,
to convert the output ports from 1-of-4 to dual-rail. The implementations are therefore
functionally equivalent to the dual-rail implementations. The two implementations are
both around 30% larger than the single rail implementations. However, the problems in
implementing a 1-of-4 encoding throughout Balsa designs is highlighted by the speed and
energy consumption figures. SAMIPS implementation is 12% faster than the dual-rail
implementation and consumes 40% less energy. SPA implementation, is only 0.5% faster
and consumes only 20% less energy than the dual-rail implementation.

Implementation
1-of-4

Area(mm2)
2.7

Speed(MIPS)
7.7

Energy(µJ)
1.61

Table 4.8: SAMIPS: 1-of-4 Implementations

Implementation
1-of-4

Area(mm2)
3.5

Speed(MIPS)
4.0

Energy(µJ)
3.52

Table 4.9: SPA: 1-of-4 Implementations

The reasons for the disparity between the two implementations can be demonstrated by
examining the circuit categories of each design as was done in section 4.3. Tables 4.10
and 4.11 show the transistor and energy results of each circuit category. The differences
between the dual-rail and 1-of-4 implementations are highlighted by the bargraphs in
figures 4.11 and 4.12. As indicated by the results of the previous subsection, the Logic
categories of both 1-of-4 implementations are much larger than their dual-rail
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counterparts (70% in SAMIPS, 96% in SPA). But the energy consumption of both was
approximately equal. The completion detection categories of each implementation were
slightly larger. This is most probably due to the need to perform completion detection on
the circuit outputs to convert them to dual-rail. The energy consumption of the 1-of-4
completion-detection was a only around third less (33% in both) than the dual-rail
implementations, rather than the 50% ideal reduction. This is due to the fact that the cell
library used to implement the circuit only had 3-input gates. Therefore, the completion
detection of each 1-of-4 code-group requires two stages of OR gates.

1-of-4

Datapath

Completion

Logic

Encode

Storage

Transistors

102512

98198

164294

67872

323368

Energy(nJ)

189

494

101

90

597

Table 4.10: SAMIPS: 1-of-4 Categories

1-of-4

Datapath

Completion

Logic

Encode

Storage

Transistors

175361

173305

112350

151611

260135

Power(nJ)

826

1219

172

219

655

Table 4.11: SPA: 1-of-4 Categories

Figure 4.11: SAMIPS: Dual-Rail and 1-of-4 Category Comparison
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Figure 4.12: SPA: Dual-Rail and 1-of-4 Category Comparison
The significant savings were made in the storage devices of the 1-of-4 implementations.
As could be predicted from the previous section, both 1-of-4 implementations were
substantially larger than the dual-rail implementations (45% in SAMIPS, 35% in SPA).
However, the energy consumption of each implementation was reduced: 51% in
SAMIPS, 24% in SPA. The differences in the use of Variables within each design are
highlighted by these figures. In the SPA, Variables are read relatively few times
inbetween each write, this means the energy saving of the 1-of-4 latch dominates the
reduction in energy consumption. In SAMIPS, Variables are read more frequently in
between writes in several places, the energy saving of the 1-of-4 implementation is
equivaent to the reduction gained from using 1-of-4 encoded read ports.
The results of the Datapath category illustrate the problems of implementing complex
codes such as 1-of-4. SAMIPS has relatively few datapath manipulations that require
extracting information from within 1-of-4 code groups. In SAMIPS the datapath category
is 53% larger than the dual-rail, but consumes an equivalent amount of energy. In SPA
however, the datapath category of the 1-of-4 encoding is over 100% larger and consumes
60% more energy. This because of the large amount of datapath manipulations and
extractions that take place within SPA. SPA has 623 datapath components that manipulate
odd-width code values, which use 85186 transistors. In contrast SAMIPS has only 137
odd-width datapath components that contain only 22580 transistors.
From the results presented in this section it is clear that significant reduction in energy
consumption can be gained by employing 1-of-4 codes, at the expense of an increase in
area. However, the advantages of using 1-of-4 codes are reduced by the need to extract
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data from code groups, which requires extra circuitry and increased energy consumption.
By analysing the data dependencies of designs, the extra circuitry could be reduced or, in
some cases, avoided if more complex encoding strategies were assigned to channels. The
advantages shown in 1-of-4 designs could be improved further by the use of more
complex codes such as M-of-N codes. Complex codes have generally been ignored for
use within QDI systems due to the complexity and size of logic functions and datapath
operations. However, the results of this chapter show that the categories affected by this:
datapath, logic and encode are the categories with the lowest energy consumption in QDI
Balsa designs. The energy consumption of the dual-rail implementations in these
categories is similar to the bundled-data designs, this is also the case with the SAMIPS 1of-4 implementations. By increasing the energy consumption and complexity of these
categories the energy consumption of the two dominant categories may be reduced.
Employing complex codes, as demonstrated by the 1-of-4 designs, results in a large area
overhead and so any performance gains will be traded against increased area.

4.5

Summary

This chapter evaluated all the currently available Balsa handshake circuit
implementations. Each one was evaluated by analysing the circuit properties of two
commercially compatible microprocessor cores, the two largest and most comprehensive
Balsa designs to date. From this analysis it was determined that the large overhead
suffered by QDI designs was due to completion detection and component read ports.
It is clear from the results presented in this chapter, that a more complex approach to the
construction of datapaths within QDI designs needs to be adopted. As many different
possibilities exist it would be necessary to recreate implementations of each handshake
component in order to test a different possibility. To avoid this, a generic back-end
implementation has been created that allows each channel within a design to adopt any
possible structure, the construction of this back-end is discussed in chapter 6. To facilitate
this a SI combinational logic synthesis tool, that allows for SI implementations of
arbitrary boolean functions to be implemented was created and is defined in the next
chapter. A method of analysing handshake circuits in an attempt to apply efficient
encodings is described in chapter 7 and the results of several different datapath
implementations are given in 8.
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Chapter 5:

5.1

Speed-Independent1
Combinational Logic
Synthesis

Introduction

Several techniques for the construction of QDI combinational logic circuits were
described in section 2.5. However, none of these methods is capable of synthesising
arbitrary DI-encoded Boolean functions without introducing extra delay assumptions or
requiring complex function-specific manual decomposition. The general purpose speedindependent synthesis techniques of Petrify [27] are best suited to control circuits but
struggle to synthesise all but the simplest combinational logic functions and are unable to
map most circuits into standard cell libraries because of the large number of concurrent
inputs and outputs.
This chapter presents a new synthesis method, based on existing logic synthesis methods,
that allows the synthesis of strongly-indicating QDI functions from C-element and ORgate networks. The method uses techniques from both conventional multi-level logic
synthesis and speed-independent logic synthesis, and so both are described in detail. A
substitution method for strongly-indicating return-to-zero SI circuits is defined that
preserves the speed-independence of the circuits without the need for state graph-based
verification. An efficient algorithm based on this substitution method is presented that can
be used to synthesise arbitrary DI-encoded functions containing several thousand
minterms. The results of synthesising several circuits are presented.

1. In this chapter speed-independent circuit theory is used to verify the delay assumptions within the synthesised circuits. For this reason, the circuits described in this chapter are called Speed-Independent, although, as described in section 2.2.5, the terms SI and QDI may be used interchangeably.
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5.2

Combinational Logic Synthesis

Multi-level logic synthesis allows for more compact implementations than two-level logic
because sub-circuits may be shared between functions. In a multi-level logic
representation, functions are described by a Boolean network: a directed acyclic graph
where each node, xi, represents a Boolean variable that has an associated cover function,
C(xi), that defines its value. The nodes (and their cover functions) of Boolean networks
may be represented in one of two ways [20]:
• technology-dependently – where each node is represented by a gate from the cell
library in which the function will be implemented.
• technology-independently – where each node may be represented in one of three
ways:
i)

generic: every node is implemented as using a single simple function such as a
two-input NAND function. Networks constructed this way are often used as the
input to technology-mapping procedures [61].

ii) discrete: nodes are represented by one of a small set of basic functions such as
AND, NAND, NOT, etc.
iii) general: functions are described by an arbitrary logic function. This
representation requires more information to be contained within the graph but
provides a more powerful mechanism for reasoning about Boolean networks.
The functions themselves may be implemented in several different ways such
as Sum-of-Products (SOP) form, Factored-Forms or Binary Decision
Diagrams.
In the work presented in this chapter, Boolean networks are constructed using a
technology-independent approach with general node representations. The cover functions
of each node are implemented using SOP notation (albeit with additional constraints
governing the return-to-zero of terms).
In order to decompose functions in a multi-level network, common sub-expressions are
removed from terms by means of a division operation. If a function f can be written in the
form:
f = qd + r
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for a non-zero q, then d is a divisor of f, q is the quotient of d in f and r the remainder. The
terms of q are the terms of f containing d, with d removed. The terms of r are the terms of
f not containing d.
Two types of division may be defined: weak and strong division [20]. Weak or algebraic
division employs only algebraic divisors, where q and d share no common literals.
Strong, or Boolean, division allows Boolean divisors, which may share literals with their
quotients. In Strong division, Boolean identities (e.g. aa = a and aa = 0) are employed to
reduce the size of implementations. Strong division is more complex than weak division;
because there are many more Boolean divisors than algebraic ones, selecting good
divisors is complicated, but can obtain better results. Boolean identities cannot be as
easily exploited in DI encoded circuits as circuits are unate and each wire forms part of a
code group rather than a distinct binary variable. For these reasons, only weak division
will be considered here.

5.2.1 Algebraic Extraction
Extraction is an important process in the creation of efficient multi-level circuits. The
division operator is applied across the functions of a network and common sub-functions
are extracted to allow each function in the network to be implemented independently. To
describe the process of algebraic extraction, the following terminology is introduced:
• Boolean variables are assigned one of three values: true (1), false (0) or don’t care
(*).
• A literal is an instance of a variable (complemented or uncomplemented) in an
expression. (e.g. a or a).
• A cube is a product of literals (e.g. a or ab or abc or 1).
• An input-value is an ordered binary-vector denoting the values of a set of literals
(e.g. V = abc = 110).
• An expression is a set of cubes (e.g. f = ab + ac). These cubes are the terms of the
expression. In the work described in this chapter, “expression” is used exclusively
to describe Sum-Of-Products implementations. Expressions may be applied to
input-values (e.g. f(V) = 1).
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• The support of an expression, sup(x), is the unique set of literals of the cubes of the
expression (e.g. f= ab + ac, sup(f) = {a,b,c}). Two expressions, x and y, have disjoint
support if sup ( x ) ∩ sup ( y ) = ∅ .
• A network is a set of expressions
y
• The cofactor of divisor x in expression y,  ------------- , is the expression resulting from
 x = b
replacing all instances of x in y with a binary constant b (e.g. f = ab + ac,
f 
f
 ------------ = b + c and  ------------- = 0 ).
 a = 1
 a = 0
• An expression is cube-free if no cube divides it evenly, without a remainder (e.g. ab
+ c)
• The primary divisors of an expression, f, are the set of quotients derived by dividing
f by all possible cubes (e.g. f = ab + ac, PD(f) = {ab + ac (1), b + c (a), a (b, c), 1
(ab, ac)}, where the cubes of the expression are shown in brackets).
• The kernels of an expression are the cube-free primary divisors of the expression.
(e.g. f = ab + ac, K(f) = { b + c})
• The co-kernels of an expression are the cubes used to derive the kernels. Associated
with each co-kernel is a unique kernel, but a kernel may have several co-kernels
(e.g. f = ab + ac, CK(f) = {a}).
• Kernels can be classified according to their level. A level-0 kernel contains no other
kernel, whereas a level-i kernel contains kernels of up to level i-1. If an expression
is cube-free, it is its own kernel (with a co-kernel of 1), this is a maximum level
kernel as it contains all other kernels of the expression.
Brayton and McMullen [16] explained the importance of kernels in algebraic extraction:
two expressions have a multiple-cube common divisor, d, if, and only if, there is a least
one kernel from each expression whose intersection, the set of common cubes, is the
terms of d. The set of multiple cube divisors from a set of expressions can be calculated
by finding all the non-trivial (greater than one cube) kernel-intersections of every
expression. Employing kernel intersections reduces the complexity of the extraction
procedure as the set of kernels of a network is much smaller than the set of primary
divisors.
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Brayton and McMullen suggested a two-phase approach to extracting all commonality
between expressions. The two phases were called Distillation and Condensation. The
distillation phase is used to find all kernel intersections:
i

The kernels of all expressions are calculated

ii

Two kernels which intersect by more than one term are selected

iii

Their intersection is assigned to a node and this node is substituted, in place of the
intersection, back into the expressions.

iv

The kernels of the new expressions are calculated and the process is repeated.

Subsequently [19], it was shown that the kernel-intersections of a set of expressions could
be determined by creating a single expression from all the kernels of the network. Literals
are generated by enumerating the unique terms of all the kernels in the network. The
expression is constructed from products of these literals which correspond to the kernels
of the network and the kernel intersections become the co-kernels of this expression.
The Condensation algorithm is used to extract all common single cubes between
expressions:
i

Two cubes of the expressions whose support intersects in more than two literals are
selected.

ii

The intersection of the two cubes is substituted in all the expressions.

iii

The process is repeated until no more intersections of more than a single literal exist
between cubes.

Like the distillation process, the condensation process was implemented in the MIS
system [19] by creating a single expression of all the cubes in the network. This
expression is the union of the cubes of each expression in the network. The common cubes
of the network can then be determined from the co-kernels of this expression.

5.2.2 Rectangles and Rectangle Covering
Rudell [94] defined an efficient approach to the algebraic extraction algorithms, based on
finding and covering rectangles within matrices:
• A matrix is a two-dimensional grid, B, where Bij ∈ {0,1,*}.
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• A rectangle is a pair of sets of (not necessarily adjacent) rows and columns (R,C) of
matrix B, such that Bij ≠ 0 for all i ∈ R and j ∈ C.
• A prime rectangle is a rectangle of a matrix that is not strictly contained within
another rectangle.
• The co-rectangle of a rectangle (R,C), is a rectangle (R,C’), containing the rows of
R and all the columns of matrix B not in C (C’).
Rudell showed that the co-kernels of an expression are equivalent to the prime rectangles
of a matrix constructed from the cubes of a function and the kernels to the co-rectangles
of these. The matrix, called the cube-literal matrix, contains a row for each cube of the
expression, each column of the matrix corresponds to a literal from the support of the
expression. In this interpretation, a level-0 kernel corresponds to a co-rectangle with no
other rectangle containing its column set, the co-kernel of a level-0 kernel is a prime
rectangle of maximum width. A maximum level kernel corresponds to a co-rectangle with
no other rectangle in its row-set, the co-kernel of a maximum level kernel is a prime
rectangle of maximum height.
The cube-literal matrix can be used to extract common cubes from a network in an
efficient manner because, as previously described, the common cubes of a network
correspond to the co-kernels of a single expression comprising of all the cubes in the
network. Therefore, a cube-literal matrix is constructed with a row for each cube of each
expression in the network and a columns for each literal in the support of the entire
network. Figure 5.1 shows a cube-literal matrix for an example network. Common cubes
are chosen for extraction from the rectangles in this matrix. Once a rectangle is selected
the matrix is modified to reflect the extraction: the entries in the rectangle are removed
and a new row is added for the new common cube, which is now an expression of the
network. Figure 5.1 shows the effect of extracting cube fe from the network.
As entries are removed from the matrix, the selection of a rectangle may obscure other
rectangles in the extraction process and so the order in which rectangles are selected is
very important. Rudell’s algorithm’s assign values to rectangles in the matrix and the
highest value rectangle selected for extraction. Rudell aims to minimise the number of
literals in the expressions of the network. Using the literal count is a reasonable estimator
of the area of a network implementation as the number of literals in a cube often
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Figure 5.1: Cube-Literal Matrix for Example Network

determines how many transistors are in the gate implementing it. However, other metrics
maybe employed for different minimisations such as minimising logic levels to reduce the
propagation delay of the network. In the work described in this chapter literal counts will
be used and so the value of each rectangle is the reduction in literals that substituting the
cube into the network will bring and is defined by the number of literals covered by the
rectangle minus its weight:
v ( R, C ) = ( i, j ) B ij = 1 – w ( R, C )
The weight of a rectangle is the cost of substituting into the network and is given by:
w ( R, C ) =

{ R C+ Cif Rif R= 1> 1

If the number of rows is greater than 1, a new term is created, at a cost of |C| literals and
substituted into |R| rows, at a cost of |R| literals.
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Rectangles can also be used to extract kernel intersections from a network. The kernel
intersections of a network correspond to the co-kernels of an expression built up from the
kernels of a network where each literal is a unique kernel cube. This expression is
represented by a co-kernel cube matrix (figure 5.2); there is a row for each co-kernel of
F = af1 + bf2 + ag3 + cg4 + ade5 + bde6 + cde7
G = af8 + bf9 + ace10 + bce11
H = ade12 + cde13
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Figure 5.2: Co-kernel Cube Matrix for an example network

each expression and its corresponding kernel. The columns of the matrix represent the
unique cubes of all the kernels. The terms of the original network are numbered (denoted
by the subscript in figure 5.2) and in each location of the matrix is put the number of the
term, if any, corresponding to the product of the co-kernel associated with the row and the
kernel-cube associated with the column. Rectangles of this matrix represent kernelintersections and the weight of these rectangles is:
w ( R, C ) =

∑ wr i + ∑ wc j

i∈R

j∈C

where wri represents the number of literals + 1 in the co-kernel associated with row i and
wcj the number of literals in the cube associated with column j. The weight is derived from
two factors: firstly, the cost of implementing a node representing the intersection (given
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by the cost of all literals in the kernel-cubes) and secondly, the cost of the terms covered
after substitution (given by the number of literals in the co-kernel plus an additional literal
for the new node). The value of a rectangle is determined from the weight in the same
manner as in cube extraction. The shaded area of figure 5.2 represents one of the possible
rectangles in the matrix: R = {de, f, f, ce}, C ={a, b}. The rectangle covers 20 literals and
has a weight of 12, substituting such a rectangle into the network results in a reduction of
8 literals. The network expressions become:
F = xf + ag + cg + xde + cde
G = xf + xce
H = ade + cde

The synthesis procedure described in this chapter follows closely the procedure described
by Rudell. A two stage process is used where all multiple-cube divisors are determined
first (distillation) followed by single-cube divisors (condensation). The main differences
between the two procedures are that, in the technique described in this chapter, co-kernel
cube matrices must be constructed for single-cube extraction as well as for multiple-cube
extraction, and the matrix must be recalculated after every round of extraction.
It should be noted that algebraic extraction (kernel and common-cube extraction) was one
of the hazard-non-increasing optimisation techniques described by Kung [62]. However
Kung’s assertions assumed fundamental-mode environmental restrictions [83] which
assumes all internal signals have stabilised before any input change. In a speedindependent environment, restrictions need to be placed on extracted divisors because
unindicated signals may not fire before further input changes occur which may cause
erroneous operation. The techniques described in the remainder of this chapter ensure that
all selected divisors are indicated by the outputs everytime they are excited and so the
hazard-freedom of the original specification is preserved under the speed-independent
delay-model. This is the major novel contribution of the work presented in this chapter.

5.3

Speed Independent Circuit Synthesis

The synthesis of speed-independent control circuits has been the subject of much research
and has produced several efficient tools, most notably Petrify [27]. This research, based
mainly on the theory of circuit state-graphs, defined the properties required for speedindependent implementations of circuits. These properties allow for modifications to
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circuit implementations, such as divisor extraction, to be verified to ensure that speedindependence is maintained. The algorithms for speed-independent synthesis and
technology mapping employed by Petrify are complex and struggle when applied to most
SI combinational logic circuits because, due to the inherent concurrency of circuit inputs
and outputs, the state-graphs of such circuits are often too large. The new synthesis
techniques described in this chapter are applicable only to return-to-zero, stronglyindicating, combinational logic circuits. Consequently, they are simpler, but less general
than those used by Petrify. However, as described in section 5.5, the synthesis method
adheres to those properties defined by the Petrify research which guarantee that the
decompositions maintain the speed-independence of the original circuit implementations.
In this section the ‘Petrify’ approach to synthesis is outlined, the application of these
concepts to the new synthesis method is shown in section 5.5. Finally, the new synthesis
algorithms are described in section 5.6.

5.3.1 State Graphs and Speed-Independence
A state-graph (SG) is a labelled directed graph, where each node represents a state of the
circuit. The states are determined by the values of all the signals in the circuit and so, in a
binary circuit, may be encoded by a n-length binary vector, where each digit in the vector
corresponds to a signal in the circuit. The arcs between states in the graph are labelled with
events that correspond to transitions of signals within the circuit: either rising (x+) or
falling (x-). A transition in either direction is represented by the notation x*. In a stategraph only one event can occur at a time. Concurrency is represented by interleaving
semantics, where all possible orderings of concurrent events are expanded. Figure 5.3
shows the state-graph for a simple circuit, hazard.g, described by Kondratyev et al [57].
The circuit has two inputs, a and d, and two outputs z and c. Concurrent events can be
determined from the state “diamonds” caused by the interleaving semantics.
A state-graph is consistent if, for each signal, rising and falling transitions alternate in
every sequence of transitions. In any state a signal is excited, if in that state a transition on
x may occur. The maximal set of connected states in which a signal is excited is called an
excitation region of signal x and is denoted by ER(x*).The maximal set of connected states
in which x is stable (i.e. not excited) is called a quiescent region QR(x*). Over the course
of the operation of a circuit, each signal may transition more than once and so each region
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Figure 5.3: State Graph of hazard.g circuit

is given an iteration (i.e. ERj(x*)) to distinguish different regions of the same signal. A
continuous function region of x (CFRj(x*)) is the maximum set of connected states where
C(x) has the same value (i.e. ER j ( x* ) ∪ QR j ( x* ) ). The excitation and quiescent regions
of output z are marked on the state-graph shown in figure 5.3.
The Speed Independence of a circuit is determined by the properties of the SG that
describes the behaviour of the circuit. The SG of an SI circuit must
• be consistent
• satisfy output persistency: An SG is persistent if (for all signals) once a signal a is
excited, it must not be possible to enter a state in which a is stable except through
the firing of a. The inputs of an SG are controlled by the environment, whose
implementation is unknown, and so non-persistence is permitted amongst the input
signals of a circuit, i.e. the firing of one input signal may disable another input signal
that was previously excited, hence persistency must only be enforced on the output
and internal signals of the synthesised circuits.
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• satisfy Complete State Coding (CSC). Each pair of states in the state graph must
have a unique binary code, unless the set of output transitions of the pair are the
same. The notion of CSC encapsulates two important properties of SI circuits:
i)

determinism: for each state there must be at most one outward bound transition
for each signal

ii) commutativity: for each state, concurrent transitions – transitions that may take
place in any order – must lead to the same state.

5.3.2 Monotonic Cover
Speed-Independent Circuit implementations can be generated from any speedindependent state graph. To prevent hazards due to unacknowledged intermediate signals,
the function of each signal must be implemented by a single complex-gate. Figure 5.4
shows the Karnaugh map and corresponding implementation of output z from the
hazard.g example shown in figure 5.3. If the implemented function does not map to a
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Figure 5.4: Complex-Gate Implementation of Output z from hazard.g example

complex gate within the physical library, the function must be decomposed until a suitable
implementation can be found.
Kondratyev et al. [56] defined a set of conditions, called the Monotonic Cover Conditions,
that allow speed-independent circuits to be implemented within a standard architecture
using only AND gates, OR gates and C-elements, as shown in figure 5.5. Each AND gate
represents a single Monotonic Cover (MC) cube Cj, which covers one continuous
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function region (CFR) of the signal. As the output of the function is controlled by a Celement, the MC cube need not cover the whole CFR, as in the complex gate
implementation, and instead may become falsified within the Quiescent region because
the C-element will maintain the value of the signal until the next excitation region is
entered and another MC cube is excited. A signal may be implemented speedindependently within the standard architecture providing each MC cube upholds the
following conditions:
• Cover Condition – Cj(a*) covers all states of ERj(a*) (i.e. evaluates to 1 in all states
of ERj(a*)).
• One-hot Condition – Cj(a*) covers no states outside ER j ( a+ ) ∪ QR j ( a* ) .
• Monotonicity Condition – Cj(a*) changes at most once along any state sequence of
QRj(a*).
The first condition is necessary to provide the correct cover for the function: if the value
of the cover changes within the excitation region, glitches may occur on the output of the
AND gate. The second condition ensures that only one cube is active at any one time,
ensuring that all input transitions to the OR-gate are acknowledged. The third condition
ensures that no unacknowledged transitions are possible in the quiescent region.
The AND-gates are assumed to have no fan-in restriction and cannot be decomposed but,
because each term is one-hot, the OR-gates may be decomposed in an arbitrary manner
and hence can be made up from OR gates with a restricted fan-in.

C(a1+)

C(a+)

C(aj +)
C

a

C(a1−)
C(aj −)

C(a−)

Figure 5.5: Kondratyev’s Standard Architecture for Implementing Speed Independent
Circuits
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In order for a SI SG to be implemented in this standard architecture using MC cubes all
the ERs of the signals in the state-graph must satisfy the unique entry condition (UEC):
the ER has only one minimal-state, a state with no preceding states in the ER.
This allows all CFRs of a circuit to be implemented by a single MC cube. Kondratyev
showed an SG upholds UEC provided it is distributive – Each state, u, must be:
• semi-modular – semi-modularity was described in section 2.2.1. As with
persistency (section 5.3.1) circuits need only be semi-modular with respect to
internal and output signals (output semi-modular).
• non-detonant – A state is detonant with respect to signal a, stable in state u, if there
exists a pair of states v and w, reachable from u by a single transition, in which a is
excited. Again only internal and output signals need be considered.
Kondratyev [58] also showed a series of transformations that could be applied to SI circuit
implementations to allow them to be implemented in the standard-architecture using MC
cubes.
Figure 5.6, shows the MC cube implementation of the output z, from the hazard.g example
shown in figure 5.3. The MC cubes are shaded on the Karnaugh map, the green shaded
entries represent the excitation regions of z and the yellow shaded cubes represent areas
of the quiescent regions incorporated into the MC cubes. As each excitation region covers
a single state only, both satisfy the UEC and the circuit may be implemented using
Kondratyev’s standard architecture.
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5.3.3 Event-Insertion
Many of the problems of SI synthesis, such as CSC conflicts, fulfilling MC conditions or
mapping implementations into physical library cells, can be resolved by inserting events
into a state-graphs. The process described here was originally described by Cortadella et
al [25] for the purpose of resolving CSC conflicts.

c
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QR(x+)

d
b
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x
c

x

ER(x+)

x
b

a

Figure 5.7: Event Insertion

Inserting an event, x, into a state graph results in each state in the excitation region of x
being split into two states, one where x is excited and one where x has fired. Figure 5.7
shows the excitation region of event x consisting of two sets of unconnected states. After
x is inserted into the state graph, the original region is split into excitation and quiescent
regions. Events b and c are concurrent with event x and are duplicated as they may take
place within either ER(x) or QR(x). Events a and d are not duplicated because they enter
and leave the original ER of x and so are not concurrent with x. The event a enters the ER
of x and so must occur before x. Event d exits the ER of x and so must occur after event
x, d is delayed by x.
The set of states that form the excitation region of x are called a Speed-Independence
Preserving (SIP) set, if the persistency and commutativity of the original state-graph is
maintained. Three possible event insertions that violate the SIP criteria are shown in the
state-graph fragments of figure 5.8.The first two insertions violate the persistency of b in
state S2: in both cases b is excited in S1 but stable in S2'. The third insertion violates the
commutativity of state S1': from state S1' either state S3' or S3'' is reached depending on
the ordering of events a and b. An excitation region can be made into an SIP-set by
including extra states of any state diamond in which a violation occurs. However, adding
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states to ERs changes the cover function of the inserted event, this is often undesirable,
particularly when inserting signals for circuit decomposition.
If a state graph is to be implemented as a binary-circuit, each event corresponds to a binary
signal and hence complementary pairs of events relating to the rising and falling
transitions of a signal must be inserted; these complementary events are inserted by means
of an I-partition.
An I-partition consists of 4 sets of states, {S0,S1,S+,S-}, which relate to the transitions of
the inserted signal. The states S0 and S1 are equivalent to the quiescent regions of signal
x, QR(x-) and QR(x+), respectively. S+ and S- are equivalent to the excitation regions of
x, ER(x+) and ER(x-), respectively. In order for the inserted signal to retain the
consistency of the state-graph, the constructed I-partition must be well-formed. An Ipartition is well-formed if there is no direct path from S+ to S0 and from S - to S1, hence
0

1

the only permitted transitions are S → S+ → S → S- .
For each I-partition there is a function f that determines the value of the signal x; f = 0 in
S0 and S- and f = 1 in S1 and S+. A state-graph can be partitioned into two blocks Sf and
Sf. The excitation regions of an inserted signal (S+ and S-) can be found by using the
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borders of such blocks. Input Borders (IB) are the set of states where a block is entered
and Exit Borders (EB) are the set of states where a block is exited.
Cortadella’s algorithm [25] for the insertion of signals into SI circuits by constructing
valid I-partitions from the input borders of f is as follows:
i

Construct Sf for inserting signal x with function f:

ii

Set ER(x+) to be IB(f).

iii

Make IB(f) well-formed by recursively including predecessor states of ER(x+) to
where f=1.

iv

Make sure IB(f) does not alter the input/output interface by checking input-signals
are not delayed by x. Add the successor states of ER(x+) which are entered by a
transition upon an input signal.

v

Make ER(x+) an SIP set by adding states to remove persistency and commutativity
violations.

vi

Repeat steps iii, iv, and v until ER(x+) is well-formed, preserves the input-output
interface and an SIP set.

vii

S1 = Sf - S+

If at any stage a state is selected where f=0, then there is no valid insertion by function f.
The process is repeated with f to determine S- and S0.
Figure 5.9 illustrates signal insertion with I-partitions in the hazard.g example. The
function f = cd, a divisor of the cover function of output z, is chosen to insert signal, x, into
the state-graph. First, the function blocks, Sf and Sf are identified as shown in figure 5.9.a.
Next, an initial I-partition is constructed using the input-borders of function f and the
regions S+, S -, S0 and S1 identified (figure 5.9.b). As there is no path from S+ to S0 or S to S1, the I-partition is well-formed. Figure 5.9.c shows the resultant state graph with the
signal x inserted.
The states of S+ form a valid SIP set, and so no further states need to be added to the set
to maintain the speed-independence of the circuit. However, the signal insertion changes
the input/output interface in region S- because the signals a and d are inputs from the
environment and can have no knowledge of the behaviour of the internal signal x which
precedes it in the state graph. States 0011 and 1001 must be added to the set to preserve
the interface as shown in figure 5.9.d This set now causes an SIP violation and so the state
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Figure 5.9: Signal Insertion using I-partitions
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0001 must be added to S- (figure 5.9.e). As all of the added states were members of Sf they
can be added without changing the function f, and so signal x can be inserted legally. The
complete state graph with the signal x inserted is shown in figure 5.9.f.

5.3.4 Technology Mapping
In Kondratyev’s standard architecture (shown in figure 5.5), the fan-in of each MC cube
is unbounded. In order for an implementation to be realised as a CMOS circuit it must be
mapped to a library of gates. Therefore, large MC cubes must be decomposed until they
can be implemented by gates available within the chosen library. Kondratyev [57]
describes a technique for technology-mapping by choosing algebraic decompositions of
signals within the circuit and then determining whether the SI properties of the
implementation can be maintained by their insertion. Progress conditions are checked to
ensure the insertion reduces the complexity of the implementation. There are two forms
of progress condition: local and global.

Local Progress Conditions
Local conditions determine the effect of signal insertion on the cover function that was
chosen for decomposition. The algorithm chooses the function, f, with which the signal,
x, will be inserted, from the set of algebraic divisors of the most complex cover function
in the network, C(a*). Once a candidate divisor has been chosen, a well-formed I-partition
with SIP-closure is constructed to insert the signal into the SG. The effect of inserting x
into C(a*) must then be calculated to determine whether x reduces the complexity of
C(a*). The local progress conditions determine whether an implementation of C(a) of the
form: qf + r, still satisfies the MC requirements, or whether more signals are needed for a
MC implementation. In order to determine this, the effect of inserting signal x into the
network on the excitation regions and quiescent regions of a*, must be calculated. As
stated previously, when an event is inserted into a state graph every state in the excitation
region of the event is split into two. Therefore, when x is inserted into C(a+) (C(a-)), the
regions QRj(a+) (QRj(a-)) may become extended into ERj+1(a-) (ERj+1(a+)) because a is
delayed by an event on x. In order to determine whether the new cover of a fulfils the MC
requirements, the new quiescent regions of a must be calculated to take into account the
inserted signal x. As can be seen from the simple example shown in figure 5.9.f, when
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inserted signals are included in the state graphs, its size may grow rapidly. Instead of
recalculating the entire state graph, the new quiescent regions of a* can be determined by
images of the new state graph A’ in the existing state graph A. The inverse image of the
–1

QRj(a*) in A, labelled QR ( a j* ) A' , can be determined by adding those states of ERj+1(a*)
that intersect with ER(x*). Informally the conditions for MC implementation are:
• Cover Condition – ER(x+) doesn’t cover any state after a* has fired. This only
applies to cases where a* is excited due to qf = 1 (i.e. r = 0 ).
–1

• One-hot Condition – qf must not evaluate to 1 outside of ER ( a j* ) ∪ QR ( a j* ) A' .
• Monotonic Condition – There are two conditions, preventing 1 → 0 → 1 and
0 → 1 → 0 transitions on C(a*) respectively. Both conditions apply to cases where
a* is excited due to qf = 1 (i.e. r = 0 ).
i)

–1

ER(x+) must not intersect QR ( a j* ) A' .

ii) q

must

maintain

a

constant

value

throughout

the

states

of

–1

ER ( x- ) ∩ Q R ( a j* ) A'

Figure 5.10 shows image calculations for the hazard.g example, where, x is inserted into
C(z+) using the expression f = cd. Figure 5.10.a highlights the values of the expression qf,
where q = a, the quotient of f in C(z+). Figure 5.10.b shows the regions ER(z+) and
–1

QR ( z+ ) A' of the state-graph. Using these figures it is possible to see whether the
insertion of x adheres to the local progress conditions:
• Cover Condition – Figure 5.9.e shows ER(x+), constructed from S+, comparing this
to 5.10.b shows that ER(x+) does not cover any state after z+ has fired.
• One-hot Condition – Figure 5.10.b shows the states where qf = 1, comparing this to
–1

figure 5.10.a shows that this area is contained within ER ( z+ ) ∪ QR ( z+ ) A' .
• Monotonic Condition – As C(z+) has only one term, r = 0 and so both conditions
apply to C(z+):
i)

Comparing figures 5.9.e and 5.10.b shows ER(x+) does not intersect
–1

QR ( z+ ) A' .
ii) Comparing figures 5.9.e and 5.10.b reveals that the value of q = a changes in
–1

ER ( x- ) ∩ Q R ( z+ ) A' and so the substitution of x in C(z+) may cause a nonmonotonic transition and violate the MC conditions required for speed-
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Figure 5.10: Local Progress Conditions for hazard.g example

independent implementation. The non-monotonic transition is shown in figure
5.10.c which shows the values of the C(z+), after substitution of x. In states
00111 and 0011, q becomes 1 before x has transitioned and so the value of
–1

C(z+) changes from 0 → 1 within QR ( z+ ) A' .
Therefore, the substitution of x within C(z+) does not fulfil local progress conditions and
additional literals must be added to C(z+) after substitution to permit speed-independent
implementation.

Global Progress Conditions
Global conditions determine the effect of the decomposition on other signals in the
implementation. As Kondratyev’s technology-mapping technique uses divisors from a
single signal, the effect that the candidate substitution may have on other signals in the
network must be evaluated to ensure these signals may still be implemented speedindependently (using MC conditions) once the signal is inserted.
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A trigger event for signal a is an event on signal b that causes the circuit to enter into
ERj(a*), signal b is called a trigger signal of a. Where the inserted signal x is a trigger for
other signals the MC conditions for a circuit implementation involving x must be
evaluated and so the set of signals triggered by x, Tr(x), is calculated. For each signal, b,
in Tr(x), Kondratyev’s algorithm determines whether x can replace an expression, d, in
the cover C(b). This is done by calculating whether or not x covers correctly the states of
ERj(a*) entered by the event on d. If x can replace d then the MC conditions must be
recalculated for the implementation of C(b) containing x. The conditions are similar to the
local progress conditions, except they are strengthened because f, the function which
implemented x, is not part of the original cover of the signal, and so the relationship
between the regions of signal b and ER(x-) must be determined. If a MC implementation
can not be built by inserting x straight into C(b), then the cost of the implementation of
C(b) will increase. Kondratyev’s method restricts the cost of insertions by only allowing
insertions that add at most single literal to each signal to which they are a trigger. Here a
new cover of b is given by C ( b ) ⋅ x .
Figure 5.9.e showed the state graph of the hazard.g example after signal x had been
inserted using f = cd. From this figure it is clear that x is a trigger for z-, however the event
x+ is concurrent with the events a- and d- and so x- cannot replace either in the function
C(z-). Therefore the implementation of C(z-) must be extended to incorporate x. Figure
5.11 shows a speed-independent implementation of C(z), after inserting signal x into the
network. Additional signals were required by both C(z+) and C(z-) to maintain the MC
conditions of the original implementation and hence this decomposition “has no
progress”: it does not advance the decomposition of the whole network and so would be
discarded and another candidate divisor considered.

a
x
C

z

a
cx
d
Figure 5.11: Speed-Independent Implementation of hazard.g example
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Decompose(F,P) {
Find I-Partition for pair {F,P}
if none exists
fail
else {
Evaluate Local Progress
if no progress
fail
else {
Evaluate Global Progress
if no global progress
fail
}
}
}
while circuit is not mapped into library do {
Let a* be the event with most complex cover
Da = set of divisors of C(a*);
for-each F ∈ Da do {
Decompose(F,F)
}
if all decompositions fail
return /* C(a*) cannot be decomposed */
else {
Choose best decomposition
Insert new-signal /* by I-partition */
}
}

Figure 5.12: Kondratyev’s Algorithm for SI Decomposition
Kondratyev’s algorithm for technology-mapping based on speed independent
decomposition is shown in figure 5.12.

5.4 Strongly-Indicating Combinational Logic
Synthesis
The techniques described in the previous section were designed to synthesise control
components with complex sequential behaviour and limited concurrency. Combinational
logic circuits have very different properties, and, while the theory developed for these
techniques is still applicable, the algorithms are often unsuitable and incapable of
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synthesising all but the simplest circuits. A new method of synthesising return-to-zero
strongly-indicating combinational logic circuits is presented; the correctness of the
method is demonstrated using the theory of speed-independence preserving signal
insertion described in section 5.3. However, the new technique uses simpler algorithms
and models than existing speed-independence synthesis methods and therefore is
applicable only to SI-CL circuits. In the remainder of this section, the properties of
Strongly-Indicating combinational logic circuits are introduced, modifications to the
Kondratyev’s standard architecture are suggested and the use of matrices instead of stategraphs as a behavioural model is discussed. A substitution method for the synthesis
technique is introduced in section 5.5 and verified using the speed-independence
properties. Algorithms for synthesis of strongly-indicating combinational logic circuits
are presented in section 5.6.

5.4.1 A Canonical Architecture for RTZ SI-CL Circuits
The properties of Indicating Combinational Logic (I-CL) circuits were defined in section
2.5.1, in this chapter only Strongly-Indicating Combinational-Logic (SI-CL) circuits are
considered. In a four-phase SI-CL circuit, each output signal, x, can be described by two
sets of mutually-exclusive cubes, {C1(x+),...,Cn(x+)} and {C1(x-),...,Cn(x-)} which
control the rising and falling transitions of signal x respectively. As the input values are
translated to the output values in a single step, each output must wait until all of the inputs
have transitioned and each cube, therefore, describes a either complete data or spacer
value. This means that the ERs of each output signal have a unique entry point, and so
fulfil the UEC condition. The conditions described in section 2.5.1 ensure that the circuits
are both semi-modular and possess CSC and therefore SI-CL circuits can be implemented
speed-independently in Kondratyev’s standard architecture without any modification.
If the circuit employs the RTZ protocol, the spacer value is the all zero vector and, as the
cube Ci(x+) describes all the active inputs in the evaluation phase, Cj(x-) can be described
by the negation of the literals of Cj(x+):
C j ( x- ) =

∧l

i

l ∈ sup ( c j ( x+ ) )
i

For this reason, SI-CL circuits can be implemented using a C-element/OR architecture
shown in figure 5.13 without compromising the speed-independence of the circuit.
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C(a1+)

C

a
C(aj +)

C

Figure 5.13: Canonical Architecture for SI-CL Circuits

Because C-elements exhibit state, the output will remain constant in the region between
the conditions of the MC cubes for ERj(x+) and ERj(x-) and hence the C-element on the
output of the signal may be eliminated. As all MC cubes are one-hot, the C-elements
constituting the various ERs of a signal can be Or-ed together as in Kondratyev’s standard
architecture.

5.4.2 A Behavioural Model for RTZ SI-CL Circuits
In conventional SI circuit synthesis, the effect of each signal insertion must be verified to
ensure the resultant state-graph maintains the speed-independence of the original. In
highly-concurrent circuits, such as SI-CL circuits, the number of states within a stategraph can be exponential in the number of inputs and outputs. Synthesising these circuits
incurs large overheads in both computation and memory due to the need to construct and
manipulate large state-graph structures. State-graphs are very powerful models for
describing the behaviour of circuits, however, the restrictions upon SI-CL circuits mean
that simpler models may be employed to reduce the complexity of the synthesis process.
The properties of Return-To-Zero Strongly-Indicating Combinational Logic circuits that
may be exploited when constructing a simple model for circuit analysis are:
i

Arbitrary Ordering of Inputs and Outputs – In SI-CL circuits, input values are
translated to output values in a single step and so a complete input value must be
received on the inputs to a block before any output may transition. As all transitions
are monotonic, any input-transition must be contained within the final input value
(see section 5.5.1). Thus the behaviour of the combinational logic block is
unaffected by the sequencing of inputs and outputs, and therefore the order in which
signals transition can be ignored. The sequencing of transitions is fundamental to
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state-graphs and interleaving semantics, and so much of the complexity of stategraphs may be reduced.
ii

Restricted Sequential Behaviour – The behaviour of a conventional combinational
logic block is only dependent on the inputs presented to it and not on the state the
circuit may have reached due to earlier transitions. The value adopted by the inputs
is also independent of any previous value and each valid input value has,
theoretically, an equal probability of occurring. The operation of SI-CL circuits
takes place in two phases: evaluation and reset, these phases are strictly ordered and
do not overlap. State graphs are designed to specify complex sequential behaviour
within circuits. As the sequential behaviour of SI-CL is relatively simple, such a
powerful approach is not necessary, especially for Return-to-Zero circuits (see
property iii),

iii

Use of All Zero Vector – As described in the section 5.4.1, in RTZ systems the cubes
controlling the downward transitions of a cover function {C1(x-),...,Cn(x-)} are
derived from the negation of the literals of the corresponding cubes for the upward
transitions {C1(x+),...,Cn(x+)}. If circuits are implemented in the canonical
architecture described in section 5.4.1, then the C-element, Ci, implementing the
cubes Ci(x+) and Ci(x-) will remain high during QRi(x+) (i.e. between ERi(x+) and
ERi(x-)) and hence both Ci(x+) and Ci(x-) will be indicated by transitions on x. This
property means that, providing that the cubes implementing the rising transitions of
functions are constructed correctly, the downward transitions will also be correct
and fulfil MC conditions. Thus the downward transitions may be effectively
ignored during the synthesis procedure.

iv

Many Common Literals – In SI-CL circuits there are often many concurrent inputs
and so the size of MC cubes is often too large and they require decomposing in order
to be mapped into gate libraries. Conventional speed-independent decomposition
methods struggle because of the large numbers of common literals within cover
functions. In Kondratyev’s method, divisors are selected by looking at signals
individually and calculating the cost of inserting a suitable signal on the rest of the
network in its current state. Global progress conditions determine only the cost of
inserting the signal in the network in its current state and give no indication of how
complicated the inserted signal will make further decomposition of other signals in
the network. Conventional extraction methods, such as matrices, aim to extract all
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the commonality out of a network and select suitable divisors by examining the
network as a whole.
The above properties mean Sum-Of-Product and matrix representations may be used to
synthesise strongly-indicating combinational logic circuits without the need to employ
state graphs. Each output is initially specified as a SOP, where each product corresponds
to an input-data value. From this initial specification the complete relationships between
the cover functions of outputs can be determined. In section 5.5 a substitution method is
presented that preserves the speed-independence of the initial specifications of SI-CL
circuits and may be employed with conventional synthesis techniques.
However, conventional synthesis techniques, such as those described in section 5.2, have
a major deficiency when applied to speed-independent circuits, which is illustrated by the
example in figure 5.14. When using state-graph based synthesis methods, the insertion of
signals into a network increases the information stored in the state-graph because a new
state variable is required to describe the new signal. All of the original information
encapsulated within the state graph is maintained. In the substitution methods to be
described in section 5.2, once a signal has been substituted into the network, the literals
of its cover function are removed from the cover functions of other signals in which it was
inserted. In the matrix representation, this is equivalent to removing entries from the
matrix and so information is removed from the model. The substitution method described
in section 5.5 relies on the fact that all of the dependencies between functions can be
determined from a matrix. If information is removed from matrix, this is no longer true
and so the substitution method is not guaranteed to be correct. In section 5.6 we present
synthesis algorithms that solve this problem by substituting divisors in sets. Each divisor
set is calculated so that enough information is retained within the matrix about all divisors
that may possibly be selected in subsequent iterations of extraction, that the constraints
demanded by the substitution method are upheld and that any future substitutions will
maintain the speed-independence of the original state-graph.

5.5 A Substitution Method for Strongly Indicating
Combinational Logic
In conventional speed-independent synthesis, each signal insertion must be verified to
ensure that speed-independence is maintained. The checks that must be undertaken,
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Figure 5.14: Signal Insertion using (i) State-graphs and (ii) Matrices

outlined in section 5.3.4, are complex and constitute a major overhead of the synthesis
procedure. Because of the restrictions of SI-CL circuits, it is possible to define a
substitution technique that is correct by construction and so there is no need to verify
individual signal insertions. The substitution technique defined in this section is verified
using the conditions for speed-independence preserving signal insertion and monotonic
cover outlined in section 5.3. The concept of dependency is introduced to describe the
substitution procedure. This property is simple to determine in either SOP, or matrix,
representations of initial SI-CL implementations and hence, provided the requirements of
the substitution technique are upheld throughout the synthesis procedure, allow such
representations to be used exclusively to synthesise SI-CL circuits.
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5.5.1 Dependency
Trigger signals (section 5.3.4) are important in conventional speed-independent synthesis,
as they are used to construct the cover functions of other signals. In state-graph based
synthesis techniques, the set of signals, Tr(x), for which inserted signal x forms a trigger,
may be calculated from the original state graph (before insertion) by determining the
events that exit ER(x*). When SOP notations are used for synthesis, the set of trigger
signals must be determined by examining the relationship between the expressions that
make up the cover functions of each signal. The concept of dependency is introduced to
reason about the relationships between expressions in an SOP network.
An expression, y, is dependent on a cube, c, with respect to an input data value, Vj, if all
of the literals of c are contained in the support of y and none are redundant in expression
y for the value Vj. This property can be expressed using cofactor operations as:
sup ( c ) ⊆ sup ( y )
and

∧ cf

l ∈ sup ( c )
i

li 1 ( V j )

≠ c f li 0 ( V j )

y
y
where cf li 1 and cf li 0 are the cofactors of c in z: cf li 1 =  ------------- and cf li 0 =  ------------- .
 l i = 1
 l i = 0
There exists a maximal dependency between y and c if all of the literals of sup(y) not in
sup(c) are redundant for value Vj.
For example, given two expressions:
y = rs + r t + st
c = rs
The cofactors of the literals of c in y are:
cf r1 = s + t, cf r0 = st
cf s1 = r + t, cf s0 = rt
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For the input vector V j = rst , y is dependent on c as:
cf r1 ( V j ) = 1, cf r0 ( V j ) = 0
cf s1 ( V j ) = 1, cf s0 ( V j ) = 0
The cofactors of literal t are:
cf t1 = rs, cf t0 = r + s
for the input vector Vj, literal t is non-redundant as:
cf t1 ( V j ) = 1, cf t0 ( V j ) = 1
therefore, there exists a maximal dependency between c and y.
Expression y is dependent on another expression, x, (denoted y dep x ) if there exists a
cube c which exerts a maximal dependency on expression x and also a (possibly nonmaximal) dependency on expression y, given the same input data value Vj. Two
expressions are independent if there exists no dependencies between them for all valid
input data values.
A dependency between two expressions x and y means that expression x forms a trigger
signal for expression y, regardless of the order of input signal transitions that occurred in
transition to input data value Vj.
All expressions within SI-CL networks are positive (or negative) unate, and all transitions
between values are regular (see section 2.5.1). Therefore, it is not possible for expression
y to be dependent on expression x due to an intermediate value reached within an allowed
transition unless y is also dependent on x for the resulting valid data (or spacer) value.
Therefore the order of input transitions within an allowed transition to data value Vj is
arbitrary and the trigger signals of all expressions may be determined by the dependencies
of the network, provided all expressions are defined in terms of independent literals. In
initial SI-CL specifications, all inputs are independent and so this property is upheld.
The process of determining dependencies within initial SI-CL networks may be further
simplified as each expression is expressed by a set of mutually-exclusive cubes and so for
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a given input value, Vj, only a single cube, yi, of expression y is true. Therefore if y is
dependent on a cube, c, in Vj, then c must be contained within yi, i.e.
yi ⊆ c
and c is a divisor of y. This allows the following property to be determined:
Property 5.1: If x and y are two RTZ SI-CL functions with mutually-exclusive terms,
containing only independent literals, then y is dependent on x iff any term of x is a divisor
of y.
If intermediate expressions are substituted into the network then the cofactor operation
cannot be guaranteed to determine dependencies between expressions because, due to the
removal of information from SOP implementations described in section 5.4.2, there may
exist hidden dependencies between the literals of expressions containing intermediate
signals. The substitution technique to be described in section 5.6 extracts sets of divisors
where each divisor is simultaneously inserted into all the expressions that are dependent
upon it. By carefully selecting complete divisor sets, the dependencies between literals in
the supports of the divisor set expressions and the original network expressions are
removed and so property 5.1 is maintained throughout the extraction process.

5.5.2 Strongly-Indicating Substitution
In order to permit decomposed circuits to be implemented in the canonical architecture of
figure 5.1 only sequential signal insertions using the functions f and neg are considered
where:
f ( x ) = C 1 ( x+ ) + … + C n ( x+ )
neg ( x ) = C 1 ( x- ) + … + C n ( x- )
As described in section 5.4.1, there is a one-to-one correspondence between cube fi of f(x)
and cube ni of neg(x) given by:
ni =

∧l

i

l ∈ sup ( c )
i

i.e. ni is the negation of all of the literals of fi.
The dependency property is important when considering substitution within I-CL
networks as inserted signals are indicated by signals whose cover functions are dependent
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on the cover function of the inserted signal. New signals are substituted in to their
dependent cover functions and the type of indication employed by a network is
determined by the cover functions in which a signal is inserted.
In a strongly-indicating CL network, all input transitions are translated to the output
transitions in a single-step (section 2.5.1). Therefore expressions must be substituted in
every dependent expression to prevent output transitions occurring before input (or
internal) transitions. Enforcing strong-indication may make networks highly redundant
(for example two cubes ab and bc may be substituted into a single term abc) and
decomposed strongly-indicating networks can sometimes have a much higher cost than
initial, undecomposed, implementations.
It may be possible to indicate all transitions on a signal, x, by only substituting x into a
subset of the dependent cover functions– this is weak-indication where some output
transitions may take place before all input transitions have occurred. However, the
process of determining a valid subset of dependent expressions that indicate x under all
possible input values is complicated. For the remainder of this chapter, we consider
strongly-indicating substitution only.
When inserting a signal x by function f (and neg), where function f has n cubes {f1,...,fn},
the following properties must be upheld in order to preserve the functional equivalence of
the existing circuit after the new signal is inserted:
Property 5.2: The set of cover functions, Di, dependent on cube fi
( D i = { C j ( C j dep f i ) } ) must be the same for all cubes of function f.
∀fi ∈ f 1 < i ≤ n

Di = D1

Property 5.3: The quotient, qij, of each cube, fi, within each cover function, C j ∈ D i ,
must be the same as the quotients of all other cubes of f in Cj:
C
∀ f i ∈ f 1 < i ≤ n q ij = ------j = q 1 j
fi
For single-cube functions, these properties are automatically true and therefore any
single-cube function can be inserted in this manner. However for multiple-cube functions
properties 5.2 and 5.3 limit the number of candidate divisors of the network significantly.
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The reason for these conditions can be highlighted with a simple example: inserting
divisor x into function F, where:
F = abc + dbc + abe
x = a+d
In conventional substitution, the divisor would only be inserted in the terms of function
in which the quotient of x was the same:
F′ = bcx + abe
However when the input term abe = 1, the value of x is also 1, causing an
unacknowledged transition on signal x. The solution to this problem would be to force
signal x to be substituted into every term which is dependent on any of its cubes:
F′ = xbc + xbe
But now the functional specification of the original function has changed because this
expands to:
F′′ = abc + dbc + abe + dbe
Which changes the function, possibly violating the original specification.
Following Kondratyev’s method three conditions must be satisfied when inserting a
signal in a SI state-graph: firstly, that the inserted signal should not violate the speedindependence of the original circuit (section 5.5.3); secondly, that the signals in which x
is substituted fulfil the MC condition (section 5.5.4) and thirdly, that x adds at most one
fan-in signal to the cover of any signals to which x forms a trigger (section 5.5.5).
Furthermore, in section 5.5.6 the cover function of the inserted signal x, is shown to fulfil
the MC conditions and so it may be implemented using the canonical architecture of
section 5.4.1. In what follows, it is assumed that all previously inserted internal signals
were inserted using the same technique.

5.5.3 Speed-Independence Preservation
In the general-purpose speed-independent synthesis techniques outlined in section 5.3.3,
each potential signal insertion must be checked to ensure that the speed-independence of
the state-graph is maintained after insertion. Speed-independence is upheld provided the
inserted signal has well-formed SIP closure, which preserves the consistency, persistency
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and commutativity of the original state-graph. The restrictions of SI-CL networks, as
described in section 2.5.1, combined with the substitution technique of the previous
section ensure that all inserted signals are persistent which, as described in section 5.3.3,
ensures that they preserve the speed-independence of the original state-graph:
All output functions are defined in terms of complete data and spacer values and, as all
input values are translated to the outputs (section 2.5.1), there must be at least one excited
output for each valid input value. For each possible divisor, x, there must be at least one
input value, Vj, in which x is excited and therefore there must be at least one output
function, y, which is dependent on x for value Vj. As x is substituted into all dependent
functions, it must be substituted into function y. Each output function is implemented in
the canonical architecture of figure 5.13 and so x will be substituted into (at least) one
mutually-exclusive cube that forms the cover function of y, and hence a transition on y
due to Vj is delayed by a transition on x. As all of the cubes of y are implemented using
C-elements, y is delayed by x for both up-going and down-going transitions on x. For upgoing transitions, the environment will not begin the reset phase until a complete data
value is received on the outputs, therefore y must transition, before any of the inputs to x
may become invalid. The same is also true for down-going transitions where the next
evaluation phase is not initiated until all outputs are invalid. As described in section 5.5.1,
any intermediate values, reached during an allowed transition from data to spacer (and
vice versa), in which x is excited must also be present in the valid data (or spacer) value
reached by the allowed-transition. Therefore, each time x is excited an output transition is
delayed until after x has fired and so signal x is persistent.

5.5.4 MC Implementation of Dividend Functions
In order for the network to be implemented in the canonical architecture of figure 5.13,
after the substitution of x, the MC conditions must be maintained for the cover function
of each signal, a, in which x has been substituted. Prior to the signal insertion, each cover
function already fulfils MC conditions and therefore, provided the cover functions of the
inserted signals also fulfil MC conditions (see section 5.5.6), these properties also hold
for subsequent signal insertions into the cover functions of internal signals.
The cover function, C(a), of a is given in the form: fg + r , where f is replaced by inserted
signal x. In this section, only signals where f is a divisor of C(a) are considered. Functions
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where C(a) is dependent on f and yet f is not a divisor of C(a) are discussed in section
5.5.5. g is the set of quotients { g 1, …, g n } of f in r. As the terms of g are not (necessarily)
mutually exclusive, function implementations where C ( a ) = x ( g 1 + … + g n ) + r are
not considered. Instead each term of g is expanded to give implementations of the form
C ( a ) = xg 1 + … + xg n + r . Each term { xg 1, …, xg n } is now mutually-exclusive
and equivalent to one (or more) cubes of C(a). In the following subsections, only the term
xgi and the function f g i + r' are considered, where r' now includes the cubes
{ f g 1, …, f g i – 1, f g i + 1, …, f g n }

Cover Condition
Term xgi must cover ERi(a*) completely. As xgi and r' are mutually-exclusive, when xgi
= 1, r' = 0, and ERi(a*) is dependent on the term xgi. Therefore, a cannot transition until
x has transitioned and hence ER ( x+ ) ⊇ ER i ( a* ) ∩ f g i in the original state-graph.

One-Hot Condition
–1

xg i ≠ 1 , outside ER j ( a* ) ∪ QR j ( a* ) A' . As described in section 5.5.1, if xgi = 1 then its
value is contained within the current data (or spacer) value, Vj, and it is not possible for
xgi = 1 due only to some intermediate value reached during an allowed-transition. As xgi
and r' are mutually exclusive: r'(Vj) = 0 and only cube Cj (a*) of C(a) which implements
xgi is excited and the state graph enters ER j ( a* ) . As cubes Cj(a+) and Cj(a-) form a
contradiction, xgi = 0 before the following excitation region ( ER j ( a+ ) or ER j ( a- ) ) can
be entered.

Monotonicity Conditions
In order to preserve monotonicity of the circuit the cover xg must only transition once
–1

–1

along any set of reachable states within QR j ( a* ) A' . Considering only QR j ( a+ ) A' , if xgi
= 1 then fgi is part of the current data value. As all of the output functions are defined by
sets of complete data values and all of the internal nodes are inserted into every dependent
cover function, the environment must wait for a (and also cube Cj(a*)) to transition (and
–1

the circuit enter QR j ( a+ ) A' ) before any of the literals in sup(fgi) can become invalid.
Before any of the literals in sup(fgi) may become valid again, a must transition to translate
–1

the new value of fgi, 0, to the outputs. Therefore, the circuit must leave QR j ( a+ ) A' and
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–1

not only enter ER j ( a- ) but also QR j ( a- ) A' before any literals may become valid for a
–1

second time. The same is also true for transitions within QR j ( a- ) A' .

5.5.5 MC Implementation of Non-Dividend Functions
In Kondratyev’s algorithm a signal, x, is selected for insertion into a single cover function,
C(a), in the network. After it has been determined whether the insertion of x into C(a) is
valid, the effect of x on the rest of the network, in particular the set of signals to which x
is a trigger, Tr(x), must be determined.
As described in section 5.5.1, provided property 5.1 is upheld, the signals of Tr(x) are the
signals with cover functions dependent on C(x), the cover function of x. To fulfil the
strongly-indicating substitution requirement of section 5.5.2, x must be substituted into all
dependent cover functions of all of the signals in Tr(x) and so x is substituted into all of
the cover functions of Tr(x) and no further (global progress) checks need to made.
However, once x is substituted into the cover functions of Tr(x), they are no longer
specified solely in terms of function inputs and so the dependencies of further divisors are
more complicated to determine. When a further divisor, y, is selected it is inserted only
into the set of signals in which C(y) is a divisor, Dep(y). However, because property 5.1
is no longer upheld, the sets Tr(y) and Dep(y) are no longer guaranteed to be equivalent
and so further global progress checks must be made to ensure that y is still inserted into
every cover function dependent on C(y). The synthesis procedure described in section 5.6
extracts complete divisor sets from the network so that existing functions in the network
are described solely in terms of the inserted signals of the divisor set. As each of the
inserted signals are independent, property 5.1 is maintained and the dependencies of
further divisors can be determined simply. This removes the need to explicitly calculate
the trigger signals of divisors and simplifies the synthesis procedure.

5.5.6 MC Implementation of Inserted Functions
The substitution method discussed in this section for SI-CL circuits has one final
advantageous feature: The divisors selected using this method can automatically be
implemented in the canonical architecture of figure 5.13, and each cube of the divisor
fulfils MC requirements. Each condition is described for inserted signal x, with cover
function C(x)
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Cover Condition
Cube Cj(x*) of C(x), covers all states of ERj(x*). This is true as the states of ERj(x*) were
defined by cube Cj(x*).

One-Hot Condition
Cube Cj(x*) of C(x) does not cover any state outside ER j ( x* ) ∪ QR j ( x* ) . As each
inserted function is implemented using the canonical architecture of figure 5.13, the proof
of the one-hot condition is identical to that given in section 5.5.4. This proof, however,
relies on the fact that xgi and r are mutually-exclusive, for inserted functions it is
necessary to show that all pairs of cubes of C(x+) are mutually exclusive1:
In the substitution procedure, multiple-cube divisors may be used only where each cube
of the divisor has the same quotient in every function which is dependent on it in the
network. In an SI-CL function each term of a cover-function is mutually-exclusive and
unordered. In order for the terms Ci(x+) and Cj(x+) of C(x+) to be non-mutuallyexclusive there must exist a term, tk, of the cover function of a signal within the SI-CL
network, A, where Ci(x+) and Cj(x+) coexist. Term tk can be defined as the union of 4
distinct sets of literals2:
t k = s1 ∪ s2 ∪ s3 ∪ s4
s 1 = C ( x i+ ) ∩ C ( x j+ )
s 2 = C ( x i+ ) – s 1
s 3 = C ( x j+ ) – s 1
s 4 = t k – ( C ( x i+ ) ∪ C ( x j+ ) )
s1 contains the literals common to both Ci(x+) and Cj(x+), s2 contains the literals of
Ci(x+) not in Cj(x+), s3 contains the literals of Cj(x+) not in Ci(x+) and s4 contains the
literals of tk not in either Ci(x+) or Cj(x+). As C i ( x+ ) ≠ C j ( x+ ) , s2 and s3 cannot both be
empty.

1. As each cube Cj(x) of C(x) is implemented using a C-element, the cubes of Cj(x-) need not be mutuallyexclusive because the sequential behaviour of the C-elements will only cause a downwards transition on
Cj(x) if the circuit has transitioned out of QRj(x+).
2. Abusing the notation, cubes are considered to be sets of literals and hence set operations may be performed across them.
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Consider the case where s 2 ≠ ∅ . The quotient, qjk, of Cj(x+) in tk is:
tk
- = s2 ∪ s4
q jk = ---------------C j ( x+ )
In order for the function C(x+) to fulfil the substitution criteria, there must be a term, tl,
of function f, where qil is the quotient of Ci(x+) and
q il = q jk
As the set s2 is contained in Ci(x+):
q il = s 4
Therefore:
t l = s1 ∪ s2 ∪ s4
If s 3 ≠ ∅ an ordering relation exists between tl and tk: t l ⊂ t k . By definition, the terms
of DI-encoded functions are unordered, and therefore the term tl cannot exist.
If s 3 = ∅ then tk and tl are equivalent. However, the quotient, qik, of Ci(x+) in tk is:
tk
q ik = ---------------- = s4
C i ( x+ )
Therefore, there exists a further term, tm, of function f, where the quotient of Cj(x+), qjm:
tm
- = s4
q jm = ---------------C j ( x+ )
Therefore:
t m = s1 ∪ s4
and an ordering relation exists between tk and tm: t m ⊂ t k, and so the term tm cannot exist.
Hence, the cubes of any function fulfilling the substitution criteria must be mutuallyexclusive and the one-hot condition is proved.

Monotonicity Condition
Cj(x*) changes at most once in any traversal of QRj(x*). The proof is a result of the
monotonicity of output functions of section 5.5.4. Signal x is persistent, see section 5.5.3,
and inserted into a set of output functions or other persistent internal functions. The
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environment can only change inputs once it has received a full output data value.
Therefore, before the environment can change any input, all signals within the network
must be stable. In order for the value of Cj(x*) to change twice, x must enter and leave a
stable state twice (i.e. QRj(x+) and QRj(x-)) and therefore Cj(x*) can not change more
than once in any traversal of QRj(x*).
The substitution technique has thus been shown to uphold both the speed-independence
and monotonic cover conditions of the initial SI-CL networks, providing certain
conditions are upheld. In the next section, a synthesis technique is presented that ensures
these conditions are maintained throughout the synthesis procedure. The techniques are
based on the conventional logic synthesis methods described in section 5.2, and allow a
much larger range of SI-CL circuits to be synthesised than was previously possible with
state-graph based methods.

5.6

SI Combinational Logic Synthesis

The substitution method described in the previous section can only be guaranteed to be
correct providing both property 5.1 is upheld and the set of signals that an inserted signal
forms a trigger for is the same as the set of signals whose cover functions are dependent
on it. As information about the relationship between signals is removed from the matrix
representation everytime functions are substituted, divisor sets must be used to preserve
property 5.1 in subsequent iterations of the synthesis procedure.

5.6.1 Complete Divisor Sets
A divisor set is a set of divisors, D, which encapsulates the dependencies of the input set:
sup ( D ) =

∪

di ∈ D

( sup ( d i ) )

in such a way that the dependencies are either removed from the cover functions of other
signals of A entirely, or remain only in terms with no common cubes containing literals
of sup(D). The selection of divisors is based on selecting common-cubes from functions,
therefore no divisor can be selected across the two sets of inputs caused by the partition.
This is possible as SI-CL functions generally consist of several different code-groups, the
terms of which are mutually exclusive and can be used for factoring logic in the same way
as binary variables are in conventional logic synthesis.
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Co-kernel cube matrix representations are useful for partitioning the inputs of A into two
parts. The two-dimensional structures represent naturally a partition between common
cubes and their quotients.
Property 5.4: In a strongly-indicating CL network a complete set of divisors can be
generated from an intersecting rectangle of a Co-kernel cube Matrix
An intersecting rectangle, IR, of a matrix is a pair (Rn,Cn) of sets of rows and columns
where: for each row r (column c) of Rn (Cn), all columns (rows) intersecting with r (c) are
in IR.
To generate a complete set of divisors, all commonality in the input set must be explored.
The entries of a row (or column) of a matrix represent terms with common cubes. Only
co-kernel cube matrices with algebraic entries (all entries have disjoint co-kernel and
kernel-cubes) are considered and so two rows (columns) that share a common column
(row) represent distinct cubes that share a common quotient. By creating a rectangle that
contains all the intersections of a set of rows and a set of columns, a partition is created
between the literals of each set. Either the row or column set is chosen for the divisor set,
D. The set of literals in the row (or column) entries becomes the support of D and the
construction of the intersecting rectangle, determines the divisors that are to be inserted
into the network.
If the cube sets of the rows and of the columns are mutually-exclusive then the
intersecting rectangle will form a perfect rectangle, where each row (column) intersects
with the same set of column (row) entries. However it is useful, particularly for code
groups where each code word cannot be represented by a single implementable cube, to
use partitions where the literals of row and column sets are not disjoint, such partitions
form dispersed rectangles. In such rectangles, the input sets represent terms that overlap
and several cubes must be inserted simultaneously into function terms to provide
complete cover of the input set. Figure 5.15 is an extract of a co-kernel cube matrix from
one of the m-of-n implementations of the SPA CPU described in chapter 8 and shows the
two different types of intersecting rectangle: a dispersed rectangle (shaded red) and a
perfect rectangle (shaded green). The example consists of two code groups: a 3-of-6 code
group (literals a0 to a5) and a dual-rail code group (literals b0 to b1). The perfect (green)
rectangle partitions the literals in the function into the sets Rl = {a0, a1, b0, b1} and Cl =
{a2,a3,a4,a5}. In this example, a0 and a1 never appear in the same terms together and so
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Figure 5.15: Intersecting Rectangles
gen_intersecting_rectangles(M, index, rect){
new-rect = rect;
col = M->columns[index];
if col not in new-rect {add col to new_rect;}
for-each element p in column {
r = M->rows[p->rownum]
if r not in new-rect {add r to new_rect;}
for-each element p in r {
i = p->colnum;
if i >index {
gen_intersecting_rectangles(M,i,new-rect);
}
}
}
return new-rect;
}

Figure 5.16: Algorithm for Detecting Intersecting rectangles
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the entries in R ({a0b0, a0b1, a1b0, a1b1}) are all mutually exclusive and have the same
quotients in all of the terms in the function. The dispersed (red) rectangle partitions the
literals into the sets Rl = {a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} and Cl = {a2,a3,a4,a5}. Here, the literal
sets are not disjoint and the entries of R are not mutually exclusive, row entries only share
some of their quotients with other rows and the intersecting rectangle consists of many
distinct rectangles.
A simple algorithm is shown in figure 5.16 for detecting intersecting rectangles from a
matrix, based on the sparse matrix rectangle implementation of Rudell [94]. The process
of synthesising a SI-CL network is described in the next two sections. The process follows
closely the original extraction procedure discussed in 5.2.1 and consists of two stages:
single-cube extraction (Condensation) and multi-cube extraction (Distillation).

5.6.2 SI Single-Cube Extraction
Single-Cube extraction is the simpler of the two stages. Single-cube extraction is
concerned with extracting common cubes from the function terms of the whole network.
A Co-kernel cube matrix is created from the set of unique cubes of the whole network.
The algorithm of figure 5.16 is used to determine the sets of common-cube divisors and
the co-kernel groups of the intersecting rectangles. Rectangles with disjoint support can
be substituted independently of each other. To select between rectangles with overlapping
support, a cost function is used which determines the cost, in literals, of adding dispersed
rectangles to the network:
( i, j ) B ij = 1
n n
--------------------------------- – w ( R ,C )
n n
(R ,C )
----------------------n
n
n( R , C )
where (Rn,Cn) is the row and column sets of the intersecting-rectangle. n(Rn,Cn)
represents the number of function terms actually covered, whereas |(Rn,Cn)| is the number
of matrix elements in the group.
The cost function reflects the fact that in dispersed rectangles, several co-kernels will be
inserted into the same term. Therefore when dispersed rectangles are selected the cost of
implementing the network may increase. This is necessary because, in order to implement
SI-CL functions independently, all common terms must be extracted from the network,
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since this allows any large cubes to be decomposed into technology-specific gates
arbitrarily.
Once the set of intersecting rectangles is selected, it is substituted simultaneously into all
cover functions of the network. The process is then repeated by constructing a new cokernel cube matrix for the new function terms of the network, until there are no multiliteral common cubes shared between any terms of the network. If no intersecting
rectangles exist in the matrix but there are still shared cubes between terms, the network
cannot be further partitioned and all remaining multi-literal co-kernels must be inserted
simultaneously (blanket insertion).

5.6.3 SI Multiple-cube Extraction
Multiple-cube extraction is more complex than single-cube extraction for two reasons.
Firstly, the set of multiple-cube divisors is constrained by the substitution process and so
unsuitable divisors must be filtered. Secondly, unlike single-cube extraction, the cokernel cube matrix for multiple-cube extraction is generated from the kernels and cokernels of each function; therefore function terms that only appear once in a function may
not be represented in the matrix, and hence the matrix cannot be used as a definitive guide
to the dependencies between divisors.
Initially, candidate sets of divisors are generated from the matrix using the intersecting
rectangle algorithm of figure 5.16. From these intersecting rectangles, only a small
proportion contain suitable kernel-intersections. The substitution process of section 5.5
only permits the use of multiple-cube divisors that have the same quotient in each cover
function which is dependent on it in the network. These divisors can be determined from
the matrix as maximum kernel-intersections: columns with identical row entries.
Intersecting rectangles that do not contain any maximum intersections cannot be
substituted and are therefore discarded. Any kernel-cubes in an intersecting rectangle that
do not form maximum intersections can not be substituted and form the co-rectangle of
the candidate divisors.
Figure 5.17 shows two intersecting rectangles in a co-kernel cube matrix. The rectangle
in the bottom-left corner, shaded red, contains one maximal intersection covering
columns: a1 and a0 (dark red shading) and a co-rectangle covering columns a3, a2, a4
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(light red shading). The rectangle in the top right-hand corner, shaded green, contains
three maximal intersections (columns a3b1 and a3b0, columns a2b1 and a2b0 and
columns a4b0 and a4b1), and a single co-rectangle term (column a1b1) which is shaded
light green.
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Figure 5.17: Intersecting Rectangles for Multiple-cube Extraction.
Once intersecting rectangles containing maximal intersections have been determined, a
series of checks must be performed to ensure the rectangles can be substituted safely into
the network.

Disjoint Co-rectangle
As co-rectangles are not substituted into the network, the following property must be
observed when selecting intersecting rectangles:
Property 5.5: If two intersecting column terms, ct1 and ct2, of the co-rectangle of an
intersecting-rectangle, IR, share a common cube, c, no intersecting column-terms from
the set of maximal intersections of IR may contain c.
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The column terms of the co-rectangle of IR are not substituted into the network. For each
row, rk, in which ct1 and ct2 intersect there is two terms, t1 and t2, of a function, f,
(corresponding to elements {ct1, rk} and {ct1, rk}) that share the cube c ∪ r k . If there
exists a column-term of the maximal-intersections, mki, that intersects row rk and also
contains c there is a further term of f that contains c ∪ r k , t3. After substitution, the
maximal-intersection, mk, has replaced mki in t3, and so c has been removed from the
term. As c ∪ r k is a common term still shared between t1 and t2 it may be selected as a
divisor in subsequent iterations of extraction, but the dependency between this cube and
t3 can not be determined and hence the persistency of this divisor cannot be guaranteed.
This can be illustrated by a small example:
Network A, contains two functions:
F = a0b0ci0 0 + a0b1ci0 1 + a0b2ci0 2 + a1b0ci0 3 + a0b0ci1 4 + a1b0ci1 5
+ a1b1ci1 6 + a1b2ci1 7
G = a1b1ci0 8 + a1b2ci0 9 + a0b1ci1 10 + a0b2ci1 11
Figure 5.18 shows an extract from the co-kernel cube matrix for the network highlighting
a single intersecting rectangle. The row and column numbers have been added for
convenience. The darker shaded elements {c0, c3} are a maximal intersection and the
lighter shaded elements {c1, c2, c4, c5} its co-rectangle. Intersecting column-terms {c0,
c1, c2} all contain the literal a0 and column terms {c3, c4, c5} contain literal a1.
Substituting the maximal intersection results in the new network A':
F = xci0 0 + xci1 1 + a0b1ci0 2 + a0b2ci0 3 + a1b1ci1 4 + a1b2ci1 5
G = a1b1ci0 6 + a1b2ci0 7 + a0b1ci1 8 + a0b2ci1 9
x = a0b0 10 + a1b0 11
There now exists two common cubes a0ci0 and a1ci1 which would form a single
intersecting rectangle in a subsequent round of extraction. However, these cubes were
contained within the original network terms 0 and 5 which have been replaced in the new
network and therefore the dependencies between these cubes and all the terms in the
network cannot be determined.
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Figure 5.18: Extract of a Co-kernel Cube Matrix for Example Network A

Missing Terms
The Co-kernel cube matrix is constructed from the kernels of individual functions,
therefore, the matrix cannot represent all the dependencies between cubes of different
functions and maximal kernel-intersections cannot be guaranteed to contain mutually
exclusive terms over the whole network. In order to ensure that only divisor sets that will
maintain speed-independence are inserted, the position of the divisors in the whole
network must be determined. As each entry of the kernel-cube matrix is labelled with the
index of the network term it forms, the set of terms covered by an intersecting rectangle
can easily be determined. If an intersecting rectangle does not cover all of the terms of the
network, it is possible that the rules of substitution may be violated and so the relationship
of the divisors to the uncovered terms must be evaluated. In order for some terms of
function f not to appear in an intersecting rectangle, no kernel may be formed containing
any term from the set of column-terms, C, of the rectangle IR.There are three reasons a
kernel may not be created within a function containing a term, ct, where ct ∈ C :
i

Function f is not dependent on ct.

ii

The quotient of ct in f, rt, only occurs in a single term of f.

iii

All the quotients of rt in f contain some literal(s) of kt and hence are not cube free.

In order to determine whether the rectangle can be used for valid intersection each
function term not covered by the intersecting rectangle must be examined. The following
properties, executed in order, are used to determine whether or not the rectangle may be
employed:
Property 5.6: Missing term, t, from function, f, must not contain any column-term, cti,
from the set of maximal intersections in the intersecting-rectangle
In this case either reason ii or iii is true. If reason ii is true then the kernel intersection, ki,
which contains cti is not maximal as the other terms of ki do not have the same quotient
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as cti in f. In the algorithm presented here, any rectangle fulfilling this property is
discarded. However, if the terms of kt fulfil property 5.5, the rectangle could still be
employed as kt could be added to the co-rectangle of the intersections. If reason iii is true
then kt may still be maximal provided each term of kt is not cube-free and all terms of kt
appear in f with the same quotient. Again in the algorithm presented here, this possibility
is ignored and the rectangle is discarded.
Property 5.7: Missing term, t, from function, f, may contain a column term, cti, from the
co-rectangle of the intersecting rectangle.
In this case again either reason ii or iii is true. If reason ii is true then the quotient, rti, of
cti in f only exists in term t and therefore cti cannot intersect with any other column-term
within f and property 5.5 is preserved. If reason iii is true then the set, CT, of quotients of
rti in f contains cti and is not cube free. If property 5.5 is not maintained for cti in f then
there must be column-term, mkj, from the set of maximal intersections in CT and a term
of f, tl, where t l = rt i ∩ mk i . As CT is not cube-free, it does not form a kernel and hence
term tl is not covered by the rectangle IR and will be examined by the procedure, tl
contains a term from the set of maximal intersections which violates property 5.6 and so
IR will be discarded. If rti is not contained within the row-set of IR then it is added.
Property 5.8: Missing term, t, may contain a row-term, rti, from the intersecting
rectangle
If the missing term does not contain an existing column-term of IR, but contains a rowterm, rti, of IR, then the quotient of rti, cti, becomes a column-term of the co-rectangle.
When adding terms to the co-rectangle property 5.5 must be preserved. However, as
stated in the discussion of property 5.7, if cti intersects a kernel term mki,there must be a
term, tl, of f in which t l = rt i ∩ mk i and is not covered by rectangle IR, which will be
discovered during the checking procedure. Therefore no further checking is necessary and
cti is added to the column set of the IR.
The cost of inserting a rectangle can be evaluated using the cost function of the previous
section; for multiple-cube divisors however (Rn,Cn) only covers the matrix elements
covered by maximal rectangles, since, as no terms of the co-rectangle are substituted in
the network, they are ignored in the cost function. Once the valid rectangles have been
determined all non-overlapping, i.e. disjoint or contained, rectangles can be inserted into
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the network. This is done hierarchically starting with rectangles not contained within any
other. The whole process is then repeated until no multiple-cube divisors remain. The
algorithm for determining whether a intersecting rectangle forms a valid divisor group is
shown in figure 5.19. The overall procedure for the synthesis of SI-CL circuits is shown
in figure 5.20.
The method described is an efficient synthesis procedure for a large range of SI-CL
circuits up to several thousand minterms. SI-CL synthesis requires more computation than
traditional synthesis techniques because of the need to recalculate the matrices after each
stage of the calculation. The technique calculates the complete set of kernels in order to
determine the dependencies between the functions of the network. The complexity of the
operation can be reduced by constraining the kernel intersection set: In MIS [18] the level
of kernels was frequently restricted to level-0 or level-1. Rajski and Vasudevamurthy [90]
described a different technique where only double-cube or two-literal single-cube divisors
where selected. Both techniques would be applicable to the synthesis techniques
described in this chapter because the relationship between functions is still maintained as
the rejected divisors can all be constructed from the intersections that remain in the kernel
set. However, the complexity of implementations may be increased due to restrictions on
the size of divisors. In particular, if intersecting rectangles can not be determined the
network has to be decomposed using the excessively expensive blanket single-cube
insertion described in section 5.6.2. The usage of reduced kernel divisors set within the
algorithm needs to be fully explored. The results of the final section were all produced by
generating all levels of kernels for each matrix.

5.7

Example

A dual-rail full-adder is used to demonstrate the synthesis technique. The full-adder
consists of three dual-rail inputs: a, b and ci and two dual rail outputs s and co. Each rail
is labelled 0 or 1 (e.g. a0). The expressions of the network are:
s0 = a0b0ci00 + a1b1ci01 + a1b0ci12 + a0b1ci13
s1 = a1b0ci04 + a0b1ci05 + a0b0ci16 + a1b1ci17
co0 = a0b0ci08 + a1b0ci09 + a0b1ci010 + a0b0ci111
co1 = a1b1ci012 + a1b0ci113 + a0b1ci114 + a1b1ci115
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find_maximal_intersections(R1,divisors,co-divisors) {
if empty R1 return {divisors,co-divisors}
else {
col = rectangle->cols[0];
rows = row-nums of elements of col
cols = new-list;
for-each column c of R1 {
r = row-list for column c
if r = rows add c->colnum to cols;
}
if empty cols
add col->colnum to co-divisors;
delete col from R1;
else {
add cols to divisors;
delete columns in cols from R1;
}
find_maximal_intersections(R1,divisors,co-divisors
)
}
gen_multicube_divisors(R, function-terms) {
divisors = {}; co-divisors = {};
co-kernels = R->rows; R1 = R;
find_maximal_intersections(R1,divisors,co-divisors);
if empty divisors return false;
else {
covered-terms = 0;
for-each elemnent p in R {
add p->term to covered-terms
}
remaining-terms =
differ(function-terms,covered-terms);
for-each t in remaining-terms {
if (t contained in divisors) return false;
else if (t not contained in co-divisors}
for-each co-kernel contained in t
for-each co-divisor d {
if not-disjoint(d,(t / c)) return false;
}
return R;
}

Figure 5.19: Multiple-Cube Divisors Algorithm
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single_cube_extraction(function-terms) {
terms = unique function-terms;
construct-cube-literal-matrix(terms);
kernels = gen-rectangles(M,null,null);
construct-cokernel-cube-matrix(kernels);
intersecting-rectangles = {};
while not empty CK-matrix do {
gen_intersecting_rectangles(Ck-Matrix,0,rect)
rectangle-cost(rect);
add rect to intersecting-rectangle;
}
max-rectangles=
max_value_disjoint_rectangles(intersecting-rectangles);
if empty(max-rectangles) return function-terms;
else {
new-function-terms =
substitute(max-rectangles,function-terms);
single-cube-extraction(new-function-terms);
}
}
multiple-cube-extraction(function-terms) {
for-each function f in function-terms {
construct-cube-literal-matrix(function);
gen-rectangles(M,null,null);
add rectangles to function-rectangles;
}
construct-cokernel-cube-matrix(function-rectangles);
while not empty CK-matrix do {
rect = new rectangle;
gen_intersecting_rectangle(Ck-Matrix,0,rect)
gen_multicube_divisors(rect, function-terms)
if not rect { return false;}
else {
rectangle-cost(rect);
add rect to intersecting-rectangles;
}
max-rectangles=max-value-disjoint/contained-rectangles
(intersecting-rectangles);
if empty(max-rectangles) return function-terms;
else {
new-function-terms =
substitute(max-rectangles,function-terms);
multiple-cube-extraction(new-function-terms);}
}

Figure 5.20: SISI-CL Algorithm
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The kernels, co-kernels (in brackets) and their levels (in braces) are:
s0 =
a0b0ci0 + a1b1ci0 + a1b0ci1 + a0b1ci1 (1) {1}
a1b0 + a0b1 (ci1) {0}
a0b0 + a1b1 (ci0) {0}
a1ci0 + a0ci1 (b1) {0}
a0ci0 + a1ci1 (b0) {0}
b1ci0 + b0ci1 (a1) {0}
b0ci0 + b1ci1 (a0) {0}
s1 =
a1b0ci0 + a0b1ci0 + a0b0ci1 + a1b1ci1 (1) {1}
a0b0 + a1b1 (ci1) {0}
a1b0 + a0b1 (ci0) {0}
a0ci0 + a1ci1 (b1) {0}
a1ci0 + a0ci1 (b0) {0}
b0ci0 + b1ci1 (a1) {0}
b1ci0 + b0ci1 (a0) {0}
co0 =
a0b0ci0 + a1b0ci0 + a0b1ci0 + a0b0ci1 (1) {2}
a0ci0 + a1ci0 + a0ci1 (b0) {1}
b0ci0 + b1ci0 + b0ci1 (a0) {1}
a0b0 + a1b0 + a0b1 (ci0) {0}
a0 + a1 (b0ci0) {0}
ci0 + ci1 (a0b0) {0}
b0 + b1 (a0ci0) {0}
co1 =
a1b1ci0 + a1b0ci1 + a0b1ci1 + a1b1ci1 (1) {2}
a1ci0 + a0ci1 + a1ci1 (b1) {1}
b1ci0 + b0ci1 + b1ci1 (a1) {1}
a1b0 + a0b1 + a1b1 (ci1) {0}
a0 + a1 (b1ci1) {0}
ci0 + ci1 (a1b1) {0}
b0 + b1 (a1ci1) {0}

Figure 5.21 shows the co-kernel cube matrix for the full-adder network. There are 7
different intersecting rectangles. Three of the rectangles are perfect, these are shaded in
green. The four interspersed rectangles are shaded in different colours and all contain
maximum intersections. The maximum intersections are the darker shaded sections of
each rectangle. Each of the intersecting rectangles is considered for substitution.
None of the perfect rectangles are candidates. The terms not covered by each rectangle,
contain column terms of each rectangle, this violates test 1 of section 5.6.3. For example,
the lightest shaded rectangle contains column terms a0 and a1, and covers network terms
8,9,14 and 15. Network term 0 (a0b0ci0) contains a0, and so the rectangle is discarded
an no further checks are necessary.
All of the interspersed rectangles are candidates for substitution. The yellow rectangle,
contains a single maximum intersection a0b1 + a1b0, and a co-rectangle containing the
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Figure 5.21: Co-Kernel Cube Matrix for Multiple-Cube Divisors in Dual-Rail Full Adder
columns: a0b0 and a1b1. The rectangle covers the terms 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14,
and 15, and so only network terms 11(a0b0ci1) and 12 (a1b1ci0) need to be checked.
Both terms contain, column terms of the co-rectangle, and so the rectangle adheres to test
2 of section 5.6.3 and can be substituted. The intersecting rectangle contains only one
maximal intersection and no terms are repeated within the intersection, therefore the value
of the rectangle can be determined using the original cost function of section 5.2.2
n n
(R ,C )
( ----------------------- = 1 ). The value of the rectangle is 24 - 12 = 12 literals. The resulting network
n
n
n( R , C )
equations are, the rectangle is inserted by signal x:
s0 = a0b0ci0 + a1b1ci0 + xci1
s1 = xci0 + a0b0ci1 + a1b1ci1
co0 = a0b0ci0 + xci0 + a0b0ci1
co1 = a1b1ci0 + xci1 + a1b1ci1
x = a0b1 + a1b0

The red and magenta interspersed rectangles, can also be selected, and have an equivalent
cost. As these rectangles overlap, an arbitrary choice can be made between them.
The blue shaded rectangle covers all the terms of the network. The intersecting rectangle
contains two separate maximum intersections, both shaded dark blue, however no terms
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are repeated within either rectangle and so the weight of the rectangle can be generated
by summing the weights of the two maximum intersections. ((1 + 1) + (3 + 3 + 3)),
combined both intersections cover 12 network terms and so the value is: 36 - (11 + 11) =
14 literals. As the row set of this rectangle contains no literals, the rectangle contains all
others and can be used in conjunction with any valid rectangle. The final equations for this
round of condensation are:
s0 = a0b0ci0 + x0
s1 = x1 + a1b1ci1
co0 = a0b0ci0 + x1
co1 = x0 + a1b1ci1
x0 = a1b1ci0 + x2ci1

x1 = a0b0ci1 + x2ci0
x2 = a1b0 + a0b1

On subsequent iterations of distillation, no further multiple-cube divisors were
discovered.
Figure 5.22 shows the co-kernel cube matrix used to determine the single-cube divisors
of the network. The matrix was generated from a single expression containing all the
unique cubes of the network:
o= a0b0ci0 + a1b1ci1 + x0 + x1 + x2ci0 + x2ci1 + a1b0 + a0b1

The kernels of this expression are:
a0b0ci0 + a0b0ci1 + a1b0 + a0b1 + a1b1ci0 + a1b1ci1 + x0 + x1 + x2ci0 +
x2ci1 (1) {2}
b0 + b1ci0 + b1ci1 (a1) {1}
b0ci0 + b0ci1 + b1 (a0) {1}
ci0 + ci1 (x2) {0}
a0 + a1ci0 + a1ci1 (b1) {0}
a0ci0 + a0ci1 + a1 (b0) {0}
ci0 + ci1 (a1b1) {0}
ci0 + ci1 (a0b0) {0}
a0b0 + a1b1 + x2 (ci1) {0}
a0b0 + a1b1 + x2 (ci0) {0}

The intersecting rectangles are shaded in the diagram. In common cube extraction, only
cubes with more than one literal are substituted into the network, and so only the terms
rectangle a0b0 and a1b1 of the blue shaded rectangle are inserted, resulting in the
equations:
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Figure 5.22: Co-Kernel Cube Matrix for Single-Cube Divisors in Dual-Rail Full Adder
s0 = x3ci0 + x0
s1 = x1 + x4ci1
co0 = x3ci0 + x1
co1 = x0 + x4ci1
x0 = x4ci0 + x2ci1
x1 = x3ci1 + x2ci0
x2 = a1b0 + a0b1

x3 = a0b0
x4 = a1b1

Finally, the multiple-cube extraction process is repeated without unique function cubes to
allow common function terms to be removed. The final expressions for the network are:
s0 = x5 + x0
s1 = x1 + x6
co0 = x5 + x1
co1 = x0 + x6
x0 = x4ci0 + x2ci1
x1 = x3ci1 + x2ci0
x2 = a1b0 + a0b1

x3 = a0b0
x4 = a1b1
x5 = x3ci0
x6 = x4ci1

Figure 5.23 shows the circuit implementation of the final equations.
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Figure 5.23: Synthesised Dual-Rail Full Adder

5.8

Results

Table 5.1 compares the results of synthesising some example circuits using the new SICL synthesis technique with the results obtained when implementing those circuits in
Kondratyev’s standard architecture. The table details the number of minterms of the
functions, and the cost in transistors of the implementation. Each circuit is implemented
in two input gates, any large cubes being decomposed. 2-input OR and AND gates have
6 transistors and a 2-input C-element 10 transistors. The cost of implementing the circuits
in Kondratyev’s standard architecture using unlimited fan-in gates is also shown. In this
case, the costs were deduced from number of literals in each cube in the design. An AND
gate consists of two transistors (for the output inverter) plus two for each literal in the cube
(one on each transistor stack). Due to the complexity of describing SI-CL circuits in
STGs, no attempt to compare the results with Petrify have been demonstrated: in fact,
Petrify was incapable of mapping a dual-rail full adder design to its standard library.
Comparison to other synchronous and hazard-free combinational logic synthesis systems
is difficult because in order to ensure speed-independence, all possible data-values must
be enumerated. Conventional synthesis benchmarks, such as the ISCAS-85 [47], are
complex, with tens of thousands of minterms. Such benchmarks, if they were able to be
synthesised by the SI-CL technique, would result in huge implementations, as the
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Kondratyev’s
Standard
Architecture
Circuit Style

Minterms

Dual-Rail
1-of-4
2-of-4
3-of-6
4-of-7

8
32
72
800
2450

2-of-4
3-of-6
4-of-7
5-of-7
2-of-7*
3-of-6*

6
20
35
21
16
16

SI-CL
Synthesised

Transistors
Full Adders
376
154
1364
450
4116
1370
128112
9094
529326
26486
Completion Detectors:
110
90
414
664
854
2164
602
4320
270
166
334
190

Table 5.1: Comparison of Synthesis results for Basic Circuits.
synthesis procedure described cannot take advantage of don’t-care conditions, and so
comparison with other synthesis engines would be meaningless.
In many cases the technique presented here actually produces better implementations of
circuits than Kondratyev’s standard architecture, even when considering unlimited fan-in
gates, and rather than being simply a method to decompose circuits into realistic gates, the
technique is an efficient synthesis method in its own right. The results show however that
for some types of circuit, the synthesis procedure performs badly. Completion detection
circuits are particularly difficult to synthesise using this method. Completion Detection
functions consist of a single code-group, and so in general the input sets can’t be
partitioned further. Where the number of active inputs is large the size of implementations
increases exponentially, as each rectangle is dispersed, the cost of the network increases
with each iteration. It is hypothesised that for codes with large numbers of active inputs
(> 10), the process may never terminate. All strongly-indicating implementations will
suffer the same problems and so it is necessary to implement such circuits using weaklyindicating methods such as Piestrak’s sorting networks (section 2.6.3).
The technique described forms the basis of a synthesis tool called Oolong. Like other
technology-independent synthesis tools, Oolong inputs and outputs circuits in the Blif
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format [121]. The tool has been integrated into Balsa and is integral to the creation of a
“generic” QDI back-end. The details of implementing this back-end are described in
chapter 6, and the use of Oolong to construct logic functions and QDI-decoders is
discussed in sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.5 respectively. The performance of the Oolong tool is
evaluated using extracted layout of two large example circuits in chapter 8, including a
discussion of the comparative performance of Oolong on logic functions (section 8.2.1)
and decoders (section 8.2.2).

5.9

Summary

An efficient technique for the synthesis of strongly-indicating combinational logic
circuits was presented. The technique, based on conventional circuit synthesis methods
has allowed a range of SI-CL circuits to be synthesised that were previously
unsynthesisable, due to the complexity of general purpose Speed-Independent synthesis
methods requiring the construction of infeasibly large state-graphs.
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Chapter 6:

6.1

QDI Implementations of
Balsa Circuits

Introduction

In chapter 4 the problems of implementing QDI Balsa circuits compared with bundled
data circuits were highlighted. In this chapter a new QDI implementation is presented. All
logic circuits are synthesised using the techniques described in chapter 5, rather than using
pre-constructed primitives. By eliminating the need to generate primitives for all
possibilities, the synthesis technique decouples the construction of handshake component
implementations from specific data encodings and channel structures. In this way a
“generic” QDI back-end to the Balsa system is created that allows channels to be
constructed arbitrarily, provided the data is encoded within a Delay-Insensitive code and
the channel employs a four-phase signalling protocol.

6.2

Primitives and Logic Synthesis

In existing Balsa QDI implementations, as with all other system-level QDI synthesis tools
described in this thesis, logical functions are constructed from a set of pre-defined
primitives. For pipeline based QDI synthesis, such as CAST [2], these primitives are
single complex cells defined by the synthesis process. If cells are not available in the
target library, they need to be designed by hand or created using some form of cell layout
synthesis tool. Gate-level synthesis tools, such as Balsa and the Theseus NCL flow [113],
use primitives consisting of several standard cells, which are employed when logic
functions are required. Employing primitives means that synthesising circuits in new
technologies is complicated, as primitives have to be ported across to the new technology.
In Balsa, where primitives consist of standard cells, the process of adding new
technologies can be automated. A tool balsa-make-helpers was added to the Balsa
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toolkit to synthesise primitives, given a description of the available standard cells.
However, unless a synthesis technique such as the one described in chapter 5 is adopted,
primitives may violate QDI assumptions when mapped into gate libraries with small fanin gates.
Standard logical and arithmetic functions, such as addition, can be implemented simply
by employing primitives, but encoders and decoders are design specific and must be
synthesised. Most gate-level QDI synthesis tools use conventional logic synthesis
programs such as Espresso [20] or Design Compiler [103], to synthesise decoders, and
add completion detection to reduce the effect of any unacknowledged transitions
(orphans). In the Theseus NCL design-flow [113], sophisticated algorithms are used to
detect significant orphans in designs [60]. In Balsa, however, no such techniques exist.
Encoders are implemented as two-level circuits using Espresso and the reverse-path
completion technique described in section 2.5.3. Any orphan assumptions caused by the
decomposition of large minterms are assumed to be less than the cycle time of the
communication. By incorporating a QDI synthesis technique, such delay assumptions can
be eliminated allowing the construction of completely QDI circuits from a small basis of
standard cells. The application of the synthesis technique to all logic and arithmetic
functions also allows for the optimisation of circuits in cases such as addition with
constants.
The major advantage of applying combinational logic synthesis techniques to implement
logic functions, however, is the decoupling of handshake component descriptions from
channel implementation. In previous Balsa handshake component implementations,
channel structures and portions were “hard-coded” into handshake component
descriptions, and primitives needed to be defined for each logical or arithmetic function.
In order to construct circuits employing a different encoding, new implementations for
each handshake component had to be constructed using the ABS system. In addition,
complex encodings, such as a 1-of-4 encoding, required the generation of many different
primitive cells. In such codes the width of the datapath affects its construction and may
require the deconstruction and reconstruction of code groups. Primitive cells must be
generated to cope with every possible datapath structure.
Employing combinational-logic synthesis to perform logic functions means, with several
changes to the existing Balsa framework, a set of handshake component implementations
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could be constructed that could generate handshake components for any DI-encoding.
Such a system also allows for the channel structure to be defined at the Breeze netlist
level. This means a range of encodings can be applied over a single channel and allows
pipelining of channels at a range of granularities
The net result is that a large range of QDI circuits with different properties can be
generated from a single description. This facility enables research into the effects of
different encodings and novel channel structures on circuits, and provides the user with
the opportunity to select a circuit implementation that best suits their requirements.

6.3

Back-end Specification and Policy

In order to create a system to generate arbitrary DI circuits, a specification must be
designed to allow for the description of DI codes and channel structures and decisions
must be made on how channels interact with each other within components.

6.3.1 Code Definitions
Three pieces of information must be determined about the codes employed, to enable
them to be implemented by the balsa system:
1 Size – The number of symbols contained in each code word.
2 Width – The number of wires in the code-group
3 Values – The values of the code-group and their order.
Given this information, the structure of datapaths for any width can be determined,
provided a specification for constructing datapaths from code groups is defined.
It is inefficient to use large codes on their own to construct arbitrary width datapaths.
Where a datapath’s size is not a multiple of the code’s size, the number of symbols must
be truncated to fit the number of symbols of the datapath. A more efficient structure for
the channel may be constructed by employing smaller codes within the channel to achieve
a better fit. Each code definition within the Balsa system has a set of diminished codes
which are used to implement varying sizes of datapaths. For example, the 1-of-4 code
contains only one diminished code, dual-rail, to represent single data bits in odd-width
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datapaths. Larger codes make up code sets that contain several smaller codes, decreasing
in size, that are used when appropriate.
To prevent exhaustive calculation, a “greedy” approach is used to construct datapaths for
code sets. The groups of a datapath are generated by traversing the list of code sizes and
using code groups where they fit, rather than selecting the best choice of code-groups to
cover the datapath.
For example, a datapath of 8 bits (256 values) may be represented by a code set consisting
of a code a (6 symbols) and 2 diminished codes: b (4 symbols) and c (2 symbols). Three
groups of code a can be selected which can represent 63 = 216 symbols. No other codegroups can fit the remainder of symbols still left to be covered (1.185) so a single code
group of c (2 symbols) is adopted. The codes can now represent 432 values, which must
be truncated to 256 to implement the datapath. A better solution may be to generate the
datapath from 4 code-groups of b which fits the datapath precisely (44 = 256) and requires
no truncation.
Once the set of code-groups covering a datapath has been determined, the number of wires
in the datapath and the datapath symbols can be determined easily. So generic procedures
are provided for this that cover any code definition.
The set of codes that can be described in this manner and hence implemented by the
system, is limited by practical considerations such space and computation time. Large
codes are difficult to define because of the need to store the code values, which requires
enumerating every code word. This problem could be avoided by providing a function for
codes that would return a code word when given a specific value. For non-systematic
codes, such a function would have to be implemented by extracting the value from a list
of code values. However the method of composing code groups defined in section 6.3.4
heavily restricts code size and very large codes can not practically be employed.
Therefore this feature was not implemented.

6.3.2 Channel Encoding
A method of annotating channels within Breeze netlists was defined to replace the internal
default construction and allow for arbitrary channel construction within designs. To
prevent Breeze netlists becoming overly complex and unreadable, channel annotations
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only provide information about the channel encoding. The structure and portion widths of
each encoding are defined in the code’s description. The encoding scheme allows for a
channel to adopt several different encodings, to reduce the large overheads caused by
datapath manipulations that cross code-group boundaries. A channel encoding consists of
a list of pairs. Each pair constitutes a code region determined by the code-name and its
width (in binary bits). i.e:
(@ (“TwoOfSeven” 4) (“DualRail” 1) (“TwoOfFive” (symbols 8)))

As the encoding definition is designed to be able to express any encoding, codes which
have sizes that are not binary powers can also be represented.The symbols key word is
prepended to the width of the region to define a symbol declaration. In the example above,
the “TwoOfFive” encoded region has a width of 8 symbols, equivalent to three binary
bits. The width of encoded channels is determined by the number of symbols of
constituent code groups. Hence, non-binary width channels may be defined using the
above encoding system. However, to maintain the implementation independence of
Balsa, changes to the Balsa compiler to facilitate the use of such channels are not
permitted (although such channels may be derived by editing Breeze netlists by hand).
Employing non-binary width codes within the Balsa system is difficult as they must be
truncated to fit into binary datapaths. Furthermore, handshake components such as Slice
or Mask components (which extract portions of datapaths), or Case components (used to
construct decoders) accept parameters defined in binary widths. The channel interaction
strategy defined in section 6.3.4 means, unless code-groups in the channel converge at a
common point, the whole channel width will have to be used for performing functions. A
channel converges with another when the number of symbols represented at that point are
the same. To reduce this problem each code has an enforced convergence value a binary
value at which the code converges. Codes with sizes that are not powers of two are
truncated at the convergence value. A datapath can be decomposed into several parts at
convergence points limiting the size of the necessary functions. A global convergence is
set for the whole system. However, to keep the system flexible, codes are allowed to
override the global convergence value where necessary. When implementing channels
with several encoding regions, convergence values become more difficult as each region
has its own convergence value and the composite channel will not converge on the global
convergence value (unless the regions are multiples of the global convergence).
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6.3.3 Channel Structure
In the Balsa system, the structure of channels is defined globally to simplify handshake
expansion. For each implementation style there is a set of channel structures one for each
different type of channel:
• Sync Channel
• Pull Channel
• Push Channel
• Node Channel1
The channel structure defines the number of different portions within a channel. Each
portion description is a pair:
(name width-function)
where width-function is a function to determine the number of wires in the portion for a
given datapath width. Previously, the name of each portion was fixed and used in the ABS
code of the handshake implementation. For generic channel implementations, however,
the number of portions per channel is not fixed, and so ABS implementations cannot refer
to portions by name. An indexed operator for portions was developed to allow channel
portions to be addressed. Portions may be represented as:
(name (width-function0 ... width-functionN))
The data dependent portions of the channel are represented by a single portion declaration
and are referenced within the ABS code as:
(portion-name index)
By iterating through indices, ABS implementations can then reference all the portions of
the channel.
As mentioned in the previous section, channel structure is omitted from annotated breeze
netlists to prevent them becoming overly complicated. Therefore, the structure of
channels must be determined by the encoding. Each code employed by the Balsa system

1. Internal nodes are represented as simple channels to allow all wire vectors to be treated homogeneously
with the ABS language
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is stored in a global code-context, which provides all the information necessary for balsanetlist to perform channel expansion. Each code declaration contains portion information
for each of the data-channel types: push, pull and node (Node declarations may also be
encoded to simplify component implementations) and information required to implement
the code set: the sizes, widths and values of the code and its diminished codes.
In order to permit fine-grained pipelining, multiple control (request or acknowledge)
wires are required within a channel. Each control wire is associated with a section of the
channel. In the Balsa system, control wires are like any other channel portion and can
adopt any width within datapaths. However, the structure of channels provides no
information about the part of a channel that each control wire is associated with. For this
reason, pipelining can only be performed by decomposing the channel into code regions
using the netlist annotation described in the previous section. Each code description
describes the complete channel structure for a region implementing the code and so the
region is governed by any control wires defined in the code description.
However, in a channel with many small regions, pipelining every code group may be too
expensive because of the extra transitions required to acknowledge every code group
individually. In this case, code descriptions without acknowledgements may be employed
in certain regions to increase the size of the parts of channels covered by control wires.
Within the Balsa system, a control wire can either be leading or trailing the section of
channel that it controls. A control wire is leading if it is declared in the least significant
code region of the group of regions it covers, and trailing if it is declared in the most
significant region. The Balsa system can handle channel descriptions using either leading
or trailing control wires, but not (for obvious reasons) both schemes within the same
channel.

6.3.4 Channel Interaction
In order to implement handshake components with generic channel construction, the way
in which the code groups of channels interact must be specified. For two channels to
interact, the channels must be decomposed into atomic groups, called sections, upon
which operations (including connection) can occur. In binary datapaths each section
consists of a single wire. In encoded datapaths, each section consists of a single code
group. The boundaries of a section are defined by the symbols of the datapath represented
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before the section (lower boundary - sl), and the symbols represented by the datapath up
to the end of the section (upper boundary - sh). For example, the 16th bit of a 32 bit binary
datapath forms a section with sl = 215 = 32768 and sh = 216 = 65536.
Where channels with separate encodings interact, sections have to be constructed by
combining the code groups of each channel. Section boundaries may coincide with
boundaries of code groups or occur on factors of the code groups size (given by s h ⁄ s l ).
Figure 6.1 shows the sections of the upper-half of the combine component of figure 4.8.
The boundaries of the input code groups and the output code-groups do not coincide
within the datapath and so a decision must be made where to place section boundaries to
implement the function.
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Figure 6.1: Code-Group Boundaries of Combine Component of figure 4.8

There are four possible methods of combining code groups in order to decompose a
datapath into atomic sections:
i

Groups are combined at the highest common divisor of all group sizes.

ii

Groups are combined on group boundaries of inputs and integer divisors of any
output sizes.
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iii

Groups are combined on group boundaries of outputs and integer divisors of any
inputs.

iv

Groups are combined only on code-group boundaries.

Figure 6.2 shows the various segment options for the combine example. Each of the
segments is depicted as filled rectangles. Each option has a different shading.
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Figure 6.2: Segment options for Combine component

Where section boundaries do not coincide with code-group boundaries, mapping
functions must be used to map between the values of the set of code-groups, C, to segment
values, s and vice versa. Each mapping function is a function of the type f(x1,..,xn) where
xi corresponds to a value of code group i from C. Associated with each code group are two
sets of boundaries: the boundaries of the segment within the code group cl and ch and the
boundaries of the code-group within the segment sl and sh . cs is the size of the segment
within each code group.
x1
xn
Eqn 6.3.1: f ( x 1, …, x n ) =   ----- mod c s1 s l1 + … +   ----- mod c sn s ln
cl
cl
1
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The code-groups of output channels dominate the construction of segments. Input codegroups may be used in several different functions, whereas the values of output groups
must be calculated by a single logic stage. Therefore, in many cases, the various methods
may yield equivalent logic. This is because two sets of mapping are performed within a
single logic stage.
The size of large logic functions can sometimes be reduced, particularly in functions with
two or more inputs, by performing the input and output mappings in two separate stages.
This requires assigning a DI-code to the values of the segment and is equivalent to
“converting” complex codes into similar codes in order to perform logic. However,
employing two-stage mapping for method i may detract from the advantages of
employing complex encodings. As all operations are performed upon small groups and
then recombined, extra logic stages and transitions are required.
In the Combine example, methods i, ii and iii all yield the logic shown in figure 4.8, even
if two stage mapping takes place. This is because mapping the code groups into smaller 2
symbol segments, is equivalent to the factorisation process of the Oolong synthesis
procedure. However, because Oolong creates strongly-indicating functions, the circuit
generated using method iv is much larger than the other alternatives. The functions of each
output must acknowledge the complete set of inputs from the full width of the datapath.
By employing weakly-indicating logic synthesis more small implementations could be
created, by allowing the inputs of a segment to be acknowledged only by the outputs of
that segment. Even if weak-conditioned logic were employed, performing operations
across wide datapaths is difficult because functions contain hundreds of thousands of
minterms and so require large amounts of memory and long computation times.
The circuits described in this thesis interact using method iv. When a specification for the
system was being designed, it was assumed that the code assignment tool would remove
the majority of the code incompatibilities and so eliminate scenarios like the combine
operation described in section 4.8, and allow for all functions to be synthesised using
single stage logic. However, as described in section 7.7, this means that the code
assignment scheme has to reduce all of the incompatibilities to a feasible level, to allow
realistic sized segments to be created. In the gradated encoding scheme described in
chapter 6 this restriction reduces the overall gradient of the encoding, as a single
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incompatibility can prevent the circuit being synthesised, and so gradients are often very
conservative.
An effective method of channels interaction needs to be defined that would allow complex
codes to be used, but allow segments to be decomposed in cases of large incompatibilities.
Unfortunately, such a method has not yet been incorporated into the Balsa system and
channel interaction remains the subject of further research.

6.4

Implementing Handshake Components

Using the specification defined in the previous section, channels with arbitrary encoding
can be represented within the Balsa system. In order to create Balsa circuits,
implementations must be created for each handshake component using the ABS
expression language. This section describes the design of these components, and the
implementation details of the major components of DI circuits: Logic, Completion
Detection, Decoders/Encoders and Storage.

6.4.1 ABS Implementations
In order to construct circuit implementations, information about channel structure and
encoding values needs to be available within the ABS system. The ABS system contains
a sophisticated expression language which allows complex functions to be created. Rather
than provide the necessary functions to determine wire width, code values etc., to the ABS
system by adding them to the ABS language, the functions were duplicated and
implemented within the expression language of the ABS system itself. Only channel
encodings and the global code-context need to be explicitly passed to the ABS
descriptions. Several new features were added to the ABS system to simplify descriptions,
but the ABS structure was flexible enough for all of the handshake component
implementations to be created.

6.4.2 Function Generation
As each port of a handshake component may be encoded in a separate encoding, all port
interaction within handshake components could require logic synthesis, including port-toport connections. A new ABS gate-operator, function-generator, was developed to
provide an interface to the Oolong synthesis tool. Channels are decomposed into sections
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(as described in section 6.3.4) and the function of each section is implemented by a single
function-generator gate operator.

All the logical functions implemented by the Balsa system are binary operations and so
operations are dependent only on the lexical value, rather than the binary value, of the
input code word. The lexical-value of a code-word is the position of the word in an
ordered list of code words. Ordered lists of inputs and outputs are generated to create truth
tables. Mapping functions, similar to equation 6.3.1, are used to determine the lexical
value of function outputs for each truth table entry, which is extracted from an ordered
list. The truth table generated for the segment is input to the synthesis tool Oolong, which
returns a list of synthesised functions written in Balsa’s implicant format. Abstract gates
are generated from each implicant by mapping the original inputs to the input names
provided to the function-generator, internal nodes created by event insertion in synthesis
are assigned to internal node names. Once the abstract gates have been generated, they are
evaluated and expanded using the ABS expansion system.
The Oolong synthesis system is incapable of recognising code equivalence, and so cannot
reduce connections between identical codes to simple wire connections, unless the codes
are 1-hot. Therefore for connection operations, segment codes are tested for equivalence
before a function-generator operator is used. If the two codes have identical sizes, wire
widths and values, then a straight connection is made between input and output. The
channel structure of codes may differ, as this allows for variations in the control wire
portions of each code.

6.4.3 Buffer Insertion
In previous handshake component implementations, the structure of each component,
(apart from encodes and decodes), was predefined and changed only according to each
component’s parameters. Therefore, the fan-in and fan-out of signals could be determined
from the parameters supplied to the ABS implementation, allowing simple buffering of
large fan-out signals. In the generic back-end, the fan-in and fan-out of signals is
dependent on channel construction, so it is not possible to identify areas that may require
buffering in the handshake component implementations. For this reason, a simple
buffering scheme was created to increase the performance of synthesised circuits.
Buffering is based on reference counting and takes place during the expansion of abstract
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gates. Instead of straight connections, signals within synthesised functions are connected
by a special logical buffer gate operator. When this buffer is expanded, the fan-out is
calculated, and, if necessary, the buffer is expanded into a buffer tree. Unfortunately,
buffer trees violate isochronic fork assumptions as each branch of the fork may go through
more than one gate. A scheme for QDI buffer insertion that preserves isochronic forks is
shown in figure 6.3, but as each fork branch must be explicitly acknowledged, the scheme
incurs large overheads in both area and power consumption. Circuits using such a scheme
are analysed in section 8.3.1. To avoid these overheads, conventional buffer trees were
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Figure 6.3: QDI-Buffering Scheme

employed in most circuits. As the buffer trees are symmetric, each signal is guaranteed to
pass through the same number of elements and the extended isochronic fork assumption
made by the buffer tree is also symmetric. It is therefore assumed that the sum of the
maximum differences between the delays of the buffers is less than the cycle time of the
communication, allowing all signals to be correctly acknowledged. While this is a small
assumption, that has been validated by all circuits construct for this thesis it remains the
sole violation of the isochronic fork assumption in the generic back-end and the user is
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provided with the option to use the QDI buffering scheme, to preserve the quasi-delayinsensitivity of designs.

6.4.4 Completion Detection
Piestrak’s [85] method of completion detection (section 2.6.3) provides an efficient
method to implement completion detection for arbitrary m-of-n codes. The two outputs of
the comparator provide weak-indication of each other allowing non-mutually exclusive
inputs on the OR-gate, and so QDI networks can be constructed using the scheme. In order
for the sorting networks to maintain QDI assumptions, the outputs of the networks must
be pruned (as suggested by Piestrak) to prevent unacknowledged transitions occurring
within the network. As networks are constructed recursively, pruning is a relatively
simple operation achieved by reducing the weight of the code with each iteration of
recursion. Pruning has the added advantage that networks are reduced in size. 1-of-n
networks are reduced to OR-gate trees and so the technique provides efficient completion
detection for all unity weight codes. For sorting networks with m active inputs, outputs
O1 to Om will all transition, although only Om will be used within the combination
network to determine the arrival of data. To acknowledge all of the outputs and internal
transitions that generated them, a set of cascading C-elements must be placed on the
outputs of the sorting networks. The C-elements delay the transition of Om until after the
outputs O1 to Om-1 have transitioned, allowing all transitions within the pruned sorting
network to be acknowledged. Figure 6.4 shows a QDI sorting-network implementation of
a completion detector for a 2-of-7 code. The shaded C-elements and wires represent
components that have been pruned from the original sorting-network.
For DI codes without unity weighting, Piestrak’s method cannot be used as it relies on
summing the number of transitions rather than a comparison or enumeration based
approach. Therefore, to implement non m-of-n codes, enumeration-based methods
employing QDI logic synthesis are used. The results, given in table 5.1 shows the possible
pitfalls of implementing completion detection using QDI synthesis, as with large codes
the number of gates is not bounded. However, comparing the completion-detection
method for the 3-of-6* codes using the metrics defined by Bainbridge[5], shows that over
a 32-bit datapath, the QDI synthesis implementation uses only 31.2 transistors/bit
compared to 30.4 used by Piestrak’s method.
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Figure 6.4: A QDI 2-of-7 Completion Detection Network

6.4.5 Encoders and Decoders
Encoders and decoders are design dependent and, unlike logic functions, need to be
synthesised rather than generated from primitives. In Balsa, they are present in the Case,
CaseFetch and Encode handshake components and are synthesised with Espresso. In Case
and CaseFetch components, the value received on an input datapath is used to select a
sync channel from an array upon which communication is initiated. In the Encode
component, the receipt of a request from a sync channel within an array causes the logic
to output a data-value on the output channel of the component. The logic within each
handshake component is determined by a specification string. This string specifies, for
each sync channel in the array, either the input values that will initiate communication (in
Case and CaseFetch components) or the value output by communication on the sync
channel (in Encode components). Each entry in the specification string is expanded into
an implicant (or set of implicants) that describe the range of values. Each implicant is a
ternary vector, consisting of {0,1,-}, where - represents the don’t care value. The set of
implicants for the whole decoder is then used to generate a truth table for the logic which
is input into Espresso.
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In both bundled-data and dual-rail implementations, dual rail logic was used to implement
the decoders. However, the input truth-tables describe the input values with binary
variables, rather than dual-rail code groups. Each binary variable corresponds to a dual
rail code group of the inputs. Dual-rail logic is implemented by replacing the instance of
each value of a binary variable (0 or 1) with the appropriate wire from the associated dualrail code group.
In the 1-of-4 implementations, extracting the 1-of-4 values from binary-valued espresso
output files is more complicated. In this case, the input truth-tables to espresso were
generated using 1-of-4 values containing a single entry for each wire in the code group.
Information about the don’t care values (invalid code values) was also generated for the
truth table to allow Espresso to minimise the logic correctly. The output of Espresso was
mapped back into logic using the specified code. Although, unlike bundled-data and dualrail implementations, this was not a straight mapping as implicants sometimes required
expanding to be implemented using 1-of-4 codes. For example, the implicant 0--- matches
3 code values 0100, 0010, 0001, and so three separate minterms need to be generated from
a single implicant. This system was extended to allow for arbitrary DI-codes to be
described in this manner. However the mapping becomes more complex as the size and
weight of the code increases.
The minimised logic generated by Espresso for decoders may contain don’t care values
for several code-groups. To permit QnDI implementation, the reverse path completion
scheme (described in section 2.5.3) was employed. Completion detection used to delay
the acknowledgement to the sender of the data until code words had been detected from
each group in the datapath. As discussed in section 2.5.3, the main drawback with this
technique is that if each minterm cannot be implemented with a single gate, then
unacknowledged transitions occur when minterms are decomposed into library gates.
Furthermore, the logic minimisation performed by Espresso does not preserve the mutualexclusivity of the input implicants. In any network constructed from an Espresso
minimisation, several different minterms may be active during any data cycle, resulting
in unacknowledged transitions within the OR-gate network. The synthesis of encoders is
easier because the sync channel inputs are mutually-exclusive and form a one-hot code,
therefore encoders are constructed from OR-gates only. The inputs of the OR-gates are
mutually-exclusive and therefore the networks are QDI by design.
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In order to implement a completely QDI generic back-end - the synthesis of decoders
using Espresso was replaced with QDI synthesis using the techniques in chapter 5.
However, to implement QDI synthesis, each input transition must be acknowledged
correctly. In order for the synthesis tool to achieve this, the set of all possible input
transitions must be supplied. This requires constructing truth-tables with an entry for each
symbol that can be represented within the datapath. For large datapaths, the size of these
tables is prohibitive, synthesis is difficult and time consuming often resulting in large
implementations. Datapaths need to be decomposed to implement decoders efficiently.
Synthesis of QDI decoders is a two stage process: the datapath is first decomposed into
sections for synthesis, and secondly, the outputs of the sections are combined to create the
encoder outputs. Figure 6.5 shows a 24-bit dual-rail decoder with 5 outputs decomposed
into 3 sections. The process proceeds as follows:
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Output0
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Figure 6.5: QDI Decoder Implementation

The datapath is decomposed into sections, using either code regions or convergence
values. The size of the sections must be larger than individual code groups, otherwise the
size of the input space in the second stage will be of a similar order to that of the original
specification. As the QDI synthesis requires that all the input values of the section are
enumerated, the relationship of the implicants to the values within the segment is
determined. For each implicant, a list of values covered by the implicant is generated.
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Once the values of each implicant have been determined, a truth table could be generated
that would synthesise the logic for each implicant. However, to ensure that the second
stage logic of the decoders maintains QDI assumptions, the relationship between the
implicants and the input values of the segments needs to be defined in the next stage. If
two implicants, a and b, share a common value within a segment, then, upon receipt of
this value, the outputs of the segment for a and b will both transition. As the outputs of
the decoder are mutually-exclusive, only one of the implicants, a, can be true in all
segments of the datapath, and produce an output. Therefore, the transition on output b of
the segment will not be acknowledged by the second stage of the decoder and so this
forms an unacknowledged transition and could possibly violate the QDI assumptions of
the encoder. Instead of describing the state of individual implicants, the outputs of each
section describe the relationship between implicants. For each input value in the segment,
the implicants activated are recorded. The output of the segment is a one-hot code with an
output for each different combination of active implicants. This process is similar to the
technique for determining the symbolic cover for a set of states using positional cube
notation [33]. If the implicants are mutually-exclusive, then there will be one output for
each implicant. If all the implicants are active for all the values of the segment, then only
one output is generated. The segment is part of the don’t care set of the decoder and the
logic can be replaced by completion detection. In the worst case-scenario, if each input
value causes a different set of implicants to be activated, then there will be as many
outputs as input values and hence, the second stage decoder logic will have as many input
terms. However, as the outputs of each segment are one-hot, there are fewer concurrent
inputs in the second stage and so synthesis will be simpler.
For example, an 8-bit decoder is partitioned into two 4-bit segments. The implicant ----1101, covers all the values {0, ... 15} of the initial 4-bit segment but only value 13 in the
second 4-bit segment.Table 6.1, shows the truth table for a 4-bit decoder segment defined
by 5 implicants:
i0 = 00-i1 = 01-i2 = 1--i3 = -1-1
i4 = -101
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There are 7 different output values listed in table 6.1, which form the outputs of the
segment.

Input Values

i0

i1

i2

i3

i4

Output
Values

0000

1

0

0

0

0

1000000

0001

1

0

0

0

0

1000000

0010

1

0

0

0

0

1000000

0011

1

0

0

0

0

1000000

0100

0

1

0

0

0

0100000

0101

0

1

0

1

1

0010000

0110

0

1

0

0

0

0100000

0111

0

1

0

1

0

0001000

1000

0

0

1

0

0

0000100

1001

0

0

1

0

0

0000100

1010

0

0

1

0

0

0000100

1011

0

0

1

0

0

0000100

1100

0

0

1

0

0

0000100

1101

0

0

1

1

1

0000010

1110

0

0

1

0

0

0000100

1111

0

0

1

1

0

0000001

Table 6.1: Decoder segment synthesis

The second stage logic combines the one-hot outputs of the first stage together and
generates signals for the original implicants. All the different possibilities of segment
outputs must be enumerated to enable QDI synthesis. The size of the two stage decoders
is often a lot larger than implementations generated using Espresso, where don’t care
values are removed from the expressions entirely. Ironically, the presence of large don’t
care sections within decoder specifications can actually increase the size of QDI
implementations. Each implicant covers a larger range of values, leading to an increase in
the number of implicant possibilities within segments and, hence, an increase in the
number of segment outputs. In order to reduce the size of QDI encoder implementations,
more research is required into the use of don’t care values within QDI structures. The
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development of DI encoding techniques could also reduce the size of decoder
implementations. Datapaths may be encoded in a manner sympathetic to don’t care sets
of the encoders specification that would allow don’t care sets to be ignored or removed
while guaranteeing the rest of the logic remains QDI.

6.4.6 Storage
There are many possible generalised latch designs that may be used to implement Balsa
Variable components for arbitrary DI-encodings. Four different designs are presented
here. The results of implementing each of them within Balsa circuits is discussed in
chapter 7.
Existing Balsa designs employ SR-latches to implement permanent storage within Balsa
Variable components. The SR-latch implementation can be generalised to allow
construction for arbitrary codes, figure 6.6. An SR-latch is associated with each wire of
the code group and the data wire is connected to the Set input of the latch. The Reset input
is controlled by a completion detection signal that detects whether a valid code word has
been received on the other wires of the group. For m-of-n codes with unity weighting, the
completion detection can be implemented using Piestrak’s method on the m-of-(n-1)
network. Implementing such a structure for complex codes is expensive since it requires
n different completion detection networks.
A two-stage Muller pipeline, figure 6.7, can be used to provide permanent storage.
However, the device requires two C-elements per data-wire and three separate completion
detection networks, making its implementation expensive. The Muller pipeline latch and
its derivatives represent a type of storage called Return-to-Zero storage. When data is
written to the device, the previous data is erased before the current data can be latched.
The Return-to-Zero behaviour, although requiring more transitions to store data, has been
shown to provide some advantageous security features [118]. A common method of
attack upon electronic devices, such as Smartcards, is Differential Power Analysis (DPA).
Important data, such as encryption keys, can be extracted by analysing the differences in
power consumption of circuits over different data sets. By homongenising all the
operations within circuits and thereby eliminating all data dependent power consumption
variations, the amount of information that can be determined using DPA techniques is
severely reduced. A lot of research [77, 118] has focused upon creating secure devices
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Figure 6.6: m-of-n SR-latch Implementation

using DI-codes and strongly-indicating QDI circuits, employing return-to-zero storage
using Muller pipelines or equivalents. Therefore, despite the high cost of the
implementation, it was included within the back-end as an option if RTZ storage is
required.
In order to reduce the cost of storage for complex DI-codes, two implementations based
on asymmetric C-elements were devised. The size and power consumption of these
implementations is less than the Muller pipeline latches, since each uses a single rank of
holding C-elements. However, the delay assumptions made within the design require that
the asymmetric C-elements are implemented as single cells to preserve the quasi-delayinsensitivity of the designs. RTZ and NRTZ implementations of the designs were
produced and they are similar, in appearance at least, to the pipeline templates described
in section 2.7.2.
The RTZ design (figure 6.8) requires one completion detection network and one “zero”sensing network to detect when the outputs of the latch have returned to zero. When data
arrives at the input, the enable is zero and all the holding C-elements are forced to zero,
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Figure 6.7: m-of-n Muller-Pipeline Latch Implementation
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Figure 6.8: Return-To-Zero Generalised C-element Latch Implementation

by the input completion detection. Once “zero” is detected on the output the enable signal
is turned on and the holding C-elements on active data-lines switch. The acknowledge is
generated by the shaded asymmetric C-elements. It should be noted that the use of “zero-
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detection” rather than completion detection makes this device a QnDI device because of
the transitions on the zero-detection that occur when the data is stored, forcing the output
from “zero” to a valid code word. If the code being stored is not 1-hot, multiple transitions
will occur upon the inputs to the zero-detection stage (NOR-gate). Only the first of these
transitions will be acknowledged and so this violates QDI assumptions. This violation can
be rectified by using completion-detection on the latch outputs instead.
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Figure 6.9: Non-Return-To-Zero Generalised C-element Latch Implementation

The NRTZ design is shown in figure 6.9. By relying on several critical isochronic fork
assumptions (marked in the diagram by =), the number of transitions required to store data
can be reduced. The enable signal is initialised to ‘1’. The completion detection of the
input wires forces the enable low and clears any holding C-elements, without an active
data input. There is an isochronic fork assumption that the data will arrive at the holding
C-element at the same time as the completion-detection network. As the holding Celements are asymmetric, the presence of data on the input to the C-element forces the
output high, and prevents the enable signal resetting the output. Before the write
procedure can be acknowledged, the enable must be withdrawn to prevent the data-wires
returning to zero clearing all the holding C-elements before the enable is switched off.
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Both designs rely upon the complex generalised C-element, shaded in both figures. The
XNOR of the two inputs allows acknowledgement of the latching of data to be achieved
by comparing active data lines to the values stored.The gate determines when valid data
has been stored within the latch, removing the need for an extra completion detection
network to achieve this. This gate needs to be implemented as a single cell to maintain the
delay assumptions of the device, because the activity upon the data wires will cause
unacknowledged transitions upon the XNOR gates as the wires are raised and lowered in
communication cycles.
Balsa descriptions can access Variables for reading before they have been written to,
although the value of the variable at this point is unspecified. In DI-encoded
implementations, this means each variable must initialise to a valid code word otherwise
the circuit will deadlock waiting for the arrival of data. Purpose-built 1-of-n SR-latch
implementations (such as those described in chapter 3) are guaranteed to initialise to a
valid code word (allowing for metastability). For generalised m-of-n implementations, the
circuit must be forced to a valid code-word value using resetable C-elements or SRlatches. The ABS latch implementation, therefore, needs to determine the binary-mask of
the lexical-value 0 for each code group. The storage elements for each wire in the code
group is determined by the value of that wire in the binary mask. ‘1’s and ‘0’s are created
by selecting either clear-set or clear-down storage elements. The figures in this chapter all
depict a 1-of-4 latch implementation, where the “zero-wire” is set on initialisation.
The performance of the various latch implementations presented in this chapter are
discussed in section 8.2.4.

6.5

Summary

This chapter has presented the specification and implementation of a “generic” back-end
to the Balsa system. The back-end, theoretically, allows Breeze netlists to be implemented
with channels using any possible DI encoding and channel structure (provided they
adhere to a 4-phase RTZ signalling protocol). The practical limits of the system are
because of computational complexity and storage requirements, as well as limits on the
type of circuit that may be implemented using strongly indicating QDI circuits. Circuit
implementations that fulfil the specification were also presented. The next chapter
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discusses an automated procedure that analyses Breeze handshake circuits in an attempt
to assign efficient encodings to the data channels.
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Chapter 7:
7.1

Code Assignment

Introduction

The system described in the previous chapter allows the synthesis of circuits with finegrained channel-based encoding. As described in chapter 4, applying a single encoding to
a whole system can be inefficient due to datapath manipulations requiring code-words to
be split and reassembled resulting in significant overheads in circuit area and energy
consumption. In this chapter we present a system that analyses Balsa Handshake Circuits
in order to determine suitable encodings for channels, that will minimise the cost of such
manipulations and allow m-of-n codes to be implemented effectively within Balsa
designs.

7.2

Gradated Encoding

Complex m-of-n codes can be used to encode several binary data bits within a single code
group. While this provides more efficient transmission of data, the results of chapter 3
highlight the problems of implementing a single complex code across an entire system.
The value of any individual data-bits required by the circuit must be extracted from code
groups, often resulting in extra logic and switching overheads. The situation is worsened
by datapath manipulations where large numbers of code groups may have to be reformed
to accommodate the combining or splitting of a datapath within a code group. The aim of
code assignment is to analyse the behaviour of the circuits and assign separate codes to
different parts of the circuit, allowing more complex codes to be incorporated into a
circuit while reducing the overheads caused by extracting data values from large code
groups. This process is different from state-encoding [33] which may also be applied to
DI-insensitive circuits, where code values and orderings are selected to reduce the cost of
logic implementations. State encoding and its application to the system described in this
chapter is discussed in section 9.1.3.
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The code assignment procedure described in this chapter attempts to encode circuits using
gradated encoding. Encodings are assigned to sets of channels, called paths, within the
circuit. Each encoding is determined by attributes of the current path and those of other
paths in the vicinity. The effect on the encoding of other paths in the circuit decreases with
their increasing distance from the path being encoded. Hence, the encoding changes
gradually across the circuit, to accommodate the data requirements of the various parts of
each circuit. Clearly, the gradient of the encoding - the extent to which the encoding
changes across the circuit, greatly affects the circuit characteristics. If the gradient is too
steep, then much circuitry needs to be employed to convert between encodings. If the
gradient is too shallow, then energy efficient codes with larger code sizes can only be
assigned in limited areas within the design. Small size codes, necessary to extract
individual bits of data from datapaths will be propagated further throughout the design.
Each path within a design may be surrounded by several different distinct paths. The aim
of the encoding procedure is to produce an encoding for the path that is compatible with
the encodings assigned to all adjacent paths. The notion of compatibility is explained in
section 7.7. As each adjacent path may have separate or conflicting requirements, paths
are assigned an encoding that will be suitable for all adjacent paths. This means the
gradients of encodings are conservative, incorporating a large amount of small size code
groups such as dual-rail.

7.3

Encoding Breeze Netlists

The structure of Breeze netlists allows codes to be determined and assigned very simply:
• Breeze netlists are composed of handshake components and other Breeze netlists,
Breeze-parts, connected by channels.
• Each channel is a single point-to-point connection between components - all
datapath manipulations and multicasting of channels occurs within components.
• Control channels (sync channels) have a different structure to data channels providing a clean interface between data and control.
Consequently, data channels can be assigned individual encodings without requiring
additional logic outside the components of the original Breeze netlist. Channels and
handshake components are encoded by annotating Breeze netlists with encodings of the
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form described in section 6.3.2. As described in section 7.7, Breeze-parts can also be
supplied with encoding parameters allowing different instantiations of Breeze-parts to
adopt different encodings.
The procedure for assigning codes is as follows:
i

Atomic paths of the netlist are determined by analysing the data-flow through
components of the netlist.

ii

An attempt is made to amalgamate atomic paths together to create larger multiwidth paths.

iii

The relationships between adjacent paths are examined, in an attempt to reduce the
complexity of the logic required to convert between encodings.

iv

Paths are encoded based on their structural and functional attributes.

The various stages of code assignment are discussed in more detail in the subsequent
sections.

7.4

Components and Atomic Paths

Datapaths within VLSI circuits may be complex, stretching from inputs to outputs and
involving many different logic operations and registration stages. Such paths are
terminated only by circuit ports and control interfaces. Trying to assign a single encoding
to such a complex path is difficult, as the data requirements of such a path are large and
varied. Such paths generally require extensive use of small size code groups so that each
data bit can be examined individually. In order to achieve gradated encoding, smaller
paths must be determined within the design. Circuits are partitioned into atomic paths
which are small, single-width paths. These paths can then be amalgamated into more
complex multi-width paths. Here, each path is assigned a portion of the encoding for the
whole structure, to reduce the number of individual paths and ease the encoding process.

7.4.1 Path Descriptors
Atomic paths are constructed from sets of channels and are determined by analysing the
behaviour of the components to which each channel belongs. Each component with dataports in a Breeze netlist, performs some role upon the paths in which the channels
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connected to its ports are contained. There are three possible actions a component can
perform on paths:
• Initiate: initiate a path on an output port.
• Terminate: terminate a path on an input port
• Distribute: distribute a path between input and output ports.
The action of a component upon a path is described by a data structure called a path
descriptor. The path descriptors of handshake components are stored in the ABS
description of the components. The path descriptors of Breeze-parts are generated when
the paths of the Breeze-part are examined. When generating atomic paths for a Breeze
netlist, the path descriptors of all of the instances in the netlist are determined and
expanded according to the instance parameters of components and the channel indices of
the channels that connect to their ports. Path descriptors are used to traverse Breeze
netlists to determine atomic paths.
A path descriptor describes a path in terms of the ports of the component. Each component
may have several descriptors, each describing a different path. The structure of path
descriptors is as follows:
(path type (inputs) (outputs) width (path-attributes) path-index)

There are three path types, which correspond to the role of the component on the path
described above. Path types allow for the descriptors of handshake components to be
expanded correctly, allowing arrayed ports to be expressed with a single descriptor. A
path initiator (terminator) can be expanded into several separate path descriptors if the
number of inputs (outputs) is greater than one. Distributor types always represent a single
path.
When the path descriptor is expanded, the port references in the inputs and outputs fields
are replaced by channel indices from the Breeze netlist, to allow the netlist to be traversed
efficiently when generating paths.
Path attributes are defined by handshake components that perform logical operations or
datapath manipulations on data ports. Path attributes take two forms: structural and
functional. Structural attributes take the form of a binary-mask and are generated in
handshake components where the ports of a path are of different width. As all atomic
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paths have a single width, components which alter the size of datapaths such as Slice or
Adapt components initiate and terminate two different width atomic paths. However, to
ensure that the encodings of the two paths are compatible, the larger path assumes a
structural path attribute that describes the position of the smaller path within the larger.
Functional path attributes are generated in handshake components that perform logical
operations on the ports of the components (BinaryFunc, UnaryFunc, Case, CaseFetch and
Encode). No succinct way was available to describe these attributes in the general case
and so they are described by the parameters of the handshake component in which they
were initiated.
Each path descriptor has a field storing the path index of the atomic (or amalgamated)
path that contains the descriptor. Each instance in the final netlist is annotated with an
encoding for each path descriptor of the component. Each component has an order
descriptor that describes relationship between the order of the path descriptors and the
port order of the component.

7.4.2 Propagation Descriptors
In datapath components, where inputs and outputs are different sizes, different atomic
paths are created. The smaller path is generated from part of the larger path and must be
encoded to reflect this. Assigning codes is a heuristic procedure and the complexity of the
task can be reduced by combining paths together into a single structure where possible.
As the encoding of each path is determined by the encodings of its neighbours, reducing
the number of paths, reduces the complexity of the encoding process. Therefore, after all
atomic paths are generated, each path is examined to see if it may be expanded to
incorporate other paths. To facilitate the expansion process, netlist components contain
propagation descriptors, as well as path descriptors. Propagation descriptors describe the
relationships between the path descriptors of the component. The structure of propagation
descriptors is:
(propagation (from) (to) (mask))

In order to encode multi-width structures, the widest path in the set adopts an encoding
and each smaller path is assigned a portion of this encoding dependent on the part of the
wider path to which they are connected. To reflect this structure, propagation descriptors
are given a direction, that allows one path to dominate the other. Where the two paths have
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differing widths, the propagation must always flow from wider path to smaller path,
allowing narrow paths to be absorbed into larger ones. Where the two paths have the same
width, the direction of the propagation is arbitrary. Like path descriptors, the propagation
descriptors of handshake components may be expanded with the component parameters
to create several different propagation instances from a single descriptor.
Figure 7.1 shows the roles of the set of datapath handshake components on the paths
involving their ports.
Handshake components with same width ports that do not perform logical operations on
inputs become Distributors. As encoding is implemented by atomic paths, these
components will always have a single encoding scheme for all ports.
There are only two Initiator components, Constant and Encode. Both of these components
emit data-values on receipt of a request.
The Terminator components form control/data interfaces. The CaseFetch component (see
section 4.3) appears in both Terminator and Distributor categories. This is because the
component acts upon two completely separate paths. The “index” input is used to select
the input from which to source data. Hence, the CaseFetch forms a terminator for this
channel. Data from the arrayed “inp” channel is multiplexed to the “out” channel and so
the component forms a distributor for this path.
The Terminator/Initiator category mainly consists of components where the sizes of ports
are independent of each other. These components terminate paths on input ports and
initiate paths on output ports. As propagations always flow from widest path to smallest
path, the roles of ports in the propagation descriptors of such components are conditional
depending on the widths of the ports. In binary function components (BinaryFunc,
BinaryFuncConstR), three channels interact. Propagations occur from each port to any
other that is wider or the same width. If all ports are the same widths, there will be
propagations on all ports in both directions (6 different propagations). This is to ensure
the relationship between all ports of the function is correctly specified.
Although FalseVariable, PassivatorPush and Variable components are all single-width
components, they are part of the Initiator/Distributor set as they have had artificial
propagations inserted. This allows read ports to be assigned to different paths, helping to
reduce the length of atomic paths. Propagations between the write ports and read ports
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Figure 7.1: Path Roles of Handshake Components

exist to allow structural information to be exchanged. There are no propagations between
read-ports, as unlike binary functions, the read ports do not directly interact. As the write
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port is propagated to each read port, information will be exchanged indirectly between
each read port during conflict resolution, discussed in section 7.6.

7.4.3 Path Generation
Atomic paths are generated by examining the channels and instances in the Breeze netlist.
For each data channel, the components at start (component output) and end (component
input) are recorded in a vector. Path descriptors of each instance in the netlist are
expanded by applying component parameters. Paths are traversed from netlist inputs and
initiator path descriptors. Path descriptors provide information about which ports are
involved within a path and contain the indices of the channels connected to the ports. The
channel vector is used to determine the components on the other end of each channel, and
the path descriptors for these components are found. Paths are expanded in both directions
from a path descriptor, and channel indices are removed from descriptors to prevent loops.
The structure of atomic path descriptions is:
((channels) width (attributes) (propagations))

As paths are traversed, channel indices and functional and structural attributes of any path
descriptors are added to the path structure. References to components containing
propagation descriptors are recorded, to allow atomic paths to be expanded in the next
phase. The index of the current path is added to component path descriptors and channel
entries in the channel vector to allow the netlist to be annotated once the encodings have
been determined.
Figure 7.2 shows the atomic paths of the alu circuit introduced in section 3.2.2. The
circuit has 10 atomic paths each labelled with a separate colour. Notice that the inputs to
the two binary function components are all on separate atomic paths, but the two outputs
are on the same path. This is because the path between the outputs consists of only
distributor components (CallMux and Fetch).

7.5

Propagations

Once the atomic paths of the netlist have been determined, the propagations of each path
are examined to determine whether the paths may be expanded to include other paths. A
path may not be amalgamated into the current path, if a conflict occurs. A conflict may
occur for one of two reasons:
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Figure 7.2: Atomic Paths of alu Circuit

i

the path may already be amalgamated into another path.

ii

the two paths may have conflicting attributes.

The function conflict is used to determine whether two adjacent paths can be
combined into a single structure, and can be used to insert conflicts between paths.This is
one of three functions of the assignment process that are extensible and can be used to
alter the code assignment process. The other two functions are discussed in sections 7.6
and 7.7, conflicts are discussed in section 7.6. Throughout the propagation process, any
conflicts are recorded and dealt with at a later stage.
In order to allow for maximum propagation of paths, the order in which paths are
propagated is very important. Initially, only paths with the same width are amalgamated.
The set of single-width amalgamated paths represents the number of different encodings
in the Breeze-part, as each amalgamated path is assigned a distinct encoding.
Once all the single-width paths have been determined, paths of different widths may be
amalgamated into multi-width path structures. Multi-width paths structures consist of a
dominant (largest width) path and a set of sub paths. Each sub-path has a mask describing
the location of the path within the dominant path. Where two multi-width paths are
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amalgamated, the sub-path masks of the thinner path are expanded to fit the larger paths
and both paths are combined into a single multi-width path.
If a Breeze-part is to be instantiated within other Breeze-parts, information about the role
of the Breeze-part on the paths of the netlist needs to be generated. This is achieved by
creating path descriptors for the external paths of Breeze-parts, once all their paths have
been determined. External paths are any path connected to the ports of the component.
As each path descriptor represents a single width path, multi-width paths must be
decomposed into their constituent paths and propagation descriptors created between the
dominant path and its subpaths. In fact, no propagations to or from external paths are
executed but are recorded and both paths are added to the set of external paths.
Figure shows the amalgamated paths for the alu example. The number of paths has been
reduced from 10 to 6. Notice that none of the paths connected to ports have been
amalgamated into the internal paths.
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Figure 7.3: Amalgamated paths of alu Component

When the path descriptors are created, all channels in the path structures that are not ports
of the Breeze-part are removed creating, in some cases, dummy paths that have no
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associated channels. The notion of dummy paths is useful for handshake components such
as the BinaryFuncConstR, which performs a binary function on a single input channel
with a constant value. Dummy paths allow the constant value to be assigned an encoding
even though it is not connected to any paths of the Breeze-netlist. Figure 7.4 shows the
external paths created for the alu component. The order of the path descriptors relates to

0
1
2
3

(path "distributor" 1 (("op" 0 1)) () ())
(path "distributor" 4 (("j" 0 1)) () ())
(path "distributor" 4 (("i" 0 1)) () ())
(path "distributor" 4 () ()
((functional "BinaryFunc" 4 4 4 "Add" "false" "false" "false")
(functional "BinaryFunc" 4 4 4 "Sub" "false" "false" "false")
(structural 15)
)
)
4 (path "distributor" 1 () () ((functional "Case" 1 2 "0;1")))
5 (path "distributor" 4 () (("o" 0 1)) ())
(propagate (0) (4) (1))
(propagate (1) (3) (15))
(propagate (2) (3) (15))
(propagate (3) (4) (15))
(order 0 1 2 3 4 5)

Figure 7.4: Descriptors for alu Breeze-part

the ordering given in figure 7.3. The indices are given in figure 7.4 for clarity. There are
propagations between both the inputs and the four-bit internal path (path 4). There is also
a propagation from this path to the output path (path 5). The two internal paths have
become dummy paths.
The set of external paths of a Breeze-part forms the set of encodings that need to be
supplied to the part in a netlist in order for it to be instantiated, this allows different
instances of the same Breeze-part to have different encodings. Only completely internal
paths may be encoded at this stage. As all of the paths of the alu example contain
propagation relations to external paths there are no internal paths that may be encoded.
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Before the internal paths can be encoded or the external path descriptors created, the
conflicts between paths must be resolved.

7.6

Conflicts

Conflicts between paths are very important as they represent adjacent paths which, for
some reason, could not be combined into a single encoding. The use of conflicts may be
beneficial by reducing the length and attributes of paths. This allows for gradated
encoding across circuits and the utilisation of energy efficient complex codes. Conflicts
between paths may be artificially inserted by the user to increase the number of encodings
within a design. In order to reduce the logic required to communicate data between
adjacent paths, the encodings of each path must be made compatible with the other. When
paths are involved in a conflict, each path is encoded separately and attributes must be
exchanged between paths to reduce the likelihood of incompatibilities in encodings.
However, exchanging too much information increases structural dependencies on paths,
decreasing the gradient of the encoding and limiting the amount of encodings that may be
used. So, a balance has to be achieved. The effects of conflicts on the properties of circuits
still needs to be fully explored. The system described provides several areas that are easily
extensible to allow a range of different circuits to be created.
The point at which attributes are exchanged during conflict resolution is important. As the
two paths are independent, they may collect further attributes which could create
incompatibilities between the encodings of each path. In fact, the conflicts themselves
form cyclic dependencies on each other, where the resolution of a conflict between two
paths is affected by unresolved conflicts from each path. The unresolved conflicts are, in
turn, dependent on the outcome of the resolution of the current conflict. The complexity
of the situation is increased if one of the paths involved in the conflict is external. In this
case, the final attributes of the external path will not be known until after the internal path
has been encoded. In order to correctly resolve a conflict, information needs to be
extracted not only about paths involved in other conflicts with the two conflictees but also
about the other paths with which those paths are in conflict.
To employ gradated encoding, the locality of the conflict information to the original path
must be recorded and taken into account during the encoding process. In the process
described in this thesis, only structural information was exchanged during conflict
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resolution, although it would be possible to exchange functional or encoding information
in the same way.
For each path, a set of structural masks are produced that describe the structure of paths
that conflict with the original path at that level. Level 0 paths are those within the multiwidth path structure being examined. Level 1 paths are those that immediately conflict
with level 0 paths and level n paths are those which conflict with level n-1 paths. The
structural masks at each level are combined to produce a single structural mask. The
combined mask represents regions by alternating sequences of 1s and 0s. A combined
mask represents the starts and ends of all the regions of the input masks. Large regions
that overlap smaller regions are decomposed in the combined mask to allow the smaller
regions to be correctly represented. Figure 7.5 shows the conflict levels for an example
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Figure 7.5: Conflict Levels

HC graph section. The levels are coloured coded by their distance from the encoding path.
If one of the paths involved in a conflict is external, then complete path information is not
available at the time conflicts are resolved, leading to possible incompatibilities between
adjacent path encodings. It may be necessary to export the internal path involved in the
conflict as a dummy path with a propagation descriptor to the external path (as described
in the previous section). A function, export-conflicts, is defined in order to control
the number of conflicts that are exported. The function creates a single mask for each path
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in the conflict, based on the conflict masks of the paths (using methods described in the
next section), and makes a decision whether the conflict needs exporting. If the internal
path needs to be exported, then it is possible that other internal paths that conflict with the
current internal path may also need to be exported, and therefore conflict resolution for
the internal path needs to be performed again. The complexity of the conflict resolution
process is reduced by examining the conflicts of external paths before those of internal
paths, reducing the likelihood that the conflicts of an internal path will have to be reexamined due to a conflict that requires the path to be exported. However, the information
provided about paths is limited by location from the current path. It is possible that a
conflict between an internal and external path that requires the internal path to be exported
may not be detected while examining the conflicts of the external path. So, in some cases,
revaluation of internal path conflicts may be required.

7.7

Encoding

Once all of the paths and their attributes have been determined, each path may be encoded
according to the encode function. In the circuits demonstrated in this thesis only the
structural attributes of the paths are taken into consideration, arbitrary choices about
encodings are made based on the width of encoding regions. Encoding techniques for DIcodes have been suggested [110] [82], but implementation of such a scheme is yet to be
achieved and is left as further work. It is not known what effect the incorporation of an
analytical encoding technique would have on the properties of multi-encoded circuits.
The circuits presented in this thesis are encoded by analysing the regions created by
combining the structural attributes of all of the paths within each multi-width path
structure, with the structural attributes generated by conflict resolution. In order to allow
locality to be exploited in encodings, the amount to which conflict attributes effect the
encoding is graded depending on the distance from the path structure. Level 1 conflict
attributes are automatically adopted as the paths are adjacent. In conflicts further away
from the encoding path, regions may be combined together to produce larger regions. The
size of these combined regions increases with distance from the encoding path. The sizes
of the combined regions determines the gradient of the overall encoding.
As described in section 6.3.4, the circuits described in this thesis were created with a very
basic model of channel interaction. Section boundaries only occur on code-group
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boundaries and so the relationship between the regions of conflicting channels becomes
crucial. Encodings are incompatible if they result in a section being created within a
handshake component that is too large to be effectively synthesised because of the
resulting computational complexity. On the machines available to synthesise the circuits
described in this thesis, the limits of the Oolong synthesis system are around 5000
minterms and arise because of the extensive memory requirements of the implementation
in the Scheme language [55]. This maximum size of sections is limited to around 12-13
binary bits (4096 - 8192 symbols). As the attributes of each path are dependent on the
attributes of numerous other paths during conflict resolution, isolating individual
encodings that cause incompatibilities is complex. Therefore, during the encoding
process, the gradient is set so that no encodings will generate segments within handshake
components that violate this limit.
The problem of encoding incompatibilities is particularly acute between channels
performing binary functions. As binary function handshake components may have
variable width inputs and outputs, it is possible that both the inputs and output may each
be encoded on separate conflicting paths. The number of minterms of a binary function
performed across a region is equal to the product of the number of symbols. For arithmetic
operations, the value is twice this amount as each section also has a carry-in input. The
section limits on arithmetic functions are around 5-6 binary bits (2048 - 8192 symbols).
Conflicts on paths that contain binary function attributes are graded separately to the rest
of the paths in a circuit. On binary function paths, both level1 and level2 conflicts are
adopted without combination. Subsequent levels are graded in a similar manner to other
paths.
Once an encoding mask has been determined for a path structure, the dominant path
maybe encoded. Each region is encoded in a separate code depending on its size. In the
circuits described in this thesis, only code groups with a size equal to a power of two were
used, in order to reduce the complexity of encoding. For some codes this meant the
number of valid symbols had to be reduced. As no analytical encoding system exists for
DI codes, the selection of code words and ordering for all codes used was arbitrary. Only
a handful of codes were employed by the encoder. As the size of segments is heavily
restricted the largest code contained only 16 symbols. The codes used were: dual-rail, 1of-4, 2-of-5 (8 symbols), 2-of-7 (16 symbols), 3-of-6 (16 symbols).
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As each channel contains several regions, fine-grained pipelining is possible across
channels. The construction of channel regions (section 6.3.3) means that each region can
have an associated control-wire (req or ack). However, because many channels consist of
small regions of dual-rail encoding, the level of pipelining may be controlled
independently of the regions of a channel. A variable within the encode system is used to
set the size of global pipelining. Code declarations within the Balsa system specify all
channel components (see section 6.3.3) and so two declarations were made for each code
- one with control and one without. A system wide pipelining width is employed during
encoding, and channels were constructed with leading control. The least-significant code
region contains the control wire for the control region.
The effect of the choices of various encoding options is evaluated in chapter 8. The use of
different codes and pipeline granularities is also discussed.

7.8

Summary

The chapter presented an efficient code assignment method that can be used to analyse
Breeze netlists and apply encodings to specific paths within the netlists. The method is
based on a gradated encoding style. The encoding of datapaths within circuits changes
gradually over the whole circuit, to allow complex codes to be applied in certain areas of
the circuit, while reducing the overheads caused by implementing such codes throughout
the whole system. The method described is subject to a range of variables which affect the
circuit encodings and properties of the resulting circuits. The effects on circuit properties
of the different variables and techniques described in this chapter are discussed, using the
two example circuits, in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8:

8.1

QDI Circuit
Implementations

Introduction

The previous chapters described the design of a complete system that allows channels
within Balsa handshake circuits to adopt any construction and a method to analysis HCgraphs in an attempt to assign suitable encodings to the channels within designs. This
chapter presents an investigation into the properties of circuits produced by the system.
The results of implementing the various circuit components described in chapter 6 over a
range of encodings are presented. The performance of the code assignment scheme that
was introduced in chapter 7 and the complete back-end system are evaluated using several
different implementations of each circuit. The results show a considerable improvement
over the original dual-rail implementations described in chapter 4.

8.2

Circuit Component Implementations

In section 6.4, generic implementations for the various circuit components of Balsa
handshake components were defined. In order to show the advantages and disadvantages
of the various complex codes, each of these components is evaluated over a range of
different encodings. All circuit implementations were created in the ST HCMOS8D
0.18µm process, using a standard cell library created in the University of Manchester,
using cells (partially) created using the Virtuoso Layout Synthesiser from Cadence. The
designs were placed and routed using Silicon First Encounter from Cadence. Mentor
Graphics Calibre and Arcadia were employed for DRC, LVS and Extraction. Devices
were extracted with node-to-ground maximum capacitances. Designs were simulated
using VCS/Nanosim co-simulation.
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8.2.1 Arithmetic and Logic Functions
All the logic within the new back-end was synthesised using the Oolong synthesis tool.
Using the method described in section 6.3.4, all functions were generated from sections
consisting of whole code groups and so were performed in single stages. Table 8.1 shows
the results of implementing a ripple-carry add operation across a 32-bit datapath for
various encodings using the Oolong tool (the DIMS implementations of table 4.6 are
included for reference). The circuits were implemented using the BinaryFunc Balsa
handshake component. Where the size of the encoding is not a binary power, the number
of symbols was truncated arbitrarily. As all functions are implemented using stronglyindicating circuitry, the logic must wait for the arrival of all inputs and therefore the
propagation delay of the addition operation is not necessarily dependent on the length of
the (1-valued) carry chain. Therefore, the best and worst case figures given in table 8.1
were generated by measuring the propagation delays of the all of the values in a single
logic stage (a full adder) to determine input sets which resulted in the maximum and
minimum delays. In cases where the carry-in value was different from the carry-out value
of the input set that results in the maximum (or minimum) delay, the next slowest (or
fastest) input set was chosen. The speed and energy results were generated from 1000
iterations of each operation (including the return-to-zero phase), and each figure
represents the average for a single operation.
Speed(ns)
Implement
ation
DIMS

Oolong

Code

Area
(103µm2)

Dual-Rail

Energy(pJ)

Best
Case

Worst
Case

Best
Case

Worst
Case

22.4

10.8

11.0

9.6

9.7

1-of-4

44.2

10.6

10.7

8.8

8.9

Dual-Rail

22.1

9.76

11.8

14.8

16.3

1-of-4

34.0

9.76

11.7

16.7

21.0

2-of-5

91.1

11.1

11.2

33.6

34.2

2-of-7

236.7

11.8

12.2

40.1

48.3

3-of-6

236.0

10.1

12.7

47.4

67.9

Table 8.1: 32-bit Addition
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These results show that implementations of arithmetic and logic functions using the more
complex codes can suffer large overheads when compared to dual-rail implementations.
In these addition functions, the 2-of-7 and 3-of-6 implementations are over 10 times the
size of the equivalent dual-rail implementation. The average energy consumption of the
complex code implementations is between 21% (for 1-of4) and 248% (for 3-of-6) greater
than the dual-rail implementations. The logic stages of the complex code implementations
require internal buffering as signals are distributed to many factored nodes. By carefully
selecting code values, or using different heuristics during the synthesis process, the fanout of gates could be reduced, improving the performance of complex code
implementations.
The DIMS implementation figures allow for comparisons to be drawn between DIMS and
Oolong synthesised implementations of dual-rail and 1-of-4 logic functions. The Oolong
implementations are smaller (the 1-of-4 implementation is 23% smaller) and are
approximately the same speed, but consume significantly more energy (61% for dual-rail,
112% for 1-of-4) than the DIMS implementations as they are implemented in multi-level
structures using mainly two-input gates. The effect of the Oolong implementations on the
Logic categories of the SAMIPS and SPA circuits is shown in table 8.2. The Oolong
Circuit

Transistors

Energy(nJ)

SAMIPS

123690

97

SPA

84300

186

Table 8.2: SAMIPS and SPA Logic categories with Oolong Implementations.

implementations are 28% and 47% larger for the SAMIPS and SPA respectively. The
energy consumption of the SPA Oolong implementations is slightly larger (around 8%).
For SAMIPS however, the Oolong implementations consume around 15% less energy
than DIMS implementations. The reason for this reduction, despite the results of table 8.1,
may be because the use of combinational logic synthesis allows operations such as sign
extension of addition with constants to be optimised hence resulting in lower energy
implementations.
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The synthesis method described in this thesis is a technology-independent approach based
on conventional logic synthesis. Designs are synthesised in a manner that allows them to
be implemented from a small basis of gates without the need for complex decomposition
techniques such as [22]. If a technology-dependent approach was used, then the dual-rail
and 1-of-4 addition functions could be implemented in two-levels using 3-input gates.
Technology-independent synthesis was chosen because in complex circuits it can allow
beneficial circuit transformations that would not have been detected otherwise. However,
lower power techniques can sometimes be generated using technology dependent
synthesis. Some of the additional cost of the Oolong implementation may be recouped by
employing technology-mapping after synthesis. Technology-mapping is discussed in
section 9.1.2.

8.2.2 Decoders
The implementation of QDI decoders was discussed in section 6.4.5. To reduce the size
of synthesised functions, datapaths are split up into sections and decoders are
implemented in two stages. As function implementations are all strongly-indicating,
don’t-cares cannot be exploited within functions. The size of QDI decoder
implementations is highly variable and function dependent and therefore is difficult to
illustrate in isolation. The Encoder categories of the two example circuits can be used as
a guide to the cost of QDI decoder implementations and are shown in table 8.3. The
SAMIPS implementations are only 8% larger than the original Espresso implementations,
Circuit

Transistors

Energy(nJ)

SAMIPS

80241

84

SPA

204234

220

Table 8.3: SAMIPS and SPA Encode categories with QDI Implementations.

yet consume 41% less energy. The SPA QDI implementations are around 47% larger, and
consume around 33% less energy. The reduction in energy consumption is due to the
elimination of the need for completion detection on the inputs to detect unacknowledged
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outputs. However, as demonstrated by the SPA implementations, the area cost required to
implement QDI decoders can be great.

8.2.3 Completion Detectors
Completion detection implementations were discussed in section 6.4.4. All completion
detectors within the new back-end system were implemented using pruned sorting
networks. Table 8.4. shows completion detection for the same set of codes used in table
8.1. The results are for operations across a 32-bit datapath, and the speed and energy
results represent the average per operation. The circuits were generated using the
ContinuePush Balsa Handshake component. Results were generated over 1000
operations, each code group in the datapath iterated through each symbol 1000 /M times
(where M is the size of the code group). The results show that only the 1-of-4 code
demonstrates any significant advantage over the dual-rail implementation. Completion
detection using a 1-of-4 code consumes around a third less energy than the dual-rail
implementations: this figure is equivalent to the energy savings demonstrated by the 1-of4 completion category results of tables 4.8 and 4.9. The complexity of completion
detection for the more complex code implementations results in the advantages in
communication efficiency of such encodings being negated. Only the 2-of-7 code
consumed less energy than the dual-rail.

Code

Area
(103µm2)

Speed(ns)

Energy(pJ)

Dual-Rail

2.6

2.0

6.3

1-of-4

2.3

1.9

4.2

2-of-5

3.9

2.5

6.2

2-of-7

5.3

2.4

5.8

3-of-6

4.8

2.6

7.8

Table 8.4: 32-bit Completion Detection
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Speed(ns)
Code

Dual-Rail

1-of-4

2-of-5

2-of-7

3-of-6

Energy(pJ)

Implementat
ion

Area
(103µm2)

sr_latch

6.6

2.46

2.59

8.65

11.6

gen_sr_latch

13.0

2.87

2.87

18.2

25.8

muller

12.9

3.85

3.87

22.6

22.7

nrtz

17.1

3.84

4.38

28.8

30.1

rtz

16.1

4.42

4.40

34.9

35.3

sr_latch

8.8

2.41

2.97

5.43

10.99

gen_sr_latch

15.4

3.65

3.73

24.4

26.2

muller

13.3

4.29

4.35

16.0

16.0

nrtz

16.0

4.34

4.91

23.3

23.0

rtz

16.0

5.01

5.01

27.6

27.9

sr_latch

20.4

4.34

4.65

28.1

31.8

muller

15.5

5.45

5.37

20.8

21.0

nrtz

15.4

4.89

5.42

22.2

22.8

rtz

15.7

5.78

5.75

28.1

28.4

sr_latch

32.2

4.76

4.95

40.6

40.7

muller

17.6

6.15

6.06

19.6

19.4

nrtz

15.8

5.20

5.73

20.6

19.6

rtz

16.4

6.24

6.17

26.3

26.6

sr_latch

28.3

4.79

5.05

44.0

42.8

muller

17.5

5.83

6.07

24.8

24.0

nrtz

14.6

5.12

5.78

21.8

21.5

rtz

15.3

5.97

6.05

28.1

28.0

Best
Case

Worst
Case

Best
Case

Worst
Case

Table 8.5: 32-bit Variable Implementations: Writes

8.2.4 Storage Elements
Four different latch implementations that can be applied to arbitrary encodings were
presented in section 6.4.6. The results of implementing each of these devices over the
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same codes used in the previous sections are shown in table 8.5. The sr_latch
implementation corresponds to the dual-rail and 1-of-4 SR-latch implementations
described in section 4.4.2. The gen_sr_latch implementation refers to the generalised SRlatch design of figure 6.6. The muller implementation to the Muller-pipeline style of
figure 6.7, the rtz and nrtz implementations to the generalised C-element implementations
of figures 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. The circuits were generated using Balsa Variable
handshake components. The results of table 8.5 show the area of each implementation and
the speed and energy costs of a single write to a 32-bit variable. The speed and energy
figures are based on the averages of performing 1000 writes to each implementation. The
best-case figures were generated by writing the same value each time. The worst-case
figures were generated by alternating between two different values with different active
wire sets.
The gen_sr_latch implementations prove to be very expensive for all for all encodings.
The need for m-1 completion detectors means the energy consumption of the devices was
the highest of all the devices for every encoding. However the simplicity of these nonreturn-to-zero devices meant that they were also the fastest. Both generalised C-element
implementations performed poorly compared to the other implementations for simple
codes, 1-of-4 and Dual-Rail where completion detection is relatively cheap. However for
more complex codes, the nrtz implementation performed well due to the reduction in
completion detection. When comparing Return-To-Zero devices, the muller
implementation performed better than the rtz implementation on all codes but the 3-of-6.
Therefore, given its simplicity, the Muller-pipeline register is preferred over the rtz device
if return-to-zero storage is required.
The complex code implementations of the general devices shown in table 8.5 perform
comparatively well against the simpler codes, such as dual-rail and 1-of-4. The area of the
complex code devices is larger in most cases, although the energy consumption is reduced
overall. However when the implementations of table 8.5 are compared with the standard
sr_latch implementations, the true cost of implementing storage devices for complex
codes is revealed. The sr_latch implementations are substantially smaller than the
smallest generalised device, the dual-rail gen_sr_latch (48% for the dual-rail and 22% for
the 1-of-4). The dual-rail sr-latch consumes 46%, the 1-of-4 sr_latch 57%, less energy (on
average) than the lowest energy complex code implementation (the 2-of-7 muller
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pipeline). The high cost of storage implementations for complex codes is a major
impediment to the successful employment of complex codes within designs. Unlike the
extra overheads incurred in complex code implementations of logical and arithmetic
functions, storage overheads will not be reduced by the incorporation of more advanced
synthesis and encoding techniques. However, the cost of storage implementations within
Balsa designs may be reduced by using (single-stage) pipeline storage latches to
implement write-once/read-once storage within Balsa designs, rather than the expensive
permanent storage currently implemented by Variable components. Behavioural
optimisations of handshake circuits are currently being investigated [104].
Table 8.6 shows the results of reads on 32-bit Variable components. The results were
generated from the nrtz implementations of table 8.5 and so only the speed and energy
consumption figures are given. Again these results represent the average of a single read
taken from a sequence of 1000 operations. Since all the codes described in this section
have unity-weight, only one value was read each time. These results could have been
Code

Speed(ns)

Energy(pJ)

Dual-Rail

1.77

8.15

1-of-4

1.71

5.18

2-of-5

1.72

5.43

2-of-7

1.66

4.88

3-of-6

1.71

5.94

Table 8.6: 32-bit Variable Implementations: Reads

predicted by the number of active inputs to transmit data words in each code. While these
results demonstrate advantages for the use complex codes, it should be noted that the
energy required to write values to Variables in these codes, greatly outweighs the energy
required to read from them. In circuits where Variables are read relatively few times in
between writes to the variable, the energy consumption gains may be negated.
The component implementations presented in this section suggest that the performance of
complex m-of-n components is poor compared to simpler codes such as dual-rail and 1of-4. In most cases the reduction in energy consumption is negated by the extra
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complexity in logic required to implement functions using complex codes. However these
results represent arbitrary encoding choices implemented using a fledgling synthesis
process. For each code there are many possible choices of symbols and ordering that can
reduce the size of logic implementations in different applications. With correct techniques
for selecting codes and their ordering, it is envisaged that the size of the complex code
implementations would be reduced significantly. There is still much research to be done
in the applicability of CAD techniques to QDI datapath circuits and the complex codes
implementations of circuit components will benefit significantly from such work. Future
areas of research into QDI CAD techniques are discussed in chapter 9.

8.3

Circuit Structures

As well as allowing for a range of different implementations of individual handshake
components, the new back-end allows for several structural decisions to be made that can
be applied globally across circuits.

8.3.1 Buffering
Circuit
SAMIPS

SPA

Buffering

Area(mm2)

Speed(MIPS)

Energy(µJ)

none

2.1

6.8

2.63

normal

2.4

9.2

1.6

qdi

2.8

7.1

1.8

none

2.6

3.8

4.2

normal

3.2

4.7

3.9

qdi

3.7

3.3

4.6

Table 8.7: Circuit Implementations with normal buffering

In previous Balsa implementations, the encoding of the channels was fixed and so the
number of wires and the fan-outs of gates within implementations could be determined as
a function of the component parameters. In the new back-end system, the encoding of
channels may be determined on a channel by channel basis and so the loading of gates and
wires cannot be determined within the ABS implementations of handshake components.
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Therefore, two simple buffering schemes were implemented, as discussed in section
6.4.3. Table 8.7 shows the area, speed and energy estimates for dual-rail implementations
of both the SAMIPS and the SPA and dual-rail implementations using the various
buffering schemes in the Balsa system: the original implementations with no buffering, a
simple buffer-tree insertion scheme and the QDI buffering scheme. The results highlight
the problems of the minimal buffering approach used in the existing Balsa HC
implementations. The buffered implementations are considerably larger than the original
dual-rail circuits, although some of this increase in size can be attributed to the
employment of synthesised logic and QDI decoders (as described in sections 8.2.1 and
8.2.2). Both example circuits however, receive a significant speed increase by the
incorporation of the simple buffer-tree scheme. The SAMIPS’ speed increased by 35%,
the SPA by 24%. The circuits also feature a reduction in the overall energy of the example
programs. The energy consumption of the SAMIPS is reduced by 40%, similar to the
reduction in energy due to the 1-of-4 implementations outlined in table 4.8. The reduction
in energy consumption of the SPA is more modest, around 7%. The reason for this
disparity is due mainly to the differences in storage requirements and readports of the
designs as discussed in section 4.4.2.
The QDI buffer insertion scheme allows buffers to be inserted within designs while
maintaining the isochronic fork property. The scheme is fairly expensive due to the need
for each branch of the fork to be explicitly acknowledged. The results of table 8.7 show
both circuits are significantly larger than both the original unbuffered circuits and the
normal buffered circuits. The energy consumption of the QDI-buffered SPA is actually
slightly larger than the original unbuffered circuit. However, incorporating this buffering
scheme removes all delay assumptions based on gate-timings (extended isochronic forks).
Hence these circuits are the first (true) QDI Balsa circuits.

8.3.2 Pipelining
The channel annotation scheme defined in section 6.3.2, allows for pipelining of channels
by creating regions across the channel and allows for the portion structure of each region
to be determined by the encoding. The code assignment tool described in chapter 7 allows
for the size of control regions to be determined globally and hence can be used to encode
the channels of a design to allow fine-grained pipelining of channels. By altering the
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encoding scheme of the assignment to allow only dual-rail codes to be assigned to paths,
the effect of channel pipelining on the performance of Balsa circuits can be determined.
Table 8.8, shows the results of implementing a range of pipelining widths on the dual-rail
example circuits.
Fine-grained pipelining is employed successfully in many QDI designs to increase
performance, particularly in designs employing the pipeline templates described in
section 2.7.2. Pipelining can increase the speed of operations by reducing the cost of
circuitry needed to synchronise the code groups of the datapath, such as the C-element
trees required for completion-detection. In the systems of section 2.7.2 the pipelined
sections synchronise with each other vary rarely. Weak-conditioned logic is used so that
in operations, such as ripple-carry arithmetic, where information needs to be exchanged
between sections, the output of the logic can be determined in many instances without
needing to wait for the input values. As the circuits described in this thesis all employ
strongly indicating logic, it could be expected that the pipelining of channels would not
be as effective as it is in other QDI design styles. However, as can be seen from the results
shown in table 8.8, the use of pipelining actually decreases the performance of the
example circuits, compared to the buffered circuits of 8.7.

Circuit
SAMIPS

SPA

Pipelining

Area(mm2)

Speed(MIPS)

Energy(µJ)

1-bit

3.1

7.6

2.14

4-bit

2.6

8.5

1.80

8-bit

2.5

8.8

1.80

1-bit

3.8

4.1

4.63

4-bit

3.3

3.8

4.4

8-bit

3.2

3.8

4.38

Table 8.8: Channel Pipelining

The reduction in performance can mainly be attributed to the use of both types (Push and
Pull) of channel communication throughout Balsa designs. In order to transfer data from
pull channels (such as variable read-ports, logical-functions) to push-channels (such as
variable write-ports, datapath-manipulations) the Fetch component is used. The Fetch
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activate
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Inp

Signal_ack
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activate_ack
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S

Inp_ack[0]
Inp_req0d[0]
Inp_req1d[0]
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Inp_ack[2]
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Inp_ack[4]
Inp_req0d[4]
Inp_req1d[4]

Figure 8.1: 1bit-Pipelining

component controls the data-flow across the input and output data-channels with a
handshake on a sync-port. The request of the (input) pull channel is generated from the
request of the sync-port, and the acknowledge of the (output) push channel is generated
from the acknowledge of the push channel. In a normal un-pipelined implementation the
Fetch component consists only of wires. In pipelined implementations, the Fetch
component forces all sections to synchronise with the handshake on the sync-port, in
order to do this the acknowledgements of all the sections must be combined using a Celement tree. Fetch components are used extensively throughout Balsa designs: there are
503 Fetch components in the SAMIPS circuit and 1086 in the SPA circuit and so
synchronisation of sections occurs frequently. The C-element tree used in pipelined Fetch
components is equivalent to the C-element trees that appear in un-pipelined components
such as Variables or during completion-detection and so should not contribute any
additional circuitry to the pipelined implementations. However, three of the four
handshake components that perform completion-detection, FalseVariable, ContinuePush
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and NullAdapt, use completion detection to initiate a handshake on a sync channel and,
hence, in these components a C-element tree is required, even in pipelined
implementations. Consequently if the component is connected to a Fetch component, two
C-element trees are required as shown in figure 8.1 and so the use of pipelining increases
the latency of the operation and reduces the performance. For this reason in the remainder
of circuits described in this thesis, no channel-level pipelining was employed.

8.3.3 Code Assignment Parameters
The code assignment technique described in chapter 7 assigns codes and structures to the
channels of a design by analysing the data dependencies of paths within the circuit. The
assignment software features a range of different variables that may be altered, allowing
a range of different encodings to be created for a single design. As discussed in section
7.7, the gradient of the encoding, and hence the number of encoded circuits that can be
practically implemented, is severely limited by the simple model of channel interaction
employed by the Balsa system. A small number of implementable encodings for the two
example circuits are presented here.

Initial Encoding
The initial encodings employed the code assignment tool without any artificially inserted
conflicts between paths. Conflicts occur when small atomic paths are amalgamated into
larger structures. In the initial circuits, the only time a conflict could occur between two
paths is when a path attempts to incorporate another path that has already been
amalgamated into a different path structure. As each path is encoded, information is
supplied to the encoder about paths surrounding the current path to a certain level. In order
to implement gradated encoding, the level to which the path information is taken into
account varies with distance from the design. In the initial encodings, the conflict level
was set to 3, providing information to the encoder about paths of level 0 -2. Where
conflicts occur between an internal and an external path of a breeze part, a decision must
be made as to whether there is enough information known about the internal path to
encode it or whether it must be exported as a dummy path. Exporting the internal path
defers its encoding until more information about the environment of the external path is
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known. In these encodings, conflicting paths were exported if the size of the smallest
encoding region in their border was larger than 8-bits. The border of two paths is the
section of each path that connects the two. Table 8.9 shows the encoding percentages,
area, speed and energy figures for the two example circuits employing this initial
encoding. The encoding percentages were calculated by determining the fraction of bits
Area
(mm2)

Speed
(MIPS)

Energy
(µJ)

DualRail

1-of-4

2-of-5

2-of-7

SAMIPS

78.0%

4.0%

10.3%

7.7%

2.7

7.6

2.1

SPA

70.5%

18.4%

7.4%

3.6%

3.6

4.4

4.2

Table 8.9: Initial Encoding Results

assigned to each code from the total number of bits assigned (the sum of the widths of all
the channels in the circuit). Both circuits are mainly encoded in the dual rail code as,
without conflicts, the amalgamated paths structures were large. Large paths incorporate
many different components with different structural and functional path attributes. As
each path structure is encoded to reflect the requirements of all of its constituent atomic
paths, small size code groups are used frequently to overcome the (possibly conflicting)
properties of each path. The simulation results shown in table 8.9, are similar to the
buffered circuit implementations of table 8.7 with small overheads in area, speed and
energy consumption due to the use of complex codes. Attempts were made to increase the
encoding percentages of codes other than dual-rail in designs, by reducing the level of
conflict information used in encoding. This has little effect as most of the designs consist
of large paths, directly adjacent to other large paths, which are mainly dual-rail encoded.
By decreasing the level of conflict information, small isolated paths have less information
about the encoding of their adjacent paths. Figure 8.2 shows how such paths can occur.
Path a is positioned between a Combine component and a Slice component. Both
Combine and Slice components terminate paths on their inputs and initiate paths on their
outputs (figure 7.1). If paths b, c and d are amalgamated into other paths, then path a
cannot be expanded any further and so will be assigned its own encoding. As such paths
have few functional or structural attributes, they are often encoded using large complex
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codes which may result in incompatibilities when interacting with the adjacent
neighbours.

c
a
b

→

.

e

>><<

<<>>

d

Figure 8.2: Isolated Path

Logical Conflicts

SAMIPS

DualRail

1-of-4

2-of-5

2-of-7

41.9%

23.8%

14.0%

20.2%

Area
(mm2)

Speed
(MIPS)

5.4

Energy
(µJ)

7.6

2.1

Table 8.10: Functional Conflict Encoding Results

In an attempt to increase the diversity of encodings created by the code assignment tool,
artificial conflicts were used to reduce the size of path structures. In an initial attempt,
conflicts were inserted between paths containing different functional attributes to allow
individual binary functions to be encoded separately. Table 8.10 shows the results of
employing such a scheme on the SAMIPS circuit. The level of Dual-Rail encoding used
Datapath

Completion

Logic

Encode

Storage

Transistors

351246

96562

354845

71408

439647

Energy(nJ)

264

636

150

116

943

Table 8.11: SAMIPS: Functional Conflict Encoding Results

within the designs is reduced, and although the energy and speed results remain similar to
the previous example, the area has dobuled. The reason for the dramatic increase in area
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can be seen by examing the circuit categories for the design shown in table 8.11. The
datapath category contains over seven times as many transistors as the original dual-rail
design and more than three times as many as the 1-of-4 design, and consumes around 40%
more energy than both. This undermines the stated aims of the code assignment scheme
which was to reduce the number of transistors and energy consumption caused by
unnecessary datapath manipulations.
The reason only the SAMIPS has been presented in this section is that the structure of the
SPA prevents an encoding using logical conflicts. As described in section 4.2.2, the SPA
ALU treats all operations in the same manner in an attempt to increase security. This
means that the circuitry required to implement all binary functions within the ALU are all
closely connected. The arithmetic binary functions used in Balsa do not expose the
internal carry signals, and so in order to set the carry-in (for example to implement a
subtract operation using a 2s complement adder), or determine the carry-out (for checking
overflow), additional bits must be used in an addition operation. In the SPA, arithmetic
operations are implemented in this fashion, using two extra bits for the carry-in and carryout, results are written to a register, which is two bits larger than the original datapath. The
overflow and the carry-out can then be determined from the result register and the result
extracted by removing the added bit at either end. As all operations are forced to use as
much of the same circuitry as possible, logical operations are also written to the result
register, and so must be expanded with two extra bits before they are stored. The
handshake circuit graph of this datapath is shown in figure 8.3. As the outputs of the
logical binary functions are fed into a combine component they are on a separate atomic
path to the other outputs. When using the logical conflict insertion scheme, the output of
the AND gate became isolated and as a result the SPA could only be successfully
implemented using an encoding with a higher percentage of dual-rail codes than the initial
encoding.

Datapath Conflicts
To reduce the overheads due to datapath manipulations of the previous encoding scheme,
a new conflict insertion technique was devised. The scheme increases the likelihood that
the different paths connected to datapath components are amalgamated together so they
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Figure 8.3: SPA ALU Handshake Circuit

can be assigned a unified encoding. A “datapath” functional attribute was created for the
terminator/initiator components from the datapath category. The attribute is marked with
the instance number of the component in which it originated and the size of the border
between the ports of the component. This allows the conflict procedure to give priority in
amalgamation to paths involved in datapath manipulations. The size field of the attribute
ensures that paths are only absorbed into the path structures with which they share the
largest border. Assigning priority to propagations between certain sets of components
means that more conflicts between other components occur. In order to reduce the effect
of the increased conflicts on the non-datapath terminator/initiator components, schemes
were implemented to strengthen the relationship between the ports of these components.
“Silent” propagation attributes were inserted between the read-ports of Variable and
FalseVariable components. These propagations always conflict and so no amalgamation
will take place across the read-ports, however they create a relationship between the ports,
that will allow information to be exchanged, thereby allowing both read and write ports
to be congenially encoded. The rules governing the projection of internal paths due to
conflicts were changed, forcing conflicts between external and internal paths connected
to the same binary function component to be exported. This allows the ports of binaryfunctions to be more closely related without greatly increasing the number of export paths
of a component and the complexity of the encoding process overall. The results of
implementing these schemes on the encoding of the example circuits is shown in table
8.12. The encoding percentages have changed, with a greater proportion of dual-rail
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employed in the encoding than in the SAMIPS example of the pervious section. However,
the circuits show improvements in area, speed and energy consumption over both of the
previous encodings.
Area
(mm2)

Speed
(MIPS)

Energy
(µJ)

DualRail

1-of-4

2-of-5

2-of-7

SAMIPS

54.0%

11.5%

12.0%

22.5%

3.2

8.6

2.0

SPA

66.8%

15.4%

9.3%

8.6%

4.0

4.5

4.0

Table 8.12: Datapath Conflict Encoding Results

The category information for each code is shown in table 8.13. The datapath category
shows a marked reduction in area compared to the previous encoding, although the energy
consumption is greater. The area and energy consumption of the completion category has
increased in both circuits. By giving priority to amalgamations between datapath
components the conflicts are moved to other components, such as the read-ports of
FalseVariable components.
Circuit
SAMIPS

SPA

Datapath

Completion

Logic

Encode

Storage

Transistors

103177

137986

148985

71138

349638

Energy(nJ)

284

707

120

141

715

Transistors

118320

275038

159628

172336

258845

Energy(nJ)

556

2018

266

261

822

Table 8.13: Datapath Conflict Encoding Categories

1-of-4 Encoding
As shown by the results of 8.2, the initial implementations of the handshake-circuit
components for complex codes do not compare favourably, in many cases, to the more
simple dual-rail and 1-of-4 implementations. The final encoding scheme presented in this
thesis, employs only dual-rail and 1-of-4 codes in an attempt to increase the overall
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performance of the circuits. The results of these implementations are shown in table 8.14.
Area
(mm2)

DualRail

1-of-4

SAMIPS

45%

55%

3.0

9.8

1.7

SPA

65%

35%

3.5

5.0

3.7

Speed
(MIPS)

Energy
(µJ)

Table 8.14: 1-of-4 and Dual-Rail Encoded Implementations

The percentage of dual-rail codes in both circuits is still quite high and this affects the
energy consumption of the circuits which is similar to the energy consumption of the
buffered circuits of table 8.7. When compared to the initial circuit implementations
presented in tables 4.1 and 4.2, the circuits compare favourably. The SAMIPS
implementation is 44% faster, and consume 35% less energy, although occupies 42%
more area. The SPA implementation is 32% faster, and consumes only 10% less energy,
but is around 33% larger.
The circuit architectures presented in this section have of variety different properties and
have shown several favourable characteristics. The performance increases from the
implementation of a simple buffering scheme for DI components, suggest such a scheme
is long overdue and an essential part of any future Balsa releases for all handshake
component implementations. Buffering of signals not only helps improve performance,
but also makes QDI circuits more robust. In several circumstances, unbuffered QDI Balsa
circuits have deadlocked during simulation due to slow rising and falling edges of large
fan-out signals, as described by Van Berkel [10]. By employing a QDI buffering scheme,
the strain on the isochronic fork assumptions can be lessened without introducing any
extra delay assumptions into the design.
There are many different requirements on the data paths on each part of the design, and
therefore finding an encoding that will perfectly suit every single component is
impossible. The encoded circuits presented in this chapter suffered due to the channel
interaction scheme employed by the Balsa back-end system. In many cases favourable
encodings could not be implemented because of the encodings on the ports of a single
component resulted in sections containing millions of symbols. By implementing a more
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complicated channel interaction scheme, a much broader range of encodings could be
employed. Large sections within components could be partitioned into smaller parts, with
only a small overhead in the complexity of the component. This complexity is traded with
a more suitable encoding scheme for the circuit as a whole.

8.4

Summary

This chapter presented a variety of different circuits implemented using the new Balsa
back-end. The internal circuit components used with the Balsa handshake components
were evaluated over a range of different encodings. The new back-end system was
evaluated using several different implementations of the example circuits introduced in
chapter 4. The results showed improvements over the initial dual-rail circuit
implementations but limitations due to the restrictive model of channel interaction
suggest immediate improvements can be made with further work.
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Chapter 9:

Conclusions

QDI circuits represent an attractive solution to the increasing complexity of VLSI circuit
design, particularly within the area of circuit synthesis. By eliminating global-variables
and technology dependent constraints, QDI circuits are more robust and amenable to
reuse and verification. However such circuits often suffer large performance penalties
when implemented in general-purpose synthesis schemes. This thesis represents an
investigation into the synthesis of Quasi-Delay-Insensitive datapath circuits, using the
Balsa framework as a platform to experiment with new circuit styles. The main focus of
the research was on producing a general purpose synthesis architecture that allows a range
of circuits to be implemented using various data-encodings and channel structures.
The analyses of chapter 4 show that the major overheads in implementing QDI Balsa
circuits are due to completion detection and the large number of read-ports required to
control the flow of data throughout systems. The handshake circuits produced by Balsa
are technology independent and so in many cases their implementation in a QDI design
style causes many unnecessary overheads. In order to reduce the cost of QDI
implementations of Balsa circuits, several changes to the handshake component set and
the behaviour of individual handshake components have been proposed [46, 87, 88, 104].
Rather than attempting to seek performance benefits in this manner, which may have
yielded better results [89], a more general approach was taken that has applicability
outside the Balsa synthesis system. By removing the need for hand-built primitives within
the Balsa back-end, a flexible synthesis system was created in which many different
circuit types can be implemented and evaluated. The system provides a basis for further
research into the subject of QDI datapath synthesis, as documented in section 9.1, as well
as

providing

immediate

performance

improvements

over

of

existing

QDI

implementations.
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The technique presented in chapter 5 for the synthesis of arbitrary SI boolean functions
represents a significant advance in the area of SI combinational logic synthesis. While
other synthesis tools, may be used to create QDI implementations of CL circuits, no other
technique allows for such a broad range of circuits to be implemented without introducing
additional delay assumptions or requiring (function dependent) complex cells.
The code assignment technique of chapter 7, provides an interesting technique for
analysing the data requirements of large circuits. Unfortunately the evaluation of the
encodings produced by the software was limited by the channel interaction policy of the
back-end system, which heavily restricted the number of circuit encodings that may be
implemented.

9.1

Future Work

The work defined in this thesis presents several opportunities for further research. The
level of encoding and employment of complex codes throughout the circuits described are
limited by the simple model of channel interaction employed. By adopting a more
complex model, using a mixture of the schemes outlined in section 6.3.4, the gradient of
encodings within designs can be increased and a more interesting range of circuits
produced. The circuits are also limited by the memory requirements of the initial
implementation of the Oolong synthesis software. The initial Oolong implementation was
created in Scheme, the language used for the Balsa back-end system. Matrices were
approximated using lists, and implemented naively, resulting in a memory footprint that
is prohibitive for large circuits. It is intended to re-implement the tool using C, and a
sparse-matrix package. Careful memory management should allow for a large increase in
the size of implementable circuits, as well as a reduction in the execution time.
The adaptation of existing CAD techniques to QDI circuits provides enormous
possibilities for potential research with many possible applications. Conventional CAD
techniques cover three main areas: Logic Synthesis, Logic Encoding and Technology
Mapping. Each of these areas has a special relevance to QDI circuits, and represents
exciting new areas of research.
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9.1.1 Logic Synthesis
The synthesis techniques presented in chapter 5 applied conventional multi-level logic
synthesis techniques to QDI combinational logic synthesis. These techniques are an
efficient method to synthesise arbitrary boolean functions into circuit implementations
based on Seitz’s Strong Conditions. In strongly-indicating circuits, no output may become
valid until all inputs are valid, thus the functions of each output are dependent on all
literals from a function’s input data set and consequently don’t cares within functions
cannot be exploited. The substitution method defined in section 5.5, relies on the fact
divisors are inserted into every single function in which they are resident in order to
preserve the speed independence of the resulting circuit. By adopting a more complex
substitution method, weakly-indicating circuits could be synthesised, reducing the size,
latency and power consumption of circuit implementations since don’t cares can be used
to remove literals from the outputs of some functions. The notion of disjoint sets of inputs
generated by intersecting rectangles could still be used to select divisors. However
divisors may be inserted in only a subset of cover functions. Careful analysis of the
functions would be needed to ensure that the speed-independent properties of both cover
functions and divisors were maintained. It is hypothesised that this could be done using
the function matrices, as in section 5.7, or other conventional logic synthesis techniques
rather than necessitating constructing state-graphs for the network.

9.1.2 Technology Mapping
In conventional CAD techniques, circuits are often synthesised, using technology
independent synthesis, into a small library of gates (such as 2-input NOR gates). The
resulting circuit graph is mapped into cell libraries using pattern matching [94, 61]. The
synthesis techniques of chapter 5 are also technology-independent, all circuits can be
implemented using 2-input C-elements and OR-gates. However, as shown in section
8.2.1, the size of circuit implementations can be reduced by implementing functions with
larger input gates. Many technology-mapping techniques exist for speed-independent
circuits [57, 22, 97], although these mainly consist of techniques to decompose circuits
into smaller gates rather than composing larger gates from smaller ones. By adopting
conventional

technology-mapping

techniques,

constrained

to

preserve

speed-

independence, more efficient circuits may be generated. A good example of the
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advantages of technology mapping is the use of NCL elements. Threshold logic functions
have often been used to replace simple AND-OR functions in conventional Boolean
networks. The C-element-OR trees generated by Oolong can be replaced with NCL gate
operators, without violating delay assumptions. Figure shows a 1-of-4 full adder circuit
generated by the Oolong synthesis tool, and a simple mapping using NCL elements.

9.1.3 (State) Encoding
The aim of encoding is to minimise the cost of combinational logic by assigning binary
codes to the inputs and outputs of functions. There exist four encoding problems to
minimise the cost of combinational logic circuits [34]:
i

Find an input encoding.

ii

Find an output encoding.

iii

Find input and output encodings.

iv

Find a single encoding for both inputs and outputs.

Encoding is used most often in conventional circuits in state encoding, where codes are
assigned to the state variables of Finite-State-Machine (FSMs). State encoding is
equivalent to problem iv above. The outputs of FSMs are fed-back to become inputs, and
so need to be assigned a unified encoding. Several different techniques have been
developed to solve the encoding problems. Most of these techniques are based on an
strategy proposed initially by De Micheli [33]. State values are defined as a set of multivalued variables, and undergo symbolic minimisation before being assigned to binary
codes. At its most fundamental level, the symbolic minimisation performed upon multivalued variables is similar to the process used to generate QDI decoders described in
section 6.4.5.
MVSIS [24] is a complete multi-valued synthesis system, used to perform symbolic
minimisation. Previous attempts to create QDI circuits from MVSIS [53] used only 1-hot
codes for variables. Circuits were targeted at PLA devices with matched delays to control
function execution. A much more flexible approach would be to use m-of-n codes, and
adopt a QDI synthesis method such as the one described in this thesis to implement logic
synthesis after symbolic minimisation. Using this approach it may be possible to
incorporate MVSIS straight into a QDI synthesis flow, although an even better approach
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Figure 9.1: Technology Mapping
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would be to constrain the multi-valued logic synthesis techniques to allow QDI circuits to
be produced.
Techniques for generating m-of-n DI-encodings for a set of values have been suggested.
Varshavsky [110] suggested a method of selecting codes based on the logic functions of
the code. These codes were called direct-transition codes and mapped each transition of
the inputs into a transition of the output code. The constraints were similar to the
dichotomies used in conventional encoding [117] (which were originally devised for state
minimisation in asynchronous FSMs). A similar method to Varshavsky’s using
conventional dichotomy solvers was suggested by Nowick [82], but has yet to be
implemented.
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